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INTRODUCTION 
are from the .American Ste.ndard Version; as revised in 1946. For the 
Greek, I have used Uestle' s text, in the sixteenth edition (1956)., 
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I, B, l, b 5 
but none, so far as I know, in the present century.. Calvin, on t.he other 
hand, set the Prote:;;tant tradi tion against the recognition of any ktnd of 
intermedia te visit. On 2 Cor 2:1, he commented that Paul carne to C{>rinth 
nonce by an Epi.stle, by meuns of which he had severely pained them."; this 
painful epistle (1 Cor) was, for Calvin, the second "visit." This view is 
rather artifi cial, however, and avoids th.e plainest meaning of the refo·r-
ences. . . 
. ~ . 
g. Early Critical Reconstructions. 
a. John Calvin. In his commentary on 1. Cor (1546), Calvin took 
issue with the traditional assignment of the letter to Philippi. On 16: 5 
he commented: · 
The common opinion is,. t hat this epistle was sent from 
Philippi ..... To me, however, i t appears more probable, 
that the epistle was wri. tten at Ephesus; ;for he says a 
little after ·ards, t hat he will remain there until Pen-
~ecost (verse 8); and he-sa~s the Corint~~ans, n~ 
in tl;le name of' the Philippians, but of the Asia tics (verse 
19). Besides, in the o:>econd epistle he e:x.plici t.ly states, 
he passed over into Macedonia . (2 Cor. ii. 15.) Now 
after passing t hrough Macedonia, he lfOuld he at a dis-
tance from Ephesus, and in the neighborhood of Achaiu. 
Hence I have no doubt that he was at Ephesus at that ·time: 
thence he could sail by a strnight course to Achaia. For 
visiting Macedonia, a long circuit wa s needed, and a more 
disagreeable route.. Accordingly he lets them l'..now that 
he will not come to them by a direct course, as he re-
quired to gg_ through Macedoniao 
The cogency of this argument is such tha t ell modern schole.rs l-le.ve aban-
doned the tre.di tional view, ~d pr actically all hn.ve e.do.pted . an Ephesian 
origin for 1 Cor. Calvin ' s reeonstruction has become the conservative 
Protestant view, and is, in substance, the account of Acts, with two let-
ters to Corinth inserted in the Ephesian period (a lost letter near the 
I, B, 2, a 4 
beginning and 1 Cor near the end) , and 2 Cor from Macedonia dur1.ng the 
journey of .Acts 20:-1- 2. 
b. John Mill. In the Prolegomena to his :!::1 kAIN~ 6.1A&HKH : 
No~ Testamentum Graecu1n (Oxford, 1707), Mill eXpressed thG opi nion t hat 
1 Cor was not from )i;phesus itself, but from some place near-by, because 
.Paul wrote E.v £ tf.e<r<tJ rather than ~Se. in 16: B. Recently J .. Weiss (1910) 
has taken a si milar. position. }i'or Paul's relations with Corinth, however, 
the va ria tion is of little significance-
c. George Benson. In 1755, in his comraentar£, Bencon explained 
1 Cor 5:9 as a reference to e. letter which Paul had started to wri. te, but 
had not yet completed when Stephanas and his party came :from Corinth. On 
receiving the news they brought, he (Paul) discarded the 1'ormer letter 
and begun a fresh one, which is our 1 Cor. Though followed by Adam Clark.e 
in hi.s commentary (1810-28), others have rightly rej <~cted the hypothesis, 
for how does it make sense that Paul ~~ould need to i nterpret for the Cor-
inthians a letter they had never seen? 
d. Johann Salomon Semler. Some radical conclusions appeered in 
Semler' s P~raphrasis in pr:tmum Pauli ,ru! Corint1Jios Epistolam £.Y!!! notis ~ 
Latinarum translationum excerptis: ~ 111 seeundam E-0istola.m (1770- 76). He 
reconatructed three ~originaln letters out of 2 Cor and Romans 16, as fol-
. < 
l ows: Letter A, 2 Cor 1-8~ Rom 16, 2 Cor 15:11-15; B, 2 Cor 10-15:10; 
c, 2 Cor 9 (written to the Christi.:;. ns of Achaia rather t:b...an Corinth). All 
were written from iiucedoni3., between the Ephesian mission and the journey 
to Greece noted in Acts 20; 2-5. He \':as thus the first to recognize that 
chapter 12 of 2 Cor is later than chapter 8, nnd t.o realize tho.t room 
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mentioned in the brief reference of 12:18• is too easy an evasion of the 
strikint; par .s..ll elf.; . B. , f'eier.:' ; justly re !"rk€ri3 tlwt "die hypothetische 
Reise des Titus ist ein reim~r fi!othbehelf ," and one designed, in this 
cese, to save the unity of 2 Cor. Billroth put Paul's second visit just 
prior to this supposed visit of Titus, snd the sending of the first (lost) 
letter. This, however, me.kes Paul• e referP.nces to hts second vis·t as 
"puinfulk f'J, complete mystery. Some hypothesis of trouble at this early 
d . te becomes necesst"~ry, trouble -r.htch is gone at the time of 1 Cor and 
back again shortly aftl9rwarCis .• 
g. Karl Schr ·der. I .n 1650, the first. volu"te of Schrader •·s Der 
ltpostel Paulus appeared, incorpore.t.ing Billroth ' s analysis of the Corinthi-
an problel!l . 
c. Fro - ~ Bleek (1850) to llausrath (1870) 
1· F'riedrich Bleek. The important contribution of Bleek a:opea.red in 
1850, in his article 11Erorterung'-'n in Bezi.ehung auf die Briefe Pauli an 
die Korinther" in the third volume of' Studien und Kri tiken, 614-652.. He 
pa inted out the necessity of assuming a lost letter bet~een 1 Cor and 
2 Cor, and. with such force as to convi,nce e_n eventual majority of later 
critic .1 scholars. He recognized a. lost letter before 1 Gor, assumed 
that Timothy wes the bearer of 1 Cor, ha"d Titus take the third letter 
after the return and bad report of Timothy, and then followed the tradi-
tional view. He assumed an intennediate visit, but remained uncertain 
5. Lehrbuch .£§.!: Einlei tung 1-.B das ~ Testarr.Ant, 204. 
I, C, 1 9 
about when 1 t took place. On the whole, he favored the view that during 
Paul t s first visi t to Corinth he had teken time for a Corinthian-based 
mission to Illyricum, and hence the second visit began after his return. 
This is an elaboration of the explana:tion of Ba.ronius (died 1607). 
g. iL• Q •. MUller • .l''rom Basel, in .18511 ceme a denial of Beak's hy-
po t hesis of the intemediate lett~:::r, in VUller' s ~ tribus Pauli i tiner-
ibus Corinthum suaceptt §£ epistolisgue ad eosdem non deperdi tis. He de-
nied that eny letter had been lost, referring both-1 Cor 5&9 and the 
severe letter o.f 2 Cor to 1 Cor itself. He defended (after Billroth) a 
hypothetical financial mission of Ti tus to Corinth before 1 Cor, and re-
ferred 2 Cor 12:18 to it. 
5. Johann August Wilhelm Neander. The f irst German edi tion of his 
ru HistorY~ ~ Plant i ng and !raining £!. ~ Christian Church Ez _2 
.Apostle~ appeared in "!852. He opposc::d Bleek•s hypothesis in the early 
editions, but adopted it in the fourth edition (1847) .. He advanced the 
novel suggestion tha t Paul 1 s second visit was made sometime between his 
first visit to Ephesus and his return, and probably from Antioch. 
Bleak gave a courteous notice to the sugges tion in his posthumously pub-
lished Einl'ei tung in des ~ Testament (1'862) , though still pr eferring 
bis own ele.bore.tlon .of B ... ronius. The suggestion of Neander has rightly 
f allen into ,oblivion .. 
!• Rudolph Iqager. In 1854, Anger, in hi e J2!l temporwa ,1a Actis 
Apostolorum Ratione, further perpetua ted the guess of Baronius that Acts 
18 has combined the first and second Corinthian vis! ts of Paul. 
_2. !.!!:!. August Credner. Credner suppot·ted Bleek .in his Einlei tung 
I, C, 5 10 
in das Heue Testament (1856), but modified by Billroth 1s hypo-thesis t hat 
---
the second visit took place from Ephesus before the 1o:$t letter of l Cor 
5:.9. It iJ this form of Bleak 's hypo ·thE;si s that ·on t:.t l:?.rge following 
among scholars; suhsP.quent reft:::rrmces to 'Sleek's hypothesis in t his 
chapter are intGnded to refer to this fo l'll • 
.§.. Leopold IHlmaneul :Riick:ert. Bleek .found another opj_)Onent of his 
los t l etter hypothesi.s in the Commf:lntar ~ die Briefe §.!! die Korin ther 
(1836-7) of Ruckert. He f ollowed Billroth1 s analysis. 
7., Helnrich Bottger. BOttger, in his Beitrage ~ _h.i.stori ·sche-kri t-
ische Jl:::inlei tang in die :Pauliniache Brlefe (1857), proposed that 1 Cor 
was wr itten from Southern Achaia (III, 50) rather than :E.'phesus, but has 
not succeeded in persuading anyone else. He also defended, l ncidentnlly, 
a Caesarean origin for Philippians (II, 47ff.) • 
.§. Re1nrich August 1Hlhelm Heyer. Meyer's famous Kri tische-exeget-
ische Comme:ntar .~ .9!! Neuen :testament. (1st edition of the Corinthian 
volumes, 1859-40) stands with Billroth. The later edi tiona (4th, 1861-2; 
5th, 1870) denied the innovations of Bleek and Evra.ld ( see below·, 16). 
£!. Hermann Olahausen. In his Biblischer Comm.entar (HMO),. Olshausen 
sanctioned Bi11roth•s location of tho second visit before the lost letter 
of 1 Cor 5:9, but adopted Bleek 1s lost l etter between 1 Cor and 2 Cor~ 
His reconstruction follows Credner's form of Rleek's view,. 
10. Wilhelm Martin Leberecht ,gg .ette. The sec!)nd part of de Wette's 
Lehrbuch .~ historische-kritisehen Einlei tung in di e Bibel was devoted to 
the New Testament. The f'irst edition (1826) follo wed Colvin's recon-
struction, a position maintained through all the later editions (last 
I 1 c, 10 11 
edition, 1848). He r~j ected the intermediate visit, and, after 1830, op-
po.sed Bleek 1 s intermediate letter also. 
ll• !,. ,l. Conybeare. In The ~ ~ :ElpisUes .2f ~· ~' by Cony~ 
bear and J. s. Howson (first published in 1641), Conybeare presented, in 
chapters 15 and 17, what was essentially the view of Billroth, pointing 
out, however, that the mission of Titus just prior to 2 Cor was after the 
dispatch of 1 Cor, rather than at the same time, and that his main mission 
was to promote the collection Paul wc.s making. The hypothesis of Bleek 
was not adopted, but in a footnote (II, 88) it is admitted to be "not im-
possible • .,. 
g. Edouard Guillaume Eugene~· This Alsatian scholar defended 
the trudi tions.l reconstruction as modified by Billroth, in his QteGeschichte 
der heiligen Schriften ~ Neuen. Testament (1842), and in all later edi-
tions. 
ll$ :F'erdinand Christian~- In 1845 the famous founder o£ the 
TU.bingen school published his Paulus, ~ Apostel ~ Christi. Denying 
both the intermediate visit and the intermediate letter of Bleek, he fol-
lowed the traditional Protestant view of' Calvin. His contribution lay 
not in formulating a new understanding of the historical events, but 
rather in making a more ce.ref'ul analysis of the party-strife et Corinth 
than had thus far been attempted. He interpreted this strife in terms of 
his maJor premise, seeing only two parties, a Petrina (JS1'1isb-Christian) 
and a Pauline (Gentile-Christian). He had previously developed this anal-
ysis, in the TU.bingen z.eitschrift f'or 1831, 1835, 1856, and 1856. Many 
scholars, even to the present, have .followed his understanding of' the 
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llictionary of~ Bible, Davies d·efended Bleek's view of the severe let-
ter and Billrothts view of the second visit and lost letter of 1 Cor 5:!; 
in all the rest he was trudi tional. 
l.§. Johann Chri§tian !· .!QJ! Hofmann* In parts 2 and 5 of t~1e second 
volume of his couentflry (1864-6; 2nd edition, 1874-7), Hofmann, though 
following !3illroth in general., combined the hypotheses of sever~ prede-
cessors. On the second visit, he followed Billroth. Either in this viai t, 
or in the lost letter just after it, he announced the plan of 2 Cor 1:15-
16 (following Paley) • 'f.'hen llthose of Chloe" arrived, he sent Timothy to 
Corinth, through »acedonia~ · After Stephanas nd party arrived with a let-
ter from Corinth., and after a personal report from Timothy, 1 Cor was 
sent. Then the Cephas-party grew more op-posed and stronger, so he sent 
Titus with •the brother11 (2 Cor 12;18) to settle affairs and promote the 
financial campaign (Bleak 1 s hypot.hesia denied). Going on to Macedonia, 
Titus brought a favorable and encouraging report. and s letter from the 
Corinthians, ::>.nd in response Paul wrote our 2 Cor, and settt i 't by Titus 
and two brothers (2 Cor 8) .. In addition to the difficulties wl'..i.ch this 
reconstruction shares with previous ones, there. ere several others. It is 
difficult to think of Timothy returning before 1 Cor, since in 16:11 he 
is obviously not with Paul. Also, Titus is sent after Paul heard of the 
failure of his severe letter (1 Cor), yet he is anxiously awaiting the 
news of its reception in Macedonia, in the early chapters of 2 Cor. That 
Titus brought a letter from Corinth when he made his r eport in Macedonia 
has no support a t all. 
19. Joseph Ernest~· Renan, in 1869, in his ~· ~~ folio ed 
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a modifica tion of the traditional reconstruction. He denied the inter-
mediate visit altogether, and Bleek's ~'Zwi.schenbrief", but admitted the 
lost epistle of 1 Cor 5:9 and rightly considered the travel plan of 2 Cor 
1:15-16 to be later in time than thet of 1 Cor 16. He supposed the.t Titus 
was sent 'With one brother (as in 2 Cor 12:18) on a three-fold mission. 
He was supposed to heal the troubles (reported by Timothy), inform them 
of a new travel plan (that of 2 Cor 1;15-16), and carry on the financial 
campaign. Renan conjectured the t T:t tus returned from this mission to 
Ephesus after Paul's departure, followed him to Troa s, and finall7 caught 
up to him in Macedonia. This · is most unlikely, however, considering Ps.ul '-s 
anxiety to meet him and learn. the effect of his severe letter. naul, at 
least, expected him to return through Macedonia. 
RQ.. M_. Krenkel. In hts Paulus, ~ .Apostel ill Heiden (1$9), Krenkel 
follo wed Ewald, putting both the intermedia te visit and the lost harsh let-
ter between the two canonical letters . He s w the travel plan of ~ Cor 1 
s~ l a ter than that of 1 Cor 16, and proposed the.t 1 t wa.s fi.Mounced by 
Titus when he carried the harsh letter. 2 Cor 12 refers to tlrl.s · ission 
of Titus, whereas 2 Cor 8 refers to the next trip; with£ Cor. He later, 
however, revised this reconstruction considera.bly {see below, D, 17). 
D. l 'rom I:Iausrath (1870) through Viorld War I 
1. Adolf Hausrath., In 1870 Hausrath contributed the last major hy-
pothesis in what h !iS become the prevatling critical reconstructiono In 
Dar Vierkapitelbrief des Paulus lm die Korinther he suggested that Bleek's 
lost letter was lnrgely preserved in 2 9or 10-15. A majority of modern 
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critics have adopted this hypothesis. Hausrath followed Billroth, however, 
on the second visit, and in supposing e. total of three missions of Titus 
to Corinth. This last view is required b.1 the identification of 2 Cor 10-
15 w1 th the severe letter, because 12;18 refers to an earlier visit o:f 
Titus. He differed from Billroth, however, in the location of this first 
visit of Titus, putting it after 1 Cor rather than before. Against Haus-
rath's main thesis, see below,. II, A, 2, c, (7}. 
_g., Aufmst Saba tier. In L f.Apo ·tre Paul, also published in 1870, Saba-
tier proposed a reconstruction which included a lost epistle before 1 Cor 
and another after, but denied an intermediate visit at any time, and other-
wise followed tradition~ lie noted,. but rejected, Hausrath's hypothesis. 
. A· Adolt' Hilgenfeld. In his .Ze1 tscbrift :fur wissenschaftli che 'l'heo;.:. 
- - ~
ltggie for 18'71 (p. 99-120), Hilgenfeld o;>posed Hausrath, and stated essen-
tially the same reconstruction as Renan • s. He explained the change o:f 
plan in the same way was Paley, and had T1 tus make only two trips, one 
with the lost severe letter and one w1 th 2 Cor • 
.1• Eylau.; Eylau published in 1875 a slightly modified form of 
Ewald ' s reconstruction, in his Zur Chronologie der Korintherbrie:fe. He 
realized the probl~ of the relation between the travel plans, and propos-
ed that after Titus and one brother (2 Cor 12:18) took the severe letter, 
the trouble quieted down, and then Paul announced the plan of 2 Cor 1. 
This avoids the objection that a disciplining letter and the plan of 
2 Cor 1 do not go well together, but only at the cost of raising new and 
more di.f:ficul t problems. How could Paul base the plan of 2 Cor 1 on his 
knowledge of the effect of his letter and then worry over 1 te reaeption 
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until he met Titus in Macedonia? And did he announce the new plan on the 
eve of his departure by the old one? 
§.. Albert Heinrich Ernst Klopper~ In his commentary on 2 Cor only 
(1874) Klapper followed Bleek. 
§.• Hagge. In the lahrbiicher .fill: deutsche Theologie for 1876 (p. 481-
551), Hagge proposed a very complex rearrangement of the Corinthian corres-
pondence, and a reconstruction based on i .t. From. our two canonical letters; 
he recons tructed four. Beginning in the Ephesian period nth the mission 
of Timothy, he noted the letter from Corinth and the arrival of Stephane.s, 
Fortunatus, and .Achaicus.; . In response,. a letter was sent, being, in his 
reconstruction, 1 Cor 1;1-8; 1112-~4; 7:1-8:15; 9:19-11:1; 12-14; 16:1-9; 
4:16-20; 16:10-21, 24. T~s was the letter referred to in our 1 Cor 5:9. 
Upon the return of Timothy, Titus was sent, with one brother (2 Cor 12:18), 
on a f'inancial mi.ssion.. ShorUy after, Paul made his hasty second visit, 
and while there in person, conveyed the new travel plan (2 Cor 1:15-16)* 
Opposition increased, however, and was reported to Paul by Titus. Then 
the second letter was sent, comprising 1 Cor 1: 9-4.&15, 21; 2 Cor 10&1-
11:4; 1 Cor 15; 2 Cor 11:5-6; 1 Cor 9:1-18; 2 Cor 11;7-12;21; 1 Cor 5-6; 
2 Cor 13:1-10; 1 Cor 16:22-23. Titus carried this letter, and reported 
1 ta~ effect to Paul in Macedonia. Paul then .sent T1 tus back with the third 
letter, 2 Cor 1-7, 9, 13:11-15, and, shorUy after, followed him down to 
Corinth.. Hagge considered 2 Cor 8 an independent letter, written by a 
non-lia.cedonian church and Paul, but did not attempt to locate it more 
precisely. The main l'enkness of thi.s reconstruction is 1 ts analysis of 
the sources. 
--------- - ---
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1· Richard Adelbert Lipsiua. In the Jahrbucher fur protes tentische 
Theologie for 18'76 (p. 550-1), Lipsius came out in f avor of Heusrath 1s 
vie • 
..§. Cdrl V:ei zsqcker ... In the s~JJte year, Wei zaa.cker published, in the 
J ahrbti.cher f\ir deutsche Theologie (p . 164ff ... ), a rec~nstruction i.dentical 
lrl.th Krenkel' s 1869 analysis, hich was ess~;ntially Ewal d! s. Weizsticker 
r etuined thi s view in his~ anostolische Zeitalter ~ christlichen 
Kirche (1886), even in the later editions (189~, 1°02) aft er Krenkel had 
modifled his view. 
~- l• tl• Sholten. Sholten, a t Leyden, in an article in t he Theologisch 
Tijdscbrtft for 1878 (p. 5S5-9), follo ed Hilgenfeld' s reconstruction. 
lQ.. Frederick .illiam l!'al•rai·. Paley found another supporter in Far-
r er r s .Il:!£ Life And Work of ~. Paul (1879}. On the question of th inter-
nedia te visit, },arrar noted that it was a "disputed point, 11 and observed 
th~: t "fortunately t he question is not one of grea t in portance" (p. 367) ... 
11. . Georg f• Heinrici. The first part of Fie:inrici 's Auslegung der li.Q.-
:r.intherbri efe appearl3d in lSiO, under the title Daa e rste Send set rei ben 
~ Apo~tela Paulus 1Yl fu Korinther (Das zv~ei te Sendschreiben, etc., 
appeared in 1887) . He elabora ted Calvin' o ba sic solution, al most exact-
ly following Paley. 
12. Theodor z.rum .. In his Forschun15en A!!!: Geschichte dee neutes tament-
lichen Kanon und ~ al.tkirchlichen Literatur (1881), Zahn followed the 
recons truc t i on of Billroth. His !inlei tung 1u ~ Neu.e Testtllllent (2nd 
edition, 1900), though mora elabor te, reached the same conclusion ,. and 
forms the most thorough statement of Billroth's position. 
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ll· Srunuel Davidson~ In the second edi t:i.on (1882) of his !!1 Introcluc-
~ .t.:1 ~ Studv o.f ~ Ifew .T~stament (1st edition, 1868) , 4 Davidson 
modified his previous view (1858-51 and 1868) to admit B1l. intermediate 
visit in the early Ephesian period. He placed 1 t, however, between the 
lost letter ·Of 1 Cor 5:.9 and 1 Cor itself. This is a.n impossible posi-
tion, for if he had been personally in Corinth at this time, how cen we 
understand his explanation in 1 . Cor of a misunderstood part of the earlier 
letter? He also maintained that Timothy did not get to Corinth, and returned 
to Eph~a with no news of Corinth at all,. as ia neceesary in e.ny view 
that identifies 1 Cor vd th the aevere letter. He noted, but denied, the 
hypotheses of Bleek and He.uara.th. 
14. Heinrich Julius Hol tzmann. Hol tzmann"s Lehrbuch der historische-___ 
kritische E1n1eltung in das Neue '!'eswent (1885) ably called attention 
to the essential problems, rejected Bleek and Hausra.th as too complex, and 
£tdopted Bill roth's reconstruction .. 
15. Bernard peiss. In his Lehrbuch der E:tn1eitung in ~ Neue ~ 
I 
ament (1886), Weiss followed Billroth also. 
J&• Otto Pfleiderer. Pfleiderer, in his Das UrchristenthUnt, seine 
Schriften und Lehren (1887) assembled the hypotheses of his predecessors 
~ 4. This is a dif.ferent work than his 1m Introduction _!e. .t.rua New 'fest-
U,:;:Jent {5 vols, 1848-51) .. T. H .. H<Jrnets !.U Introduction j£ ~ Cri tic.a1 
itudx e.nd KnoVIledge .9! ~ ,Hq,l.z Scriptures (5 vola, 1818) was ·the most 
used Biblicsl introducti on in 19th century Englend~ It went through ten 
editions in the lifetime of its author (died 1862). For the lOth edition, 
however, he called to his aid Davidson (r,ho wro t e the second volume) and 
Samuel p. Tregelles (who wrote the fourth velume). Davidson's views were 
too r ud:f.cal, however, and his, volume wa s rejected., It D.ppeared in 1868 
us cin independent work. 
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fnw what ha.s become th~ common critical vie of the present eentury.. He 
combined Ewald's vlew of the i!ltermediate visit and Hausre.th1 s 11Vierkapi-
telbrier- hypothesis. Ai'ter the first lost epiDtle, information from 
Chloe's p~ple, a letter from Corinth, and the Stephe.nas group, led to the 
dispatch of 1 Cor. lla.tters becHme wor.se, and upon the report of Timothy, 
paul made a brief ®d pe.inf'ul visit. The fe.il ure of this visit led to a 
severe letter, partly preserved in 2 Cor 10-15 (or 10:1-15:10), ~hich was 
se..-rt by TH,ua . This was his second trip to Corinth, for the l etter he 
carri&d refer red to an earlier visit on financia.l business (2 Cor 12:16). 
This severe letter accomplished its purpos.e, and when Titus reported its 
success to Paul in Macedonia, Paul wrote 2 Cor 1-9, nnd sent Titus oock 
YJi th it to . complete the financiB~ business he l".ac &lread.y begun. Shortly 
aft r, Paul 11imself wintered at Corinth. 
ll· ro. Krenkel. Modifying his earlier (1669) view, Krenlt:el, in his 
Bei trii.ge zur liufhellun.g ~ §:.e~chicht~ ·.mill.· der ·.anefe dec po.stel s Pa.u),us 
(1$90), prtJpo.sed a new reconstruction compounded from Ewald and Semler .. 
He was convinced that 2 Cor 1-9 should be separated from 10-15, but i n 
putting 1-9 before 10-1:3, he followed Semler rcther than Hausrath.. 2 Cor 
10-13 he considered a later letter from 'acedonia,. also sent by Titus, 
and before his eventual winter in Corinth. He thus correcUy r~cognized 
that 2 Cor 12:.18. refers back to 8.;16ff, but failed to see that in 10-13 
the collection is over and in the past~ This view, recently revived by 
Charles H. Buck, Jr., in the January, 1950 issue of the Harvard lheologi-
cul Renew, is the closest parallel to the reco.nstruction proposed in 
this dissertation, at least on the main points .. 
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18. J;u.guste S&.. )t< tier. In the l!;ngl:tsh edition of bis 'l'h~ Apootle Paul 
(1821) , Su.btd:.ier added an exta!lsive note modifying his earlier view as 
;in the .french edi t:ion, and now defended Ewald's reconstruction. 
19. Paul i'Jilhelm Schmiadel. In the Corinthian section of the Hand-
--. . ~ 
Commenter ~ Neuen Testament whi ch Scbmiedel, along ~1. th R. J. Rol tzmann, 
Lipsius, and vall Soden, edited {1891; 2nd edi t lon 1892), !Iausrath' s racon-
struction received what is perhaps its best statement and defense, with 
only a few Jllinor variations. Scluuiedel proposed t,hat after 1 Cor, Timo-
thy returned with a good report, in response to which Psul sent Titus on 
his first mission to Corinth with the new travel plan of 2 Cor 1:15-16. 
Tht:n the Christ.-party began its severe criticism of Paul, end t1 report of' 
this si~1~tion was brought to Paul by Titus. Peul then sent his sever~ 
letter, 2 Cor 10-13, by Titus~ and learned of its effect only V'!hen he met 
T::t tus in ~acecmua. These variations have the advantage of not coupling 
the travel plan of 2 Cor 1:15-16 \"'i th tho strained relations of the se-
vere letter, trut do not nlieviate the essential weakness of t.he !'econstruc-
t!on. 
ill· &~arcus ~ .. ln. the 5th edition of his im Introduction to ~ 
~ Testam&nt (1692), Pods continued to defend the orthodox English view, 
t hat of Paley. 
21. Josenh Barber ~ightfoot. In his posthumously published Biblical 
lkssays (18-9&), Lightfoot followed a modification of Billroth's reconatruc-
tion. He correctly rejected the hypothesis of three missions of Titus, 
and had him make his first trip to Corinth as the bearer of the severe 
letter (1 Cor),. It was to this trip that 2 Cor 12:18 referred. The plan 
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of 2 Cor 1:15-16 was announced in the lost epistJ.e preceding 1 Cor, as 
Paley had thought. 
,gg. Q!r1 Clemen. A radical hypothesis appeared in 1895 in Clemen's 
!!!.!! Chronologie~ paulinischen Briefs .. Following the method of Hagge, 
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he dissected the two canonical letters into many fragments, and then re-
assembled them into five letters. The first, referred to in 1 Cor 5:9, 
is only partly preserved in 1 Cor 15:1-55, 57, 58; 2 Corl2:20-21; 1 Cor 
5:10-15, 21-23, 18-20; 2 Cor 6:14-7:1; 1 Cor 3:18-17; 7:17-24. The second, 
roughly equivalent to -1 Cor in other reconstructions, consisted of 1 Cor 
:9tl-10; 22, 25-30; 1:1-3: 9; 4;1-711:6, 25-Bll:S; lOt 51-14;55a, 57-40; 16:1-24 • 
. It is entirely preserved. The third letter was 2 Cor 9, a little no.te 
from Paul in Ephesus to .Achaia. The fourth was the severe letter, 2 Cor 
10:1-12:19; 13:1-10, carried by Titus, and the final letter from Macedonia 
was 2 Cor 1:1-6:;15; 7; 2-8: 24; 15lll-15. Clemen himself abandoned this 
view in 1904. 
~· Adolf JUlicher. Ewald 1 s reconstruction received one of' its best 
defenses in Julicher•s Einle:ttun,g,!!!. -~ Neue Testament (1894; meny later 
editions) .. 
,2l. William Mitchell Rrunsay. In 1896, in his ..§!. Paul the Traveller 
lm!! Boman Ci ti9en, Ramsay fo1lo ed Paley's reconstruction. 
~· Arthur Cu.ahman JlcGiffert. Pfleiderer's view was defended by 
MeGif'fert, in his .Il:!! Apostolic .A&!, 1897 (2nd edition, 1899) • 
.m,. Ii• .Drescher. In the 1897 issue of Studien und Kri tiken (p. 43-
lll), Drescher's article "Der ~weite Korintherbrief und die Vorgange zu 
Kor1nth seit Abfassung des ersten Korintherbriefs" followed Krenkel in 
.8\lpport of Semler's view that 2 Cor 10-15 is l ater than 1-9~ but contrib-
uted a new h1POthesis also.. He proposed that the second nsi t r enected 
in 12:14 and l5tl occurred bet een 1-9 and lG-13. Re held2 with Semler• 
that both 1-9 rutd 10-15 were wri tter* from =acedonia. and cons,quently, in 
hie r econstruction t he second, palnf'ul, visit was a brief one t'rom liace-
donia. Paul followed T.i tus to ·Corinth after wri ti:ng 1-9, onl7 to discover 
that Titus bad misrepresented the actual .state of affairs, snd to realize 
that his Ementies were .etill 1n control of the congregati on. Ue then re-
tired to Macedonia in sorrow and anger, end wrote 1~13, the last of the 
e:x:tz:mt Corinthian correspondence. The crucial objection to this explana-
tion comes from the referace to the painful visit in -;.~:1, written, ccor-
ding to Drescher before 1 t had taken place. It must be admitted, however, 
that his view gives a 11ore aceurate picture of the historical ecene than 
most others. 
2J.. .. llillirup !ij.tehell:, R§msq:. When the first volume of Ue.stingst 
Dictionary g£ the Bible appeared in 1896"' Rams y, in the article "Corinth~ ·• 
is found to M Ta appal"ently adopted .Dreseher•s e.naly.sis. His pcai tion is 
.not well thought out, however, and 1 t is difficult to determine whether 
he accepted only Drescher'· vie.~ of the seeond vis! t from Racadonia , or 
more; he is sllent on the parti tiou of 2 Cor .. 
,g§. Archibald Robertaon. In the article on 2 Cor in the sa.me vol'Wte 
of Hastings' Qict4onarxt Robertson followed the general scheMe of Bleek, 
expressing• however, some doubt !tbout the ttposaible, but not proved" inter-
mediate visit (p .. 495). He plnced the visit, if it oceurrad, a.fter the 
lost letter of 1 Cor 5: 9 (wi tb S.. Davidson) , and added (af·ter Billro th) a 
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hypothetical mission of Titus before he carried the severe letter, placing 
it (after Hausrath) shortly after 1 Cor. 
,gg. Orello ~ .. Also in 1898 Cone's ?aul, the Man, ~ Uisslonary, 
and ~ .Tev.cher appeared. He dedicated the 'book to Pfleiderer, and fol-
lowed his reconstruction of the Corinthian mission. Some doubts !1ere ex-
pressed, however, about Hausrath1s identification of the severe letter 
lrl. th 2 Cor 10-15;· and the possibility that 2 Cor i s a unity was allowed .. 
_§Q. flilliam Sanday. In the articlE! "Corinthians" in the first vol-
ume of the Enc:y:clopE:dia Bibl.ica (1899), Sa.nda:y closely followed Scbmiedel 's 
elaborations,. but applied them to Bleek•·e . re~onstruction rather than 
Hausra th' s. 
~· George Holley Gilbert .. ·Though familiar with all the latest vie a, 
Gilbert, in. his ~-Student's Life .2! -Paul, preferred Paley's analysis. 
_[g. George I• Purves .. In 1900, Ewald's reconstruction was supported 
in Christianity ill the Aposta1ic ~~ by Purves. 
A§_. Be:n.1al!lin Wisner Bacbn. Bacon •s Introduction .1;2 ~ New Testament 
(1900), and The Storr of st. Paul (1904) both defend Pflei derer's combina-
tion of Ewald and Hausra th. 
54. §.. G • . lt'indlay .. In the third volUI'lle oi' Hastings' Dictionary (1900), 
article 11Paul1 the Apostlefl, und in his commentary on 1 Cor in The E;xpps-
itor's Greek 'l'estament (~901),. .F'indlay came out. in favor of Bleek's general 
position, with the .. ddi t.ion of a combination of Hausra t h and Lightfoot on 
the movements of ~itus. Titus carried l Cor (lightfoot), the lost severe 
letter, then 2 Cor. The plan of 2 Cor 1:15-16 was conveyed orally by 
Titus on his first trip (carrying 1 Cor-, with the plan of 18:5-SH), after 
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o.f 1870, admitting a lost letter be.fore 1 Cor and another efter, but deny-
ing all hypotheses of an intermediate visit. 
42. J anes lard;z: Ropes. Also in the 11th edition of the Bri tannlca, 
in the article on the Corinthian epistles, Ropes .followed Ewald. 
4?3. Johannes Weiss. In the 9th edition of Meyer 1 s Commentary, on 
1 Cor (1910), and in his Das Urc4ristentwn (vole I, 1914), Weiss proposed 
some rather radical modifica tions of what is basically Pfleidererfs re-
construction. He, like Hagge, Clemen, and others, dissected the canonical 
letters into many fragments., and rearranged them ro form. fragments, at; 
least, of' all the letters of the Corinthian mission. The firs t 1etter, 
referred to in 1 Cor 5: 9-11, is 1 Cor 10&1-25; 6:·12-20; 11:2-54; 16:7 (?), 
8-9; perhaps 16:20-21; und 2 Cor 6:14--7;1. In response, a letter came 
from Cori.nth ro Paul. Danger in Ephesus then forced Paul out of the city 
into the province of Asia for a while (as suggested by J . Mill, 1707) where 
he t<:rote n second letter to Corinth and sent it . by Timothy. This second 
letter is 1 Cor 7&1-9127; 10:24-11:1; 12:1-16:8; and perhaps 16:'7, 15-19 .. 
A report from ~fucedorda that the churches there wished to contribute, to 
the fund he was raising led Paul to send Titus and two brothers on a fi-
nancial mission, ce_rrying 2 Cor 8 a. a an ucconlpanying note. T en reports 
of' party-st1·ife were brought hol!l.e to Paul by those "of Chloe" (when . aul 
returned to Ephesus is not clear), end Paul •·.-rote another letter, 1 Cor ltl-
6-:11; 16:10-14 and perbs:ps 22-24. This letter and t.l-te previous one {not 
counting 2 Cor 8) may have been sent at the sa.Jl1e time.. \"Then Timothy re-
turned with bad news, Pa1ll made the painful visi t ., which failed to accom-
plish its purpose. Paul then departe-d hustily, perhaps through Macedonia 
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to Troa.s, promising to return. Thus he announced tha pla.n of 2 Cor 1:15-
16. Instead of returning, he sent the severe letter {from Macedonia or 
Troas), preserved, in part, in 2 Cor 2:14-6:15; 7:2-4; 10-15. Titus arrived 
in Corinth after this letter had been received, and was requested to go 
to P aul 1d th a message of Corinthian repentence. When he met Paul in 
Macedonia, Paul wrote the final letter, 2 Cor 1:1-2:15; 7:5-16; 9, and 
then went down to Corinth himself. Weiss ' analysis of the correspondence 
has no sufficient ba sis,- and hence has found no supporters. Against the 
hypothesis thet Paul., after the painful visit, ent t hrough Macedonia to 
Troa s, is the plain statement of Paul that he 11 came to Troas" P.nd "went 
on to llacedonia11 (2 Cor 2:12-15).. Thi s would soem to exclude the explan-
a tion of Weiss. 
!!· Kirsopp Lake. Pfleiderer' s view found further support in I.ake' s 
I!:!§. Earlier Epistles 2.£ Paul (1911) • 
.!§.. !· Robertson and A· Plummer. Al thbugh supposed to be joint work, 
the volume on 1 Cor ln The Internati onal Crl. ti.cal Commentarv (1 <311) con-
t ains, in its introduction, two different vie~s of t he Corinthian problem~ 
On page :x:rl v Bleek' s reconstruction is defended, whereas on page xxxii, 
Pfleiderer's is maintained. From their other (independent) writings on 
the subject, the first seems to be essentially Robertson ' s, and the sec-
ond Plummer' s .. 
46. Alfred Plummer. In the volume on 2 Cor in the same commentary, 
by Plummer elone (1915), PUeiderer 1 s reconstruction is follo wed generally .• 
Plummer, however, h8.s Titus carr-,1 dl the letters to Coz·inth, me.king a 
total of four trips. 
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_4. I''rederick .Q.. Grant. In an elementary fashion, and emphasizing 
the literature of the New Testament, Grent, in ~ Early Days £! Christi-
anity, 1922, sup•.>orted Pfleiderer • 
.§. Eduard Meyer. The third volume of lleyer•s important Ursprung und 
AnfS.nge des Chri stentums; containing a discussion of' the Corinthian mis-
sion, appeared in 1925.. He followed Ewald • 
.§.. Rudolph Knopf. In 1925, Knopf pubHshed the second ed1 tion of his 
Einfuhruns 1g ~ ~ Testament, supporting Ev1ald' s view. It is worth 
noting, perhaps, that even though Knopf was responsible for the final 
form of the second volume of J. Weiss ' Das Urchristentum (1917), he did 
not follow his teacher in any of the distinctive elements of his Corin-
thian reconstruction. 
1· .li'rancis Greenwood Peabody. From Harvard, also in 1925, came Pea.-
body's ~Apostle !:ru!l ~~Modern World. Stating in the prefa.ce that 
he had leaned heavily on Cadbu~J on the critical questions, he did not 
take a definite stand, but considered the choice to be be t ween Ewald's 
view or Pf1eiderer•s • 
.§. ~ Ludwig Windisch. In the 9th edition of Meyer's Commentary 
on 2 Cor (1924), Windiech followed Krenkel (1904) in modifying Ewald's 
reconstruction by Semler' s view that 2 Cor 10-15 is l a"ter than 1-8. The 
ninth chapter both Semler end Windisch con~Jidered to be independent. 
Windisch placed 9 between l-8 and 10-15 in point of time, but all were 
written from Macedonia. On other parts, he followed Ewald. 
~· Charles Travers Wood. From Cambridge {England), \'lood • s The ~~ 
Letters, and Religion .2.£ ~· Paul (1925) afforded Bleek ' s reconstruction 
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a modern sta.tement. 
10. Henry Thatcher Fowler. Another supporter of Pfleiderer, Fowler 
entered the field in 1925 with his The His :tory and Literature .2!, the New 
Te staJrlent. 
ll· Maurice Goguel.. Tl e part of Goguel 4 s Introduction au Nouveau 
Testament (5 vols, with vol. 4 in t -r.o parts), containing the Corinthian 
letters (IV, part ?) was published in 1926. He followed Pfleiderer in 
the main, but «recoveredfl parts of six different letters out of t he two in 
the Canon. The so-ccl.led pre-cQ.tloni cal letter he di a covered in 2 Cor 6:14-
7tl; 1 Cor 6:12-20; 10:.1-22. This cnlled forth a reply from Corinth, in 
res~onse to which he wrote another letter, comprising 1 Cor 5:1-6:11; 
7:1-8:15; 10; 25-14: 40; 15:1-58 (?) ;. 16:1-9, 12. After this had been sent, 
Chloe's people arrived with a report of the factions, and called f orth a 
third letter, 1 Cor 1:10-4:21; 9:1-27; 16:10-11. Then Timothy r eturned 
with a bad report, and Paul made a brief painful visit. The failure of 
this led to a fourth letter, the so-called severe letter; 2 Cor 10:1-
13:10. Soon after, he sent Ti tns to Corinth, end learned from. him, in 
Macedonia, of its successo Then he wrote 2 Cor 1-8 (except for the frag-
ment 6:.14-7:1) . · A short while l1:1.ter, he wro te cha.pter 9, and then fol-
lowed it down to spend the winter a t Corinth. Gogue1 assigned 1 Cor 16: 
15-18 to either the second or third letter, and considered 1 Cor 1:1-9; 
16:15-14, 19-24, and 2 Cor 15:11-13 as " elements indeterminab1es" (p. 86). 
F'or this li ternry analysis he has no following; it is not. sufficiently 
justified. 
12. Edward ~· Nourse. In the article "Corinthians" in the Encyclo-
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pedia !llnericana, written sometime in the late 19~Ws, Nourse followed the 
reconstruction of Pfleiderer, bu·t put the first mi s ;-ion of '1'1 tus early in 
the Ephesian period, after Billroth. 
ll· Ernest Evans. In the Corinthian volume of ~ Clarendon Bible 
(1950), Evans followed Pfleiderer. He included, however, a. fourth vlsi t 
to Corinth about ten years after the third, baaed on the witness o f the 
Pastoral Epistles. 
14. Ernest J.i'indla::y Scott. Pfleiderer ' s view was again c~pioned, by 
Scott, in ~ Literature .9! the !ru! . Testament (1952) .. 
g. Alfred Loisy. W1 th the- appea rance of Loisy•s I&. Haissance .9,y 
Christianisme in 1955, a JK>dern skepti cal spirit was applied to Pflciderer'·s 
general scheme., Loi sy considered much of the · canonical corre-spondence, 
even when arranged a~cording to Hausrath, as not genuine, but editorial. 
Only .fr agi!lents of t he severe letter survi va, for example, in 2. Cor 10-U>. 
2 Cor 8 and 9 canno t be place anywhe:t·e with certainty, though he thought 
9 to be earlier t han 8, and addressed to Acbaia r a.ther th n Corinth. No 
printed reconstructions h&ve adopted these views as yet, though Gilbert 
Murray, in the preface to the English translation ~fL. P. Jacks (The 
Birth 2f ~ Christian ReliSion, 1948) refers to the book in gener al a s 
"the most masterly of all the attempts to understand and describe accor d-
ing to t he normal canons of hulll.an history, without prejudice and without 
m.lracle, a movement which h<w shaped the 11hole subsequent religion of the 
Western World. • •• M .. Loisy' s analysis of the books of the Ne Testament 
and other early Christian l l tera ture surpas.ses, in my opinion, any pre-
vious analysis knM·n to me. n 
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16 .. f• !• Spencer. Behind Spencer's starUing Beyond Damascus (19o4) 
is Ewald's reconstruction of t he Corinthian problero.. 
17. R .. .!,!. Strachan. In the volume on 2 Cor in~ lioffa.tt ~ ~ 
ta.ment Commentary (1955), Stra chan follo ;ed P11elderer, with tho v.:;.ria-
tions of Plummer (in ICC) on the visits of Titus. 
18. Martin Dibelius. i th his !:. Fresh Approach to ~ ~ Testnllent 
~ Early Christian J..i tera ture (1956), Dlbellus supported Ew~"~d, frum the 
position of Formgeschichte. 
19. Q. -~· Ayre. In a r a ther eletnentary inEm .. l'ler, Ayre's Origins and 
Growth of the New Testament (1957) tends to favor Pfleiderer's view, call-
ing Hausra th's hypothesis wpl~bable.n 
gQ. Kiraopp a.'ld Sil ve LHke.. In their fiE. Introduction _!&. .:!ill£ New 
Testament (1957), the ecrlier (lUll) position, f avoring Pfliederer, was 
maintained. 
~. Frank Bertram Clogg. In 1957 Clogg's 1\n Introduction to the New 
- -----
Testament gave a qu lif:l.ed approval to Pfleiderer's view, being somewhat 
doubtful of Hausrath1 s hypothesis. 
22. Edgar !• Goodsneed. In his An Introduction to the ~ Testament• 
1957, Goodspeed definitely adopted Pfleiderer's vier,:. 
23 • . Morton Scott· Enslin. Enslin gave further support to Pfleiderer, 
in his Christian Beginnings 1938). 
~· Arthur Darby H.9.~· Nock 1 s St. Paul (1938) cl o supports the re-
construction of Pfleiderer • 
.&.§.. Cuthbert Lattey and Josel?h Keating. In 1959 these two Engli sh 
Jesuit scholars published the third editi on of t heir .'1'.lli! lf.estminster ill-
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~of the Sacred Scriptures: ~New Testament, defending a curious vari-
ation of Ewald ' s reconstruction. 1'hey reversed the order of the painful 
visit and the severe letter. But this 11akes it impossible to understand 
why Paul didn't know the effect of the severe letter until the report of 
Titus in Macedonia. 
~· Donald Wayne Riddle .. .In his Paul, ~ of Conflict (1940), Riddle 
com:bined a general order similar to Ewald's, Hausre.th 1a, or Pfleiderer's 
(he did not make 1 t plain), but interpreted 1 t according to the chronol-
ogy of John Knox (Journal of Religion, XVI, :341-9). 'l'his moves t he firat 
visit earlier by alllOst a decade, roquires the Gallic incident to be 1110ved 
to the third visit, which took place about the time of the first vis1 t 
a ccording to the usual chronology. Riddle also followed Knox in inter-
posing a Jerusalem trip from Ephesus ei ther just before or just after the 
writing of 1 Cor. 
EJ_. Jules Lebreton ... In his section of~ History of the Primitive 
Church (written w1 th J. Zeiller), published in Engli~h in 1942, Lebreton 
(a French Jesuit) followed Ewald 's reconstruction. 
,g! .. Thomas Manson. In the Bulletin .21. the ~ R:ylands T.zi brary for 
May-June, 1942 (volume XXVI, No. 2}, Manson proposed a unique combination 
of' previous hypotheses, being closer, in the main, to Pflelderer than to 
any other. He followed Neander in assigning the lost letter of 1 Cor 5: 9 
to . a time of origin before the Ephesian period, and possibly from Antioch. 
He followed Lightfoot in· the events of the early Ephesian period up to the 
dispa tch of 1 Cor by Titus. He followed J. Weiss on the painful vi.si t 
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and the severe letter, having Paul go from Ephesus to Corinth, t hen up to 
Macedonia and t hen to the area around Troa.s, t hen back to Macedonia for 
the meeting with Titus. From 2 Cor on, he follo wed the tra.di tiomtl view. 
29. Robert Martyr Hawkins. I n a litertry analysis th&t take:;, no pains 
to be spee~fic about the precise historical background, Hawkins , in his 
~ Recoverv g.! t he Historical Paul (1945), seems to a.ssUJue E old • s re-
construction, but substitutes a considerably r educed e:.nd someV~hat rear-
ranged 1 Cor and 2 Cor. His often arbi trarf deletion of sections deemed 
editorial is strongly reminiscent of Leisy, or even van Manen. He saw, 
for example, 1 Cor 1:14-21 as the only surviving fragment of the severe 
letter. 
~· Albert !· Barnett. In The lli:J! Testament, its Making end Meaning 
{1946), Barnett follo wed Pfleiderer. 
_R. ~ l· Goodspeed. In his Paul (1947), Goodspeed rejacted 
the view of Pfleiderer which he had tentatively adop ted in 19161 and 
defi ni t ely accepted in 1937. He now took his stnnd ~th A. S batier• s 
1870 position. 
52. l • !• Dean. In Saint f!ml and Corinth (1947), Dean closely po.r-
alleled Goguel's r econstruction, but differently defined some of the let-
ters- He limited the fi rst letter to the fragment 2 Cor 6;14-7:1, ssumed 
after l Cor another letter before the severe l etter, but considered it 
lost, except for the fragment 2 Cor 1:15-16; he defined the severe letter 
as 2 Cor 10-12; 2:14-6:14; 7:1-4; 15:1-10, and referred the rest of 2 Cor 
(except 9) to the letter of reconciliation.... He agreed with Goguel in put-
ting 2 Cor 9 last of all . 
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55. John Knox. In 1950, Knox's Chapter~ in .!! J~lft;~ 2f P~ set forth 
-----
in t;rea.ter detail than previously his effort. to revise the chronology of 
Paul's life, but still did not attempt a detailed reconetntction of the 
Corint.hien episode. He characterized 2 Cor 10-15 as "a problem whose 
solution is doubtful, except that it seems clear tha t these chapters were 
not originolly a part of wh t we now know as II Corinthians• (p. 86), yet 
admitted that 2 Cor 12:18 "would see- clearly to belong to a period later 
than 2 Cor 8:12-24" (p. 87). He further thought it pos~ible that 2 Cor 8 
and 9 "were original.ly separate notes, or that one of' them was" (p •. 86). 
Hi s chronology, placing all these events earlier than is usually thought 
likely, leads him to accept the date 41 for the expulsion of the Jews 
from P..ome, and to suggest that. t he trial before Galllo was either an ~vent 
of a later visit of Paul, or simply an inventt0n of t.u}{e, the l'lUthor of 
Acts. 
54. Charles !!• BlA<t!f, J-r. In the January, 1950, issue of The Harvard 
Theological Review b . 1-29); in an article "The Collection for the Saints, n 
Buck presented an excellent defense of Krenkel' s combination of Ewald and 
Semler. His chief contribution was to destroy the stronga~t &rgument f'or 
Hausrath 1 s identification of 2 Cor 10-15 with the eevere letter. 
F'e The Relation of the Dissertation to Previous Reconstructions 
The reconatruction presented in the dissertation is mo~t nearly like 
Evmld ' s, lli th an original ending somewhat simila.r to Semler ' s view of 
2 Cor. It ht';s not heretofore been suggested tha t 2 Cor 10-Hi de.tes from 
after the deli ver.r of the collection .fund, or that Paul did not, so .far 
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as is 1mmm, vfr.i t Corinth. after wr:t ting 2 Co r 1-9. 
G. Conclusions 
T~entieth cent11r;-y scholarship is thus seen to be unequally dlvided, 
in the mai.n, betwe:sn two recon:.>tructions, E\'l'"ald 1 ;; (1857) and ?f'leider-erts 
(1887), wi·th the lll.E!jori ty following the le.tte-r. These two views are bns-
ically sind.:i.itr, d.~_fferi:ng only on Hausrath 1 s hypothesis (1870) that 2 Cor 
10-15 is p::.i.rt of the ~>evere let~er that precedes 2 Cor 1- 9. It ;,;light be 
said tha t modern (liberal) scholarship is agre~d on all the main aspects 
of the Corinthian mission except the pluce of 2 Cor 10-1:5.. ~~- few 'ft:t.riants 
Cfu"'l still be found, however, and the genoral pnttern con be S'U.J!lfflari :z.ed 
a s follows. 
Following Pfleiderer's combina tion of Ewald and Hausrath are MeGif--
f\:rt, Cone, Bacon, Kennedy, Clemen, von Soden1 Rendall, Mof fatt, J e Weiss, 
Lake, Plummer, D. Srti th, GrG.nt, Fowler, Goguel, Nourse, Evans, Scott, 
Loisy,. Stre.chan, Clogg, Ayre., Enslin, Nock, M.anson, Burnstt, and fe.!l.n .. 
Following Ewald ' s understanding are Eyl~m, Weizsiicker, A. Saba tier, 
Julichnr, Purves, Ropes, cNeile, E. Meyer, Knopf, Spencer, Dibelius, 
Le ttey and :,: ea ting, LebrGton, and Hawkins. 
li'ollovr.ing Bleek, are Credner, Olshnusen, Neander, De.vles, Klapper, 
A. Ro hertson, San day, Ji'indlay, and Wood. 
Following Semler's vlew of 2 Cor 10-15 ar-e Kt·enkel, Drescher, Brus-
ton, ~andisch, and Buck. 
l''ollorlng .A. Sab;:~ -tler ' s 1870 ·position p.re Bartlett and Goodspeed. 
Mos t conservative s chola rship still fellows Pe~ey~ 
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THE OOURCES 
l''or Paul •s Corinthian mission there are tro principal sources. 
Paul's letters themselves, and especially the Corinthian letters, consti-
tute the primany authority, and the Acts of the Apostles the secondaryo 
Some help in · chronology comes from archaeology and secular Roman records, 
and in dealing with related problems traces of evidence appear in many 
places in ancient church tradition. This chapter will treat only the 
canonical Corinthian correspondence of Paul and the Acts of the Apostles. 
Since the other sources are not of general importance, but relate only to 
specific problems, they will best be discussed where t heir 1rl tness is in-
voked. 
A. The Corinthian Correspondence of Paul 
J:.. Authenticity. 
a. External evidence. 
(1) Christian traditiono Tradition uniformly supports the 
authenti city of the Corinthian letters. Both appear in the canons of 
Ma.rcion and the fragment of llura tori, and ooth were f amiliar, in their 
present form, to Irenaeus.l They have abundant witness from his time on. 
Some parallels, e:xpecially for the first cnnonicul letter, exist earlier, 
notably in the Apostolic Fathers, and in Clement's letter to Corinth there 
1~ See Plummer in Smith's DB (2nd edition), I, 651, who refers to 
Werner's Der Paulinisaus des Irenaeus (Leipzig, 1889). 
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is positive evidence for the prior existence of 1 Cor.2 In short, there 
is the witness of Clement of Rom.e at the end of the first centurl for the 
genuineness of the first letter, and by the •iddle of the second century 
both are firmly established in the church's collection of apostolic writ-
ings. 
(2) The silence of Acts about Paul's literary acti vi ti ~s is 
really of no consequence, for Acts has a detailed ~ccount only of the 
founding of the churches; the later troubles which occasioned -the letters 
do not ever concen1 the nuthor~ That Acts does not portray any of the 
quarrels reflected in the letters is also unimportant, for the same reason• 
The Peter-Paul quarrel, though differently conceived, is related in both 
sources, however; 
(5) Opponents of- the · utbentl.c'- ty- of .the:;3e letter.s have fur-
ther pointed ou:t . :that · som~ pseudo7 Pa'+li_ne J,.etters _ are known to have been 
circulating in the second century, such as the epi s tle ad Alexandrinos of 
the M.uratorian canon, described there as "Pauli nomine fincta.e ad haeresem 
Marcioni s . 11 4 But this, if anything, shows that even in the second century 
there was a concern on the part of some to distinguish bet.ween the genuine 
2. Clement's unfamiU.ar~ ty witl. 2 Cor (see Kennedy,~ Second and 
Third Episties !Q. the Corinthians, 147; Rendall, lli Epistles of ~. Paul 
.!£ the Corinthians, 91) is understandable; it is not nearly so sW:.table 
for general use as 1 Cor, and hence was probably not in circulation until 
later. 
5. The analysis of Clement (and Ignatius) accepted here is most fully 
stated by J. D. Lightfoot, The Apostolic Fathers,. Part I, val . I, and Part 
II, volso II and IIL. 
4.. As given in Westcott, ! General Surv_ey ~f ~ .!!!J!.!B.!:z .2.! ~ Canon 
of the New Testament, 48:>. 
---
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and the spurious apostolic wrl tings, and therefore increases the weight 
of the traditional recognition of the canonical letters as from Paul him-
self. 
b. Internal evidence, however, raises· some definite suspicions 
as the the accuracy of the traditional witness. The question is bound up 
1fi th the genuineness of the whole Pauline corpus and must therefore be 
treated as part of tha t larger question. 
{1) The theology o£ the so-called Pauline letters, it is 
asserted, represents a rather complete Helleni~ation of the Gospel. The 
Christianity of the letters is a Greek religion, completely severed from 
the religion of Israel, although, of course, having incorporated many of 
the features of its paren-t-religion. Its Savior-.redeemer Christ is a 
Greek concept, not the Jewish Messiah whose gospel was ·aaepent ye, tor 
the Kingdom of God is at band, 11 for neither repentance nor the Kingdom 
oi' God ure significant elements in the letters of Paul.- The sacred Law is 
not merely reinterpreted with an eye to its original purpo_se, as 1'li. th 
Jesus, but entirely superceded by newer r evelations given directly from 
God in a manner quite similar to Greek gnostic systems. Now, it is main-
ta.ined, these "doctrinal and religious-ethical contents betoken a develop-. 
ment in Christian life end thought of such magnitude end depth a s Paul 
could .not possibly have reached within a few years after the erucifixion.•5 
Two faults grea.t.ly weaken the initial force of this,. the basic reason 
5. Van llanen, Encyclopedia Biblica, 3627-8. The leading exponent of 
a modified form. of this same argument lB ~re recent times, is Loisy, 
The Birth of~ Christian Religion (1948). He sees, however, some genuine 
fragmentao · 
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for rejecting the letters,. In the first place, the picture of a Hellen-
ized Christianity is overdrawn. The Jewish elements in Paul must be reek-
oned with, not glossed over, and especially the un-Hellenic eschatological 
emphasis. Moreover, the ethical and spiritual similarities of Paul and 
Jesus are neglected, and their differences exaggerated; Pauline theology 
is seen as .much l ater than the apostolic age partly because 1 t is made 
more distinctive t han it really was.6 Secondly, it is a precarious as-
sumption that Pauline c;x)ncepts "could not possibly11 have been attained so 
quickly. Historical analogy would seem to controvert such a notion, for 
a1 though 1 t is true that the mass of people changes slowly·, 1 t is equally 
true that no such limitation binders individuals of genius. If Jesus can 
emergs out of first century Judaism, why c~~ot the Paul of the Ne~ Testa-
ment emerge with the Hellenized Christian! ty of the .apostolic .age? 
(2) The historical background of the letters, it is further 
assert-3d, is not that of the time of Paul, but r ather that of the sub-
apostolic age. Y.any phrases in the letters are thought to betray a later 
age. From the Corinthian letters, the following are cited: 1 Cor 5•6 , 
•1 planted, Apollo s watered,. but God gave the growth"; ~;10, "I laid a 
foundation, and another tlaii builds up"; 4:6, as demonstrating literary 
dependence on Romans 1~: 5; 4:-18, •Some are arrogant as though I were not 
coming to you" ( interpreted as an explanation that Paul was not to return 
from heaven as was expected of Jesus); 11:1, "Be imitators of me, as I am 
6. See R. Knopf, Einfuhrung .!B das Neue Testament, 550-1, and 
Andrews, The segnipg .!2! Christ.!£! Paul, 255-241.. Neither of these, how-
ever, allow as much truth -to the other side as probably should be allowed$ 
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of Christ" (Paulinist propaganda of the sub-apostolic age); chapters 11 
nd 15, as sho¥.<ing literary dependence on the Gospel of Luke; 15:10, tti 
worked harder that1 any of them"; and in general all the defensive passages 
as being the praise of later disciples of Paul. It is asserted further 
that the letters reflect a church under severe and blooay persecution, 
based on Rom 5: 3-5; 8:17-59; 12:12, 14; 2 Cor 1:5-7.. None of t hese pas-
sages require such an ass~ption, and are easily comprehensible if set in 
the traditional context. 
(5) In addition, attention is called to the conv1sion of the 
historical events referred to in the letters. That some references are 
obscure can be readily admitted, but this obscurity can ba explained just 
as easily from the casual, indirect way the evidence appears as from any 
hypothesis of pseudepigraphy. 
The obscure allusions and insinuations are natural 
enough, if they were written by one who knew all the 
curcumstances, and knev1 that they were equally well 
knovr.a to those to whom he was writing. They are 
quite out of place in the composition of one who as 
imagi~tng what the Apostle might have said to his 
Corinthian converts.7 
Difficulty of understanding is often a sign of authenticity and original-
1 ty, and at l east, is no witness against it. The even t s then1selves, so 
f r as they can be understood, are not so confusl:ld as to defy all harmon-
ization; they are essentially consistent within themselves. 
(4) That the letters do not al~s agree with Acts is anoth-
er nrgQment for the unreliability of the letters. The main issue here is 
7 ~ Plumn~er, ICC on 2 Cor, page rli. 
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between Acts 9:1-51; 15:1-55 and Galatians 1:15-2:14, and since the ac-
count in Acts minimizes the quarrel, and in general portrays a much more 
Je\7i.sh Paul, it is therefore harmonious with the basic theological assump-. 
tion that underlies the rejection of the letters, and is to be preferred 
as more reliable. But such reBsoning is begging the question. Even if' 
the account in .Acts be thought more natural cmd plausible, this cannot 
count for much in the face of positive evidence .. Both are historical 
possibilities, and lilU.St be judged on the basis of the coherence of the 
rest of the evidence,. 
{5) It is also maintained that notices of the author are 
contradictory. Indications of personality and character are not easy to 
unify, and the letters are threfore said to be the product of many minds, 
and more representative of an age than a person. Without attempting to 
deny all the difficulties here, it can nevertheless be pointed out that 
history offers me..ny parallels, and further, some 9f the most crucial vari-
ations are quite understandable when set in the reconstructed historical 
context. More serious i s tha t the wrl ter of the letters clnims: to be 
Paul, a Jew by birth and background, yet in se.veral places ~apparently 
reveals himself as really a Greek ~ He uses 8 barbarian" where a Jev; would 
have used ttgenti.le 11 (Rom 1:.14; 1 Cor 14:11), but if it be remembered that 
he was writing to Greek Christians, the expressions are nnt peculiar. 
Rom .2;17; 5:29, and 1 Cor 9:20, although a.drnittedly .somewhat weighty, do 
not force us to conclude that the wr1 ter is looking at Judaism i'rom the 
outside; they are indications of how coapletely Paul could identify him-
self' with those to whom he wa:s writing, and put i nto actual practice his 
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policy of becoming all things to all men (l Cor 9.: 22). 1 Cor 11: 4ff prob-
"'bly does reflect Greek rat her than Jewish customs, and it is true that 
the LXX Old Tests.rnent is c;l 9&.ys used rather than the Hebrew. But these 
Greek elemen ts in the letters merely serve to ~nforn~ us further of the 
influence of Greek cu.lture in the Judaism of the Diaspora.. The Jewish 
elements in the l etters of Paul are much more decisive, and c~ only Ynth 
greo.t difficulty be e,scribed to a Greek writer (or school) masquerading 
a::; a Jew oi' apostolic times. 
(6) The form of the letters is n1so suspected by some. It 
is said thut they a.re not re<D. letters at all, but treat ises for instruc-
tion, 1ri tten to all Christians in genercl, under the pseudonym of Paul 
and hi s comyanions. Moreover, most of the c~~onical letters are seen as 
editorial compilations of several shorter treatises, and not as na tural 
unities of any kind. But vd. thout n accepted l e tter of Pe.ul to serve as 
a standard, how do we kno who.t his letters wouJ.d be like? Can we say, 
£. priori, that such and such 1>3 not a letter at all when it has the out-
ward appeerances of being one"? 'l'he almost casual historical references 
of the Pauline letters cannot be matched in the epistolary treat1.ses of 
the Stoic philosophers Seneca., Panaetius, and Posidontus which are claimed 
a s parallels. rlor€over, <3. compa.r:!.eon of the letters with each other shows 
many h ... storical pare.llels hich ore very difficUlt to reg1:1rd simply as 
coincidences, and :some contradict:tons make it equally difficult to assert 
that Acts is the source of the deliberately forged historical ellusionsg 
The dcninl of the true epistolary nature of the writings a scribed to Paul 
raises, it would seem, more problams than it a t first appee.rs to solve. 
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The essential subjectivity of a judgment here is well illustra ted hy tn.e 
t1bundance of appraisals directly opposite to t. ose which see t he letters 
as treatises. To Deissma.nn and many others, t hey ere ''genuine, confiden-
tial l e tters , not intended for the public or poster i t y. n8 
{7) Conclusion. The case against the authenti city of the 
Pa>Jli ne letters a s & w~1ole i s t her . .t·ore not substan t i ated by the evldence • 
.And ::unong t 11e1:11 none are mor'- clearly authent :'L c t hau the t' •o t.o Corinth. 
I n their Ctl.nonical form, bo th letters hl'ive internal sig .e ture s (1 Cor 16: 
21; 2 Cor 10;1) i n add.i tlon to the initial salutb.t:lon, c:illd no jus tifica-
tion hl'l.S appeured for· denying t~e propriety of these clu:Lms to P· uline 
authorship. 
_g .. Integrity. There r e,.Jai:ris to be con sidered . the integr·~ ty of the 
t wo canoni cal let,ter.3. The manuscript evidence uniformly supports the 
canonical form, bu.t since our tr.;.di ti ons go eurl ier thc.n our manu scripts, 
little el s e could be expected . IntGrnal considerations, hvwever, require 
some modification of the canonical form .. 
a . The number of l ettE:rs to Corinth. 
(1) It is e.pp .~rent, f i rst, tha.t Paul wrote s.t least one letr-
ter to Corinth before our 1 Cor, for it refers (5:9-11) to bn e~r1ier one 
for ?thi ch all external testimony ha.s vanished. Even vlcment nf .r:.'"ln1e was 
app:::. r ently un"'v:•~N:: of it, for in his letter to the Corinthians ( 47 : 2) he 
r Gfers to our l Cor as the one viri tten ·ttfirst to you a t t he beginning of 
8. Deissm~nn, .TI.1s New Tes t ament .in the Light of Jlodern Research, 
29-50. 
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his preaching." Yet the reference of' Paul is unmistakable. To delete 
€v r6 Gl7"<.crro>.i in 1 Cor 5&9 has no justification except its anparent ab-
sence in the text of Chrysostom. 9 Moreover, :ypcr</1« cannot be taken as 
an epistolary aorist because of the context., and because 1 Cor does not 
fit the description of the letter oi' 5:9. 
(2) In addition, there are five references in 2 Cor (2:3, 
4, 9; 7:8, 12) to an earlier letter which do not seem to fit either the 
"pre-canonical• letter of l~ Cor 5:9 or 1 Cor itself. These references 
describe the letter as written nout of much affliction and anguish of 
heart and vii t h many tears" ( 2: 4), and further illustrate their severity 
by the care taken by Paul to justify sending it. It was severe enough to 
have caused Paul to regret having sent it, though only for a time (7:8) , 
and the language of our 1 Cor is scarcely cause for such concern on Paul's 
part. In all of 1 Cor, only chapter 4 is severe enough to justify such 
lenguage, and Paul's concern (2 Cor 2:3; 7:8) seems to have been for the 
effect of the whole letter. Tertullian certainly exaggerated when he said 
that 1 Cor wa.s written with ga.ll rather than ink, and hen .Terome and 
Erasmus compared it to thunder and lightning10 they must lw.ve been wrongly 
interpreting its calm discussions as the object of Paul's mental anguish. 
As will appear l ater (see below, III, C, 5), there are firm historical 
reasons against t he identification of' our l Cor with the severe letter 
mentioned in 2 Cor. If it fits 1 Cor poorly, the severe letter is even 
9. Moffatt, An Introduction to the Literature of the~ Testament. 111. 
10.· Plummer, in Smith .. s DB, 2nd ed., volume I, part I, page 651. 
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harder to associate with Paul's earlier letter referred to in 1 Cor 5: 9 .. 
(;:;) So :f r,. then, t he interncl evidence alreHdy considered 
establishes the likelihood that there were a t least four le·tters of Paul 
to Corinth, only t o of which, the 2nd and the 4th, survive. The canoni-
cal titles are ther efor e not accurate. It remains to examine the integ-
rity of the t~u in the c&non. 
b. First Corinthians. The first canonical letter he. s no seri-
ously incoherent data, and therefore can be assumed to be a unity. It 
is somewt.LS.t inconsistent tha t in 11:34 Pe.ul seE:1ns to defer ans ering the 
rest of the questions that the Corintldans had sent r~m, saying he will do 
so when he arrives, but then gees on to answer more (12:1, 16:1). TP~s, 
however, may be~ postpon~ment of furth~r dis~~ssion on the Lord's Supper, 
and not of the other ques tions. The references to Timothy a.re likevd.se a 
bit confusing at first, but not cruciully so. .F'rom 4:17 i t appea r s that 
Paul had sent Timothy to Corinth when he first heard of the quarrelling 
th r e, but from 16:10 it seems that Paul expected his letter to get to 
Corinth before Timothy arrived . If we assume, however, tha t Timothy had 
been sent via Troas and Macedonia, where~s the letter had been sent by 
the direct s ea route, then this di s crepancy disappearo.. Or, bo th r;;ay 
have been sent directly, with Timothy going first to Corinth, t hen up to 
Macedonia on a mission ~ith the intention of returning to Paul via Corinth~ 
Both of these possibilities have the support of Acts 19:22. Or, •1:17 can 
)/ .l be read as in the present tense, trea ting ETT€fl.'f'ec as an epistolary aorist; 
then Timothy can be the beurer of the letter, e~d 16:10 can perhafs be 
unders tood as a line of commendation for him, although this is the least 
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likely solution.ll A finrll diff'i,cul ty is that whereas 16:8 suggests that 
Paul we.s writing from. Ephesus, 15:52 most na-curally le<:;ds i:;o the ::~ ssump­
tion that he was elsewhere.12 Against the separation of theee two refer-
ences, however is · the evidence that chapter 16 ws.s wr.t tttm at the s&me 
t:tD:e as the earlier ch.e.pters--just prior to the Paschc1 season (5;6-8; 16: 8), 
and when Paul was on the point of making a visit (ll:54; 16:2-7) .. A-
geinst the isolation of chapter 15 as a misplac:".ad fragment is the obv-1-
ous agreement of 15:lff Vlith 4:17 smd the appropriateness of the opening 
verses to the part,y~strife situation in Corinth. Against · the pos::dbility 
that chapter 15 is an . editorial addition are the historie:U allusions in 
verses S-11 and :30-52 and t heir veris11:lili tude. 15; 52 probably. should 
not be understood as mean1116 that '?a:uJ. wo.s no longer a.t Ephesus. 
c. The reletion of 2 Cor 1-9 to 10-U> .. Unfortunately for ·tradi-
tion, the historical coherence of the second canonical letter is not so 
apparent as th~t of the first. Seversl questions have been raised. 
(1) The scene behind chapters 1-9. It is evident that at 
the tlm.e of· writing chapters 1-:9 a reconciliation. between Paul and the 
Corinthians had just been accomplished.. Paul had wri tten earlier a severe 
letter, and had been deeply concerned over its effect upon his Corinthian 
converts, but at the time of writing these chapters his mind we.~; u.t rest, 
·for Titus had brought him a good report of the effect of the letter at 
11. Maintained, however, by E. Meyer, Urep:rung E:!!f! P.n!anse des 
Chr:ts·tentUJtLS, III, 44Zi0 
12. J. fieiss, consequently, essigns the t wo references to different 
letters (~ History 2,£ Prini t1 ve Christian! ty, 523),.. 
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Corinth (2:4, 91 15; 7.:6-9) o Peace had been restored after a "painful" 
visit (2:1) which he had no desire to repeat, and a let·ter written "out 
o:f much affliction and anguish of heart and lrl. th many tears" (2:4). The 
rener.al of cordial relations permitted a return to the matter of the col-
lection Paul was making, and in chapters 8 and 9 he discussed it in de-
tail. He explained that Titus 1ras going (~j1';\.~hv ) to Corinth, and w1 th 
him "we are sending (lf'uv~r.f~l/cr;-<-ev) the brother who is famous among all the 
churches for his preaching" {8:17-18). That these are epistolary aorists 
i s shown by 8: 24, where Paul, after making it plain that the chief busi-
ness of Titus and nthe brother" was the matter of the collection, urged 
them to make a liberal contribution.. Indeed, all of the next chapter re-
quires the same understanding of these aorists. The modern versions all 
recognize this, and translate in the present tense. Thus there is here 
an account of Titus going on a financial mission to Corinth. It is also 
very evident that Paul was being very cautious lest his motives be suspect-
ed; nthe brother" was being sent along because Paul intended t hat no one 
be able to insinuate that the campaign was personally profitable to Paul 
and Titus-"for we aim at what is honorable not only in the Lord ' s sight, 
but also in the sight of men" (8:20-21). This caution, incidentally, has 
marked Paul', attitude from the beginning; in our 1 Cor he was yery careful 
to explain that when their contribution was ready he would send it to 
Jerusalem by those whom the Corinthians accredited by letter (16:5) , and 
appeared as yet uncertain that he would even go along with them (16: 4) ~ 
(2) The scene behind chapters 10-15.. To the general scene 
behind 1-9, the last four chapters form a decided contrast. No reconcil-
iation is here apparent; on the contrary, relations seem strained indeed. 
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From the openi.n.g verses, it is apparent that what Paul had feared has 
come to pass--his motives in the matter of the collection were being :ha~;.. 
lenged in Corinth. The charge is plain at several points (2 Cor 10: 2; 
11:7-11; 12:11-18; 15:1). Uot allowing the Corinthians to support him 
when he was among them wa s merely a s'U.bterfuge for a mu9h bigger program, 
that of the collection. They now suspected his disposal of the fund 
rtdsed ostensibly for the poor of Judea. The crucial pas.sage is 12.:14-18~ . 
nBut granting that I myself did not burden you, I was crafty, you say, 
and got the better of you by guile. Did I take advantage of you? I urged 
Titus to go, and sent the brother with him.. Did Titus take advantage of 
you?" The bone of contention is plainly the great collection,. In self-
vindication Paul related in det,ail his genuine religious experience (12: 
2ff), and the trials he suffered in behalf of the gospel.. In 10-13, we 
see an angry., defensive, even sarcastic, Paul, and a rebellious Corinth. 
(3) Conclusion.. It is apparent t hat 10-15 i s later in point 
of time than 1-9$ The collection is in progress in 1-9, whereas it seems 
a pas t affair in 10-15; in 1-9 Paul is carefully trying to forestall any 
criticism of his motives in the collection, whereas in 10- 15 the charge 
has been made and Paul is protesting against it; in 1-9 Titus and "the 
brother" a re being sent to collect the contributions of Corinth and .Achaia, 
whereas in 10-15 Paul is looking back at this same mission, and defending 
the integrity of hiaself and Titus i n it .. 
(4) The traditional view,. This analysis is at var iance with 
the tradi.tion.sl assumption of the unity of 2 Cor. The notice of Titus in 
chapter 12 is referred to a different and earlier mission than that de-
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scribed in chapter 8, but this has been shown. to be quite unlikely (see 
above, I, B, 2, f).. The abrupt change of' tone between chapters 9 and 10 is 
explained as either due to the receipt of a report subsequent to tlwt of 
Titus, which informed Paul of a still unrepentant minority, or due to 
10-15 having been written at a separate sittin.g, when Paul's mood had 
changed... Apart from being rather unnatural, either of these views is also 
entirely hypothetical, being essentially an apology f'or the unity of these 
incongruous sections. There is no evidence of' a later report, nor i s 
there any room f'or such a report in the exuberant account of the coming 
of J'itus. imd 10-15 seems to be addressed to the whole church, no t a 
minorl ty par~y or a group of outsiders; Paul, at least, has certainly not 
made it clear that it ia not the Corinthians in g.eneral that he is ad-
dressing in 10-15. That Paul's mood had changed, and that 10-15 was per-
haps written after a sleepless night13 or a particularly annoying recur-
renee of' his ttthorn in the flesh" correctly recognizes that Paul was here 
addressing the whole congregation, but rests on no ev:i.dence at all. Chap-
tars 10-15, moreover, form a most peculiar conclusion to the letter ear-
ried by Titus on his mission to collect the financial gift s of the Corin-
thiens, despite the somewhat parallel occurence in 1 Cor, where the re-
buke (chapters 4-6) comes first, and 1s separated from the financial notice 
in chapter 16 by a long, peaceful, discussion of problems in Corlnth. 
15. Lietzmann's solution; he remarked that •mir genugt z. B. die 
imnahme einer s~hl.a.flos durchwachten Nacht zvd.schen c,. 9 und c. 10 zur 
Erklarung. • (As quoted by Moffatt, Introduction .!&, the Literature of ..!:!J£ 
.N£! Testament, 125) 
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(5) The problem of the canonical form.. The problem of how 
10-15 was joined to 1-9, ii' they were originally separate lettet·s, re--. 
mains the weightiest argument for their unity. There is no manuscript ev-
idence for such a separation, and the popul!ir explanation that most like-
ly a page or two fell out o·f the earliest copy is adini. ttedly not a very 
happy solution. It depends on ·the very improbable possibility that the 
missing page or pages did not break up a complete se.'l tence, either at the 
beginning or the ending of' the ntiasing part. 
An.·cient letters had a fairly certain protection against 
such acciden tal interweavings, in the fact that the ad-
dress of -~he letter stood on the reverse side of the 
papyrus. This . would make it difficult accidef-rlly to 
take part of one letter for another letter ••• 
To explain the association as editorial rather than accidental is also 
difficult, for no clear grounds can be discoveredo.l5 Yet it is in this 
direction that the Jnost likely solution lies. It is possible that the 
initial derangement of the text was accidental, and that the incomplete 
sentences on the break were editorially completed. It is more likely, 
' however, that when Paul ' s writings were being collected. and copied, all 
that could be· found in Corinth were the parts in our Canon. Paul•s Co-
rinthian converts certainly did not reverence his writings as Scripture; 
the first letter that we know of (from 1 Cor .5: 9) had been lost enti rely, 
14 .. M. Dibelius, A Fresh .Approach ..!fl t'l:le ~ Testament and Es.rlz 
Christian Literature, 154. 
15. The objections of Dibelius (loc. cit .. ) to an editorial solution 
are valid only againi?t the unsatisfactory hypothesis that 10-15 are a 
part of the missing "severe" letter, and hence earlier than i-9. He did 
not consider the position being defended here. 
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end most lilely others alae. Tnat is, at the time of the collection o£ 
the wr i ting3 of Paul, 1-9 was one unit, 10-15 another; one had a begin-
ning but no ending, the other an ending but no beginning. What more nat-
ural than to j oin the two us one, editorially smoothing out, if necessary, 
the sentences ending 1-9 and be~nning 10-151 There may have been good 
reasons behind this editorial decislon, and it must be admitted that the 
section 2:15-6:10 is quite closely related in spirit to chapters 10-15. 
Tb.El reasons, whatever they were, were sound enough to find traditional 
and canonical a ccepte.nce, and this po:f.nt i .s often overlooked b'.f def-enders 
of the integrity of the epistle. Furthermore, certain considerations f rom. 
the history o:.f the Canon make thia possibility considerably st;ronger. It 
is certainly established that 2 Cor was not in circulation as early as 
1 Cor. Whereas both Clement of Rome and Ignatius of Antioch knew 1 Cor 
well , there is no positive evidence for the eXistence of 2 Cor until the 
middle of the second century. Although the main reason for this is most 
likely to ba found in the grea ter sui te.bil1 ty of 1 Cor for general use, 
lt is al so possible that in the earlier days of the Pauline collection, 
our first canonical epistle was the only Corinth:ten letter in circula,tion 
simply because it was the only one to Corinth that had been co1:1pletely 
preserved. Only later, when Paul's writings began to be reverenced as 
part of Scripture, were the two fragments put together and added to the 
collection. The objection, therefore, to a partition of 2 Cor which is 
based on a denial of the plau.si bili ty of such a conjunction o-f two letters 
without a trace of manuscript evidence, is not so strong as it first ap-
pears. The reasons for the separation are t!lo;e serious and weighty .. 
I 
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{8) The prevailing critical view, on the other hand, sepa-
rates the two sections, but places chapters 10-15 earlier than chapters 
1-9, and identifies 1 t with the severe letter of 2.&5---4. Thus 1-9 reflects 
a settlement of the difficulties between Paul and the Corinthians that 
seem to lie behind 10-15. That this view has an initial attractiveness 
cannot be denied, but the chief props break down upon close examination. 
The correspondences between 1-9 and lo-15 that are commonly listed to 
demonstrate the priority of 10-15 have been · shown to be of 11 ttle moment.l6 
2 Cor l.t 25 may refer to 1 Cor 4:1S...l9 as well as to 2 Cor 13: 2; 2 Cor 215 
may refer to 1 Cor 4&21 as well as to 2 Cor 15:10; 2 Cor 2:9 may refer to 
1 Cor 4:14 as well a.s to 2 Cor 10:6. The critical point here is that the 
sentiments are commonplaces of this kind of subject-matter1 and demonstrate 
very little. This same kind 9f reasoning identifies 1 Cor with the severe 
letter just as easily as 2 Cor 10-15, a conclusion forbidden by other con-
sideretions. The further assertion that 2 Cor 5:1 and 5::12 ref'er back to 
the self-comm:endation of 10-15 is equally weak, for which of Paul's letters 
would ,ruU qualify? Pnul 1s heal thy self-respect is evident in all his writ-
ings. A consideration of the visits o.f Titus, moreover, .,a tnesses further 
against the identifica tion of 10-15 rl th the severe letter. The most 
natural inference fro!11 7&15-16 is tha.t Titus had just returned from his 
first visit to Corinth, for Paul was happy that his boasting to Titus had 
been confirmed by the actual experience. But Titus had been on a finan-
1G • . Charles· H •. Buck, .J 'r., "'The .Collection for the Se.inta·tt in the 
J anuary, lSSO, issue of The Harva rd Theologicd Reviev; (XLIII, 5-6). 
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cial mission to Corinth before the writing of 10-15, according to 12:18, 
and therefore, on the view that 10-15 is a part of the severe letter, 
7:15-16 must be referred to a visit of Titus that was not hi-s first ex-
peri.ence there. Thi~ not only involves an unnatural reading of 7:15-16,17 
but makes Titus go on what seems to :b..ave been two exacUy similar trips 
(on this, see above, I,. B, 2, f). The dominant modern view is thus no 
more satisfactory than the traditional asautnption of the unity of 2 Cor. 
d" The integri t.y of 1-9., Some have questioned further the 
unity of chapters 1-9 of 2 Ccr. There is some apparent inconsistency be-
tween chapters 8 and 9 that reflects somewhat on their association with 
each other and with chapters 1-7, and there are two places where the 
subject-matter is so unnaturally interrupted as . to arouse the suspicion 
tha t the text has been tampered with. 
(1) It is observed that in chapter S the Corinthians are 
being encouraged "try a citation of »acedonian zeal, whereas in 9:2 the 
collection from Achaia is completed., But the phrase in 9:2, »Achaia h .s 
been ready since last year" more likely means that the Christians there 
have been preparing t·or the offering for a year, and indeed, this tmder-
standing of 9:2 is explicitly supported by the statement of 6:10 that "a 
year ago" the Corinthians had begun to make their offering. The eorres-
17. The best of these is perheps that of Manson, in The. Bulletin 2f 
~ l£hu Rylands Library, vol. XXVI, Uo. 2, page 11: he infers from 7: 
15-16 that Titus 11had had .Eift uni"ortunate first experience of the Corin-
thians, w!'t..ich the wo r ds of Paul and the l e ter acts of the Cortnthians 
themselves had been e.ble to correct." Bt. 1 tself, this, although entirely 
conjecturp~, is plausible, but the difficulty noted above w~tnesses 
against it. 
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ponding argument that in 8:1-4 the llacedonian collection is complete, 
whereas in 9: 2 it is not, is not explicit enough to have much wetght. 
Macedonian Christians may have given liberally (as in 8:1-4) to the col-
lection without having completed t heir contributions, or, the zeel of the 
Macedonians stirred up in 9:2 may or may not rela te to their willingness 
to contribute. It is further noted that 9: is written in the i'irst p erson 
singular, whereas 8 is written i n the first person plural. -~ - This, however, 
is only a generalization, for in chapter 8 there are i'i ve instances where 
the first person singular is used (8;5, 8, 10, 15, 25),. and further, it 
is characteristic of this letter (tJtnd most others of Paul) that bot,h forms 
are em!_)loyed. In the first chapte:r:' the plural is employed 43 times~ the 
singular 15, and this c.losely parallels the ratio in chapter 8.. In chap-
ter 2, the singular form occurs 25 times, to only one occura."lce of the 
plural, and this elosely parallels t he r atio in chapter 9. Moreover, 
_chapter 7 r..as an almost equal number of each, with 18 plural forms and 19 
singular. So the situation in S and 9 is characteri s t ic of the letter, 
not a contrast to the earlier chapters. F'ourthly, it is pointed out that 
chapter 9_ is addre,ssed to Achaia rather than Corinth (based on 9: 2), but 
here it is only nece-ssary to note that the letter is addressed to both 
Corlnth and Achrla (1;1). Finfl.lly, attention is called to 9:1, which 
appears to be introduc:!.ng the $Ubj ect of the collection, '!1hereas in the 
-canonical arrangement it follows a whole chapter already dedJ.ca.ted to it"" 
But it is not necessary to understand th:ls verse a s an introducti-on to 
the subject; it is easily understood as introducing an apology· for having 
urged them, in _the preceding chapter, to give generously., It appears 
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:from chapter 8 that the Corinthians and Achaians need the encouragement 
of Macedonia; in chapter 9 Paul is seeking to avoid this impression by 
reassuring the Corinthians that they really needed no urging at all, and 
indeed, going so far as to tell them they have been an example for Mace-
donia. In short, none of the reasons for separating 8 from 9 are sound 
enough to justify a judgment against their integrity, and, on the other 
hand, there are several connections between the two cha-pters tha t vouch 
for their unity. 8:.24 seems to refer to the same situation as 9; 2-5, and 
9:5-5 seems to refer to precisely the sa.lll.e situation described in more 
detail in 8:18-22, and in the same tense. That is, as both 8 and 9 were 
written, Paul was sending •the brethren• to Corinth and Achaia to re-
cei ve their offering. These considerations require the acceptance of 
both chapters as of one piece. The f'urther step of separating 8-9 from 
1-'7 has no basis whatever except the feeling of some cri tica; to Loisy, 
for example, they 11 hang loose from the context, tt18 and therefore are to 
be separated from it. Actually, no better reason for doubting their con-
nection has been advancedo Every time the subject changes shall we sus-
pect the new material? 
(2) The litUe pii.eee 6:14-7:.1 clearly interrupts the conti-
nuity of 6: 15 and 7:2, and is, at least, out of context, or, at most, a 
non-Pauline addition.. It is not even remotely related to the context , 
and is a. complete unit in 1 tself. It is too small to be the basis for 
any substantial conjecture. It does not fit the description of the letter 
· 16g. ~Birth of the Christian Religion, 25. 
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referred to in 1 Cor 5:.9, as has been suggested by most modern critics; 
in 1 Cor 5r1.-15 the instruction is to separate from all back-sliding 
brethren, not from evil men in general, whereas the fragment in 2 Cor 
expresses a atricUy Jewish concept of complete separation from all things 
immoral and unclean, based on the commands of the Law and t...'I-J.e exhorta-
tions of the prophet.s. Paul wrl tes in 5;11 that his previous letter had 
directed them "not to associate with any one who bears the name of broth-
er if he is guilty of imr:norality ,or greed• or is an idolater, reviler, 
drunkard, or robber.,. He is no t protesting that he was misunderstood, 
but repeating the instructions already given~ Furthermore, the attempts 
to nrestore"' the fragment to its proper place by adding'-~ t after 1 Cor 6, 
or between 10.:6 and 7 1 or elsewhere, are too purely subjective to have 
any real value, and in any case are of more literary than historical in-
terest .. 
(5} The other instance of a possible intrusion into the text 
of 2 Cor 1-9 is much more extensive in nature, and somewhat less obrlous. 
Whereas there are many historice.l reference~ in the firs ·t 2 and the last 
T 5 chapters, it is rather peculiar tlutli the middle chapters, from 2:14 
through 6::10, are completely sllent about current affairs, and devoted to 
a very general discussion of Paul t s true apostl.eship, his sufferings for 
the Gospel, and his faithful proclamation of Christ as the key to salva-
tion. It is et leest possible that this central block of material is 
either out of conte:x·t or a non-Pauline addition. Though it is true th..~t 
the transi tiona are much more skillfully accomplished than those of 6;14-
7:1, it is equally true that 7:5 resumes a narrative interrupted a.t 2ll5, 
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and that the defensive nature of 2:14-6:10 is more closely akin to the 
l ast four chapters of 2 Cor than to the reconciliatory attitude of the 
rest of 1-S. The explanation of Formgeschichte here, however, may be cor-
rect. Dibelius notes t hat even in the authentic wri tinge of Paul, 
we must differentiate between the purely epistolary dis-
cussions built up for the purpose of the correspondence, 
and o ther sections whose fixed formulation and irrelevant 
content ehow that they had been modelled at an earlier 
date by Paul independently of the particular letter in 
which they now occur, and probo.bly for the purpose of his 
hi 19 own preac ng .. 
The section under discussion is therefore said to be a personal confession 
of this kind, interpolated into the account of his experiences by Paul 
himself, after the practice "common in the popular pM.losophy of the Cynics 
and Stoics.•20 It may be so; it can be observed in passing that the ques-
tion of both of these suspected passages in 2 Cor 1-9 is not i mportant in 
a reconstruction of Paul's Corinthian mission, for neither of them have 
any notices that would help to clarify the historical situation. 
e. Conclusions. On the basis of the foregoing anelysi.s, it can 
be concluded that we possess, in t he Canon of the New 'restament, three 
letters of Paul to Corinth, two of which are incomplete, and are informed 
of two others whicJ;l are now lost.. .F'or convenience, these may be listed a s 
follows: 
1. The lost letter referred to in 1 Cor 5:9-11. 
2. Our canonical First Corinthians. 
3. The lost "severe" letter referred to iri. 2 Cor 2:5-9 and 7:8-12. 
19. A Fresh Approach to ~ ~ Teste.ment, 146. 
20. Dibelius, 12£• ill• 
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4 . Second Corinthiano l-9 (except for 6:14-7:1 and perhaps 
2:14-6:10?). 
5. Second Corinthians 10-13 .. 
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The dismissal of t.he possible interpola tions into 2 Cor 1-9 a s irrele~unt 
to the historical description of the Corinthian mission, and the loss of 
letters 1 and 5, leave the historian with t hroe letters us his primary 
sources, only one of which, the second (our 1 Cor), seems to be complete. 
The ending of the fourth letter ( 2 Cor 1- 9) is appa.rently missing, 21 and 
it is completely specula tive as to bow much o£ the fifth letter is preser--
ved in 2 Cor 10-15; there is nothing to give any indic&tion. 
B. The Acts of the Apostles 
The chief secondary source for Paul's Corinthian mission is Acts 18• 
1-20:4. Critical scholaTship is agreed that this account is considerahly 
later than the Corinthian letters, 22 and 1Jri tten by one lJho was not per-
sonally f amiliar with them. 23 It repre.sents, then, a second-hand, and 
completely independent autbori ty for the history of the Corinthian mission .. 
Whether the author of this section was Luke the companion of Paul, as 
21. The attempts to have 2 Cor l3:ll-l4 form its conclusion seem to 
rest entirely on subjective judgment s (and perht.'ips a conceal.ed desire to 
co plete 1-9). Moffatt (An Introduction to the Literature of the New Tes-
tamen t, 122) labels the tr;nsi tion from us:Io -:tO 13:11 11pl;:icly editorial'" 
and quotes Mackintosh• s judg:nent tha t 1 t is "an absolute .!.!2& segui tur. n 
I concur, however, wi tb many others in thinking tha t it f:L ts 10-13 quite 
as well as 1-9. Mo:ffatt•s view greatly complicates the problem of how the 
present text got its canonical form, and qui te unnecessarily so. 
22. l''rom 7 to 75 years, with a majority dating Acts about 30 years 
after the Corinthian letters. 
23. See. · c. W. En1met, in ~ Beginnin&s 2f. Christian! ty, II, 297, and 
the whola volume in general .• 
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tradition hes it, or someone else, does not appear clearly; scholarship 
here is ;still sharply di vi.ded. The contradictions between Acts and PaUl, 
however, seem to make it more likely that the author waa not a companion 
of' Paul, but an unknown Christian of the next generation. But even if it 
be thought that this section of Acts waa written by Luke, it remains a 
second-hand account, for tradition does not know o:f Luke in Corinth, or 
of his being with Paul at all from the time of the founding of the congre-
gation there to the final trip to Jerusalem.. The Corinthiun correspondence 
of' Paul should therefore be rated above .Acts 18:1-20:4 in .historical re-
liability. Wherever the testimony of Acts is contradicted or modified by 
Paul himself,. it must be strongly suspected. 
CHAPTER III 59 
THE HISTORICAL RECONSTB.UCTIOU 
A. The Founding of the Corinthian Mission 
!• The Sources.. First Corinthians 1:14.-17, 26; 2:1-5; 5:.1-2, 6, 9-
10; 4:15; 7:18; 9:2-18; 11:1-2; 12.:2; 15:1-11; 16:15, 19. Second Corin-
thians 1:19; 10:10; 11:6-10; 12:12-Ui. ~ 18;1-18. The rescript of 
Claudius discovered &.t Delphi. The letter of Clet1ent of Rome to Corinth, 
chapter 42.. Suetonius, Claudius, 25,. Dio Cassius 60, 6, 6. The Apos-
te1ic Constitutions, vii, 46. Cb.rysostom, Homily; ,1! on 1 Cor.. Orosiua, 
Historia contra Pagru1o.s, vii, 6, 15., 
Firwt Corinthians seems to have been writtAn fter only one visit of 
Paul to Corinth. Everywhere, and especially in 2:1-5, this is the plain 
implication, and nowhere is there any reference to a second visit, such 
as i s f ound in both 2 Cor 1-9 and 10-15, o r any attemp t to distinguish 
events o£ the first visit from those of :--:._ subsequent visit.1 .All its 
notices of Paul's activity there may therefore be safely referred to his 
first visi te 
g. ~Introduction .Q.[ Chr-lstiani t;y; ~ Corinth. It was Paul who 
:fou.11.ded the Christian congrega tion in Corinth (1 Cor 5:6, 10; 4:15; 9:2; 
1. Za.hn 's denial of thi s is not convincing: 11Wenn man 1 Kr 2,1-5; s, 
6-10; lS,lff eine ausdrUckliche Unterscheidung eines ersten und zweiten 
Aufenthalts {wie Gl 4 115) vermisst, so gilt da:o G1ei.che mn 2 Kr 1,19; 
11, 8£" (Einlei tung in das ~ Testament, I, 196) .. The Galatians parallel 
cited does specify the vlsi t; 2 Cor 1;191 by nruning Paul• s companions, 
probably specifies the particulf.r visit; 11:8 is more s. statement of pol-
icy than a. reference to an event during one of his visi ts--!i policy he 
always followed there, and one he says he intended to continue following. 
fJ oreover, there is a plain specification of the second visit in 2 Cor 15:2. 
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2 Co~ 10:14). He describes his own appear~~ce there as weak, and ttin 
much fear and trembling~ (2:5), and later admits that though "~is letters 
are weighty and strong," his "bodily presence is weak, and h.is speech of 
no accountn (2 Cor 10:10}·. His message was not n s.ny sense directed to 
the intelligru1sia (1 Cor 2:1 , 4-5), but was a simple proclcmetion of "Je-
sus Christ and him crucified" (2:2) , with a confidence that a demonstra-
tion of spiritual power would be more effective than an intellectu~l ap-
proa.ch (2: 4-5). His was not a unique messo.ge o.f his own, he asserts, but 
only a repetition of what he himself had "recei ved11 (15: 5; compare also 
11: 2).. This message he conveniently SUI!Illlarizes, as a reminder to Corinth 
of what he h8.d preached when he was with them, in t he affirmation 
that Christ died for our sins in accordance with t he 
scriptures, that he was buried, that he was raised nn 
the third day in accordance with the scriptures, and 
that he appeared to Cephas, then to the twelve ••• 
Last of all, as to one untimely born, he appeared to 
me also (15: 5-8). 
He says also t hat he emphasized preaching,. not baptizing, leaving that. 
function, for the most part, to others; he could remember baptizing only 
perhaps half a dozen (1:14-17). 
~· The first Corinthian Converts. Paul's first converts were those 
of the household of Stephanas (16:15), whom he baptized personally. The 
only other ~ndividually named converts that were personally baptized by 
Paul were Crispus and Gaius (1:14). 
a. The household of Stephanas. Li tU& is known of Stephanas 
and his household. Whether 11 household" means children and family, or 
slaves, or both, cannot be determined. It does appear tha t they rose to 
a pos1 tion of local l eadership (1 Cor 16.:1.5-18), and this is in hal'lllony 
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v:i th the notice of Clement of Rome ( 42: 4-5) that. the apostles "appointed 
their first. converts, testing them by the Spirit, to be bishops and dea-
cons of the .future believers. And this '.'las no new method ••• " The leader-
ship of Stephanes my be further indicated by his appearance in Ephesus 
as perh~ps the leader of a Corinthian deleg~tion to Paul. According to 
Chrysostom (44th Homily on 1 Cor), Steph.P..naa had made the trip to Ephesus 
to consult with Paul about matters of discipline connected w:! th the Corin-
thtan church. These indications of leadership are quite plausible, and 
are nowhere refuted. 
b. Cri spus. Here r1e have a Jew in Corinth wi. th a La tin name .. 
Acts 18:8 relates of him that he wu s an arehisyna:gogue (~rx£Cru v~ywyos) in 
the (or a) synagogue at Corinth.. The text actually reads nthe archisyna-
gogue," but th.i.s is misleading; the title does not mean, a s is often mis-
ta.kenly assumed, that he was the supre111e leader of the synagogue, but 
rather only that he was one of u prominent circle of men to whom the title 
was given. 2 Aets adds that all his household was converted with him.. The 
la,te fourth century Apostolic Constitutions (vii, 46) assig.!'s him to the 
bishopric of Aegina~5 an island about 25 miles from Cenchreae, the eastern 
port of Corinth~ but this can be neither refuted nor verified. 
c. Galus.. '!'his is a common Greek n&roe, and appears seve ral 
times in the New ·restanu:mt8 In Romans 16; 25 Gaius is Paul •s host, but 
the pla ce is not revealedo In Acts 19:29, Gaius and Aristarchus are 
2. See Mark 5:22, Acts 15:15,. and Lake and Cadbury, in The Beginnings 
g.£ Christianity, IV, 148 and 225 .. 
5. Encyclopedia Biblica, 956 .. 
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46) relates further that John appointed a Galus to the bishopric of Perga-
mum,7 an inland city near Troas, and a guess might be hazarded that this 
was intended to refer to the Galus of 5 John. In all this maze, however, 
any identifications are quite arbitrary. The Corintvian Galus of ' l ' Cor 
1:14 is usually identified w1 th Paul's host of Romans 16t25, but even 
this ha s no basis; the connection is a product of the hypothesis that 
Roma.."ls was wrl tten from Corinth, not evidence for it. Textuel evidence, 
in fact, witnesses against this identification, for the Galus of Romans 
l6t25 is host not only to Paul, but to "the whole church" in whatever 
place was intended, whereas Acts 18:7 tells of the establishment of the 
Corinthian church in the house of one Ti tlus Justus.. The only way to 
maintain the identification in the face of this is to conjecture that the 
congregation moved from the house of Justus to that of Gaius, or to take 
the even more precarious step of identifying Gaiue w1 th Ti tius Justus. 8 
The only safe conclusion is that the Corinthian Gaius of 1 Cor 1:14 is 
otherwise unknown in church history. 
d. The religious background of the converts. No others are 
specifically named by Paul, but it is apparent that some were Jewish, 
for Paul assumes a familiarity w1 th the Old Testament that would other-
wise be unwarranted (1:19; 219; 3:19-20; 4:6; 6:16; 9:9; 10:1-11; 10:26; 
11~7-9; 11:12; 14:21; 15:45, 47, 54-55), and further , assumes a familiarity 
7. Salmond, article "Gaius" in Hastings' DB, II, 81. 
8. Exactly what Goodspeed does, in ~Journal Q1. Biblical Li tere.ture, 
LXIX, 582-S (Dec, 1950) * It is a purely hypothetical possibility, 
greatly weakened by the commonness of the name Galus. 
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with ceremonial aspects of Judaism ( 9: 15; 10: 18), and once even speaks of 
the Hebrew patriarchs as "our fathers" (10:1). There is thus no reason 
to reject the testimony of Acts that Paul's work in Corinth began among 
the Jews. It is likewise apparent that it was restricted to them. Paul 
re.fers to a time when his Corin-thians were heathen, and '"led astray to 
dumb idols• (12:2). And here again Acts agrees &nd elaborates, for it 
reports tbnt after the Jews expelled the Christians from the synagogue 
they begun a. Chris·t:.ian congregation in the hous.e of a. fYe.{jofA-€1/ov rcw 8/ov-
(18: 6-8), which, whatever its exact meaning, probably indicates a gentile .. 
1 Cor 7;18 clearly reflects a mixed eongregation,. with converts of Jewish 
as well as gentile backgrounds. 
e. The class backg.round of the converts. The intellectual, 
economic, and social status of the converted Corinthians was, as a general 
rule, not high.. "~ •• Not many ••• were 'Wise according to worldly standards, 
not many were powerful, not many we:re of noble birth• (1 Cor 1: 26).. There 
were exceptions• no doubt. That Stepbrulas lw.d e. "householdll may, though 
not necessarily, imply weel th and slaves. If' Romans 16 could be definite-
ly assigned to Corinth, · then Erastus, the city treasurer, would enhance 
the prestige of the congregation there, but when he joined them, and where 
he was, is by no means certain. The lawsuits among Christians of Corinth 
(1 Cor 6zl-8) would seem to imply some property, and ttpeople who discuss-
ed the eu:periori ty of Alexandrine allegory or of a simple style of preach-
ing, could not have been w1 thout eonsiderable culture .. "9 Nevertheless, 
9. Von Dobschiitz, Christian Life J.n ~Primitive Church, 14., 
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Paul's summary of their status remains the most significant analysis we 
have. 
!· The Financial Resources .2.! ~ jn Corinth. Pe.ul is emphatic and 
positive in his assertion that while in Corinth he took no financial aid 
from his converts (9:5-18; 2 Cor 11:7, 9; 12:13-14). How, then, did he 
live? He implies in 9:6 that he worked for his living, and Acts supplies 
the a.ddi tional detail that · he followed the trade of the <rlo?Vo?Toc.o£ (16: 5), l.O 
which most likely meant, in the Greek world of Paul's day, that he was a 
1eather-Vturker, or possibly a tent-maker~ll At any rate, he seems t..o 
have worked for his .living while introducing Christia.ni ty to the Corinthi-
ens. He seems o.lso to have received the financial support of lllacedonian 
churches ( 2 Cor 11:7-9), but it does not appear clearly whether this 
applies to his first visit or to the second. The brevity of the second, 
however, makes it most likely that this should be referred to the first. 
Moreover, Acta 18:4-5 seems to ~ean that at first Paul preached only on 
the Sabbath, presumably working during the lfeek for a living, but then, 
when his helpers came from Vacedoniu (compare 2 Cor 11; 9) he began to be 
fully occupied (o-uvet1c'To) with preaching, being able, presumably, to 
10. This phrase i$ omitted in the Greek Codex Bezae and the 15th 
century Latin Codex Gigas. For Ramsay, •they must here represent the 
original state of the text" (.§.1. ~ the Traveller, 255). The phrase, 
for him, is a very early gloss,. • .and perfectly tru.st11rorthy." Ropes, how-
ever, explains its omission in Bezae as possibly "an .error i.ncident to the 
confl.a tion of ' Western ' and B- texts, which character! zes both MSS. in 
the following versesll (!h! Beginnings of Christiuni ty, III, 171). 
ll. Le.ke and Cadbury, in The Beginnings S!i. Christianity, IV, 225. 
Paul further descrl be5 his work as a handicraft of some kind in 1 Cor 4: 12 .. 
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live on contributions they brought from the brethren in Macedonia. This 
ma.y be so, but as Acts is here somewhat confuaed in 1 ts account of the 
arrival of Paul ts helpers in Corinth (for which see below, 5, c), we can-
not be B11re. That Paul ·was independently weal thy, and lived on his 01'1!1 
money, has also been suggested, but this is wholly conjectural; and in-
herently unlikely. Ba.rnabas had property, but b.ud given it u:p to the com-
mon Christian _fund when he became a Christian (Acts 4: 36-7), and thence-
forth had, with Paul, worked fo r his living (1 Cor 9; 8). That Paul did 
otherwise is an asau;}lption that would need some actual evidence before 1 t 
could 'be considered seriously.. Furthemore, Paul was occasionally 'Hin 
wantn (2 Cor 11:9), and if so, he could hardly have been very wealthye 
Our historical knowledge is thus lim:i ted to the fact that Paul refused 
Corinthian aid, worked for his living, and probably at this .time, though 
possibly later, received iiacedonian fu.nds f'or hls living expenses. 
~. Paul's Helpe~s~ There is some confusion in the records as to the 
identity of Pau1•·s companions and fellow-workers during this first Corin-
thian mission. Where .Acts has Silas, Paul speaks of Silvanus, and there 
is one strange reference to Barnabas. Moreovor, Acts and Paul's first 
letter to the Thessalonians have different accounts of the arrival of 
Paul's helpers in Corinth. 
a. Timothy and Silvanus.. Paul refers to his companions as 
Timothy and Silvanus (2 Cor 1:19), but it is possible to refer this, con-
sidering nothing else, either to t he first or second :visit. That the first 
was intended, however, i s indicated by the appea.ra...'lce of the trio in the 
salutation of 1 Thess, which, on other grounds, seems to have been written 
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during Paul's first Corinthian visit.12 In Acta, however, it is Paul,. 
Timothy, and Silas who evangelize Corinth. Since Silas never appears in 
the epistles, and Silvanus is never mentioned in Acts, it is possible 
that the names represent the same person, and are so taken by most schol-
ars,l5 despite the lack of positive evidence.l4 At nny r a te, it seems 
best to employ the same form of the name (if they are to be identified) 
as Paul used, and to avoid in£erences that. could be made if it were more 
certain that this S~l vanus was the Silas eminent in the primitive J erusa-
lem congregation. 
b. Barnabas. A further difficill ty should be noted. In 1 Cor 
9:6 Paul writes as though it were he and Barnabas who had earlier been 
in Corinth, but other considerations exclude this possibility. On any 
other explanation, however, the reference is peculiar, and must remain 
somewhat obscure. In defending his practice of 1mrking for his living 
despite his right not tD do so, why did he not refer to his actual com-
panions in Corinth, rather than to Barnabas, from whom he seems to have 
been parted some time previously? as the practice of Barnabas, though 
personally unknown to the Porinthians, more familiar to them than that of 
12. The three appear also in the salutation of 2 Thess, but the 
authentic! ty of this epistle is not well established. 
15 •. oizsucker (Daa Apostolische Zeitalter ~ Christlichen Kirche, 
247) suggested, however, that "das Buch (of Acts) diesen Unnn an die 
Stelle des pauliniachen Silvanus setzte, um auch bierin aeinen Zusammen-
hang mit der Urgemeinde zum Ausdruck zu bringen." 
14. See Zahn, Einlei.tung in das ~ Testament, I, 2B, and Schmiedel 
in the Enczclopedia Biblica, 4514-21. 
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Pa.ul•s actual companions there? . Or can it be a.ssumed that Timothy and 
Silvanus did not follow Paul'·s practice of' working for a living? 
c. The arrival of Paul's companions in Corinth. If 1 These 
be genuine, and written during this Corinthian visit, as is concluded by 
almost all critical scholars as well as all traditionalists, then it ap-
pears that just prior to coming to Corinth, Paul, Timothy, and Silvanus 
had been together in Athens, but concern for the Thessalonians had prompt-
ed Paul to send Timo thy back to them.H.i Then Paul and Silvenus went on 
down to Corinth, where Timothy rejoined them with good news from his mis-
sion (1 These 3:1-2, 5-6). Paul nowhere positively indicates where they 
had been before their e.rri val at Athens, but f'rom certain. references in 
1 Thess {especially 2:17), and from geographical considerations, Macedonia 
is a seSe assumption~ Acts confirms this, and relates in detail their 
journey through Macedonia. But it ·has Paul go to Athens after leaving 
Silas and Timothy behind at Beroea (17:15-14) . Af'ter sending word for 
his companions to follow him, Paul, in Acts., did some preaching in Athens, 
converting Dionysius the Areopagite, Damaris, and a few others (in con-
tradiction to 1 Cor 16:15), then went down to Corinth, apparentJ..y alone, 
where Silas and Timothy rejoined him (18:1, 5). Since it is impossible 
to harmonize these accounts, that of Acts should probably be surrendered 
in favor of that of 1 Thess, at least so long as the epistle is assigned 
to Paul, and to his first Corinthian visit. 
15. Loisy (~ Birth 9.! ~ Christian Religion, 562) deletes 5: 2b-4 
as an interpolation, and a ttaches 5 directly to 2a, reading, "We have 
sent Timothy, our brother and servant of God in the Gospel of the Christ, 
to know how you stand in the f'ai th, etc. a 
' 
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6. Addi tiona from . l!&:t& 18. Several detail s of this visit are record-
ed in Acts but nowhore referred to in Paul's letters. Although there is 
no reason for not assU:ming t heir essential cor1·eetness, 1 t must be remem-
bered that ~~ey do no t rest on $0 good en authority as those items which 
have been noted from Paul's correspondence itself. 
a. Aquila and Priscilla. Upon his arrival at Corinth, Paul 
made the acquaintance of 11a Jew named Aquila, a na tive of Pontus,. l a tely 
come from Rome with hie wife Pri scill aR (18:2). "···And because he was 
.o.f the same trade, he stayed with them, and they worked ... . " (18~ 5) .• Paul 
refers twice to Aquila snd Prisca. {1 Cor 16119 and Romans 16t5), undoubt-
edly the same persons. Acts .:f'l.lrther relates that when Paul left Corinth 
and sailed to Ephesus, they went with him (18:18), and this is substanti-
ated by the implication in 1 Cor 16:19 that they were in Ephesus m th Paul 
then. Nothing indicates when they became Christians, whether under Paul t s 
preaching, or earlier;. perhaps in Ro~e. On some occasion, they "risked 
their n.eckstt for Paul (Rom 16: 4). 
b. Jewish opposition. According to Acts, Paul. began his work 
in Corinth by preaching in the synagogue there (or one of them) (18; 4), 
Jttestifying to the Jews that the Christ was J esus• (18: 5) o There was 
soon a clash, however, and ·•he left there and went to the house of a man 
named Ti tius Justus, 16 a worshipper of God; his house was next door to 
16. Nothing else is known of this man. F·or the attempt to identi.fy 
ldm with t.he Titus of 2 Cor 8 Emd 12 and Gal 2:1, seo Lightfoot•a note 
in Sud this DB (2nd edition) 1 I, 52. For the KS. variations in the form of 
the neme., see Ropes: in~ Beginnings of' Christianity, III, 175 together 
Goodspeed's criticism in~ Journal g! Biblical Literature, LXIX, 585. 
Ramsay's supposition, in St. Paul the Traveller, 256; that he was a 
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the synagoguen (18: 7} $ Later, "when Gallio was proconsul of Achaia• the 
Jews made a un1. ted u t trLck upon. Paul a..•d brought him before t he tribunal" 
(18&12). Nothing came of it, for Gt=>.llio refused to be concerned d th the 
internal affairs of Judaism. In rels.ting tha t Sosthenes, an a.rchisynagogue, 
was then beaten by them (it is not clear who beat .him) (18:17), it is prob-
ably implied tha t Sosthenes had bean appointed prosecutor, and had failed 
to get even an official hearing. "Ist das derselbe Sosthenes, welcher uns 
1 Kl' 1,1 wiederbegegnet, so hat ibn dieS€.' schmerzliche Erf ar.rung da zu ver-
holfen, sich vollends fur eine Sache zu entscheiden, zu deren Beke.mpfung 
ibm schon vorher die erforderlich feind1iche Entscheidenhei t gefehl t ha~ 
te.wl7 
c. The duration of Paul's stay. Acts also reports that Paul 
l.tstayed a year and six months, tecching the word of God among them" (18a 
11), but since it rela tes the accusation of Paul before Gallio after this 
notice, the exact intention of thG author is not certain. 
1· ~ Date of the Corinthian Mission. Nothing in our primary sources 
makes it possible to assign a date to the evangelization of Corinth. Acts, 
ho ever, gives two indications. 
a . The Edict of Claudius. hen iquila. and Priscilla. are intro-
duced (18: 2), they are reported to lw.ve ''lately come from Italy ••• bee use 
Claudius had commanded all the J <t¥/ S to leo.ve Rome. 11 Suetonius (Claudius, 
Roman citizen of some standing1 is simply guesswork, as is Cheyne • s attempt 
(Enc:y:clopedla Diblice., 2649-50) to identify hiu with the Tertius of Romans 
16:22. Goodspeed's hypothesis, in the Journal cited above, identifying 
him 1'11 th the Ga.ius of Ro"roans 16: 23, is :ll.so ba.aeless ~ 
17. Zahn, Einlei tung ill~~ Testament, I, 186. 
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25) refers to such an expulsion, but does not date it. Dio Cassius {60, 
6, 6) relates it also, not dated, but along with events of the year 41, 
adding that since it Yras too diff'icul t to enforce, the edict was modified 
to a. prohibition of Jewish assemblies. Orosiua (Hist., vii, 6, 15) dates 
it, on the authority of Josephus, i n the ninth year of Claudius, which 
ould be the year from Januar-y 25, :49 : to January 25, 50. These authori~es 
establish the reliabil.i ty of Acts here, but do not quite settle the matter 
of the date. Suetonius says nothing beyond that it was in the time of 
Claudius ( 41- 54), Dio Cassius apparently thinks of 1 t as in the year 4l 
(but of this we cannot be sure), and Orosi us, though dating it, is appar-
ently mistaken in referring to Josephus as his authorl ty, for his refer-
ence cannot be verified in any of the extant wrl tinge of the Jewish his-
torian, and it is very dubious that Orosi us possessed a. work of' Josephus 
otherwise unknown to history. If another Josephus was intended, then the 
value of the source is co~~~pletely unknown. Since, however, Josephus does 
relate (Antiquities, 19, 5, ~) that Claudius i ssued an edict of toleration 
at the beginning of his reign, allowing the· Sews to "observe their ances-
tral customs unhindered, tt the supposition from Dio Cassius is extremely 
unlikely, and further, since the testimony of Orosius agrees with the date 
indicated by the next consideration, it is most likely correct • 
.. b. The Proconsulate of Gallic. The other chronological clue 
from Acts is the reference to Paul's accusation before the proconsul Gal-
lic. It is known from several inscriptions that a certain Gallic was pro-
consul oi' Achaia aoout this time. He is further identif.ted by historians 
as Junius Annaeus Gallio, adopted son of Lucius Junius Gallio, real son 
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of Marcus Anna.eua Gallio, and brother of the i'amous philosopher Lucius 
Annaeus Seneea.l8 One inaeriptiori, a rescript from Claudius to the peo-
ple of Delphil9 in the time of Gallio's proconsulship, can be accurately 
dated as having been issued sometime in the period from Januar.r 25 to 
August 1 of the year 52.:20 The normal tenn of office, which shOuld be 
a..ssumed in the absence of contrary evidence, was o;Uy one year, and what 
little evidence there is suggests .that Gallio'a term was no exception.2l 
Uaually a proconsulate term began at the beginning of summer.22 Gallio 
could have been proconsul, therefore, between the summers of 51 and 521 
or the summers of 52 and 55. The rescript of Claudius gives a slight ad-
vantage to the year 51-52, depending. on how close to August l the term of' 
18. It is strange that Deissmann (Paul, Appendix I) seems to assign 
Lucius Junius Gallio to the proconsulate, rather than his adopted son, 
Junius Annaeus Gallio. It must be a mistake .. 
1.9. :F'irst published by E.BQurgy;et in 1905. A convenient and full 
discussion is in the .Appendix of Deissmann' s ~ ... 
20. There is a theqretical possibility that this period could be ex-
tended backward a month or so, to the end of 51, but this is very unlikely, 
and does not affect the date of Gallio, anyway .• 
21. G&l.lio is reported by Seneca, his brother• to have suffered :from 
a fever in Achlrla, and forced to. take a 'Voyage for his health (so Wood-
house in the Encyelopedi~;; Biblica, 1638) ,. 
22. "En 25, Tibere decida. que les nouveaux magistrats deVTaient avoir 
qui tte Ro111e avant le ier juin (Dion Cassius, LVII, 14). En 42, Claude 
avan9a cette date au ler avril et, 1' annee sui vante, la :fiu au 1~ du meme 
mois (Dion Cassius, LVII, 11-17). L'entree en fonction de Gallion peut done 
etre :fixee au debut de mai• (Goguel, La Naissance ~. Christianisme, 36). 
E. Meyer, Ursprung ~ .Anfange ~ Cbristentums, III, 57, agrees. Diess-
mann, however, in his~~ 200-1, .follows Mommsen's assumption (Romisches 
Staatsrecht, II, 256) of July lst as the beginning o:f the term of office. 
It can therefore be conclu.dad that May is the earliest, and July the latest, 
reasonable date for entry into office. 
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office began.25 Here, although the date is much more positive than that 
of the edict of Claudius banishing the Jews from Rome-, the association of 
the event with Paul's first Corinthian visit is not quite so well founded. 
As rel&ted in Acts, the account is added after what seems to be the end 
of the description of his work there on this occasion, and, since it can 
be seen as harmonious with the reference in Acts 20:5, it can be maintained 
that it has been misplaced, and is really an incident of Paul's third 
visit rather than his first. 24 Unsupported by any other evidence, however, 
this is little more tlwn a conjectural possibility, and cannot be given the 
consideration that the apparent meaning o.f the text, with nothing opposing 
i tJ deserves. 
c. Conclusions. If, then, PaW.' s arrival in Corinth was shortJ.y 
after the banishment of Aquila and Priscilla in 49, and if in this visit 
he appeared before the proconsUl Gallio, and i:f it be accepted that his 
stay totalled about a year and a half, then the date of his mission can be 
reckoned fairly accurately. Since it was not customary, if it could be 
25 .. The year 51-52 is adopted by Deissmann, Loisy, Meyer, and Goguel. 
Lebreton, in Lebreton and Zeiller, ~History Qf ~ Prim! tive Church, I, 
256, infers "that he took charge in the spring of' 52•" 
24. J. Knox (Chapters l!!.l1 Jiife 9£ Paul., 81-2) must do this, and, 
moreover, defend the indication. of Dio Cassius {against Josephus) rather 
than the statement of Orosius, to maintain his chronological scheme, which 
places this visit of Paul to Corinth early in the fifth decade. Moreover, 
it will be later sbovm (see below, D, 5} that the so-called "third" visit, 
supposedly follorlng the dispatch of' 2 Cor 1-9 and being the occasion for 
the writing of Romans, never took place at all. If Paul was in Corinth 
three times, we know nothing. at all about the third visit. Goguel, as i .s 
pointed out later, &so believes the incident is displaced, but puts it 
earlier, to agree wt th Js..cts la: 6. This is much more likely,. and prefer-
able in all respects to Knox's suggestion. 
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avoided, to travel in the winter-time,25 Paul's sojourn in Corinth most 
likely included two winters. Since he departed for Epheous h"J sea (Acts 
18:18), and sea voyages were avoided as dangerous in the winter, and 
since a m~jor trip just preceded his arrival in Corinth, it seems most 
likely further t hit he arrived. in t he fall of one year and left in t he 
spring two cilendur years later~26 There is nothing to indicate, however, 
when the Gcl.lio incident should be placed in Paul's stay, for the initial 
L.pression that it came near the end of his stay is cancelled by the real 
possiblli ty that it was, in fact, associated vd th the expulsion from the 
Synagogue early in the period. 27 nor does it appear when t he incident 
should be placed in Gallic's term; the text merely assigns the accusation 
to Gellio • s proconsulate. With the period possible for Gallio, the sum-
mer of 51 to the summer of 55, as a starting point, Paul is departure could 
have been in the spring of 52,. 5B, or 64.. Since the arrival in Corinth 
25. Acta 27tl2; 28:11; 1 Cor 16:6; Titus 5:12. Open sea traffic 
·was hu.l ted, according to Ramsay (g. ~ ih£ Traveller, 284), from ~lovem­
ber 10 to March 5, but these dates are undoubt edly too precise. 
26. Goguel, and many others, puts his departure in the autumn, reason-
ing from Acts 18:19-21 that his refusal to stay at Ephesus is best ex-
plained by "le desir qu'aurait eu Paul de s'embarquer pour la Syrie avant 
l 'interruption annuelle de le navigation" (La Nai ssance ~ Ch.rist:ianisme, 
57). Acts 18:2o-2.1, however, is not good evidence) it is difficul t to \ 
think of ~ ~ requesting Paul to sta:y on in their synagogue longer . 
To Loisy it is "a badly constructed and largely fictitious story ••. ·" {.!h.! 
~ .2£ the Christian Iicl1.g1on, 587, note 25) • An inference from a poor 
authority cannot have much weight. . De!ssmann, on the other hand, defends 
a spring arrivul and a late summer departure on the grounds that the ac-
cusation before GaUio took .place near the beginning of Gallio•s ·procon-
sulate and near the end of Paul•s eighteen month visit (Paul , 282) . But 
nothing i~ the text justifies this supposition. 
27. As meintained by Goguel; La N@.issance ,Qs Christianisme, 56-7. 
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of Paul • s m..tssionary career, is sufficient to persuade a vast majori ty of 
investigators.. It should be noted, however, that 1 Cor 15:~2 is a strange 
statement to have been written from Ephesus, and further, that 1 t is poss4:-
ble to read 16; 5 as meaning that he was at the time of writing passing 
thl·ough Macedonia~ MorKe.Sov[orv yerp St..epX<>J-L~' means literally, ufor I am 
going through Macedonia .. " When the direction of his travel is noted, 
though, fron1 Asia towards Coriilth, his refere.nce about st.;aying in E?hesus 
until Pentecost (16: 8) forbids this understanding, and requires tha t the 
phrase be given the quite legitimate sense of intention rather than de-
scription. The r~ference to Ephesus in . the previous chapter (15: 52) must 
remain strange;: it is not sufficient to override all the indications of 
chapter 16 that confirm an Ephesian origin, or to east a serious r eflection 
on the integrity of the letter {see above, II, ;.., · 2, b). 
b. The date of 1 Cor. The time of writing is fairly c.pparent. 
16: 8 indicates that it was written sometime before Pentecost, but bow 
long before, and before which Pentecost? 
{l) The season. .F'rom 5; 8-8 it appears that the letter. was 
written early enough to pennit delivery in Corinth before Passover, for 
Paul here gives a Christian interpretation of that fest:lval, and encourages 
the Corinthians to celebrate it according to tMs 1ntel1>ret.:9.tion. Further, 
a consideration of Timothy's mission, as already noted (see above, II, A, 
2, b), makes it more likely that 1 Cor was Qtspatched ~J t he direct sea 
route to Corinth, rather than by the longer route through M<..cedoni " . This 
assUlllption mekes e. more precise date possible. Since tl'_i.s sea trip usu-
ally took less t han fifteen de.ys; 28 the writing of 1 Cor can scarcely be 
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put later than two \"leeks prior to Pe.ssover. f. sea route requires,. on the 
other ha:tad, that. ·'fdnte~r be over, a.nd navigation resu:raed. ~oroover, time 
should most likely be all owed for the sending of e letter fro1.1. Corinth to 
Pe.ul, to which 1 Cor is in part a reply (7:1), for oth6~ise the messen-
gers ,ould have been forced t.o ?!"inter in Ephesus.. This letter from Corinth 
would therefore be very early in the tz·e.velling eea.son, at the ver-.1 be-
ginning of the resumption of sea traffic.. A Murch date would s12em to be 
t he earliest feasible time for 1 Cor. The probable terminus ~ quem .,,.ould 
be two w ,eks before Paaaover,. the dats of which would depend on the par-
tiCular year. 
(2) The year.. It must be eonceded that the yeur of the letr-
ter is not so app. rent as the season. But with Ephesus as its pJ.ace o:f 
origin, t fits only one period in Paul ' s career. He was in Ephesus 
three times after his first visit to Coriuth. The first and third .ere 
stopovers enroute to :3yria or Pe.lestine, and, on the basis of his express-
ed plans in. 1 Cor 18, must therefore be excluded. But there is no ob-
jection to the se~ond, whtch was his e ·ten(led mlssion there of at least 
t wo ~rears and three months, 29 and theore it me.y be e.sE~umed to fit. Ui thout 
28. Ro\ son, in Conybeare e.nd · o\l son, The ~ £D.£ Epi st.le::; of C.t. 
Paul, I, 4-54. Sa.nday (Encyclopedia Biblica, · 89..,) says that an average 
voyage bet'."'een Ephesus .::.nd Corinth "would not be more thEm a sdl of a 
week or t€n days.~ Plummer (ICC on 2 Cor, p. xix) says that a round 
trip, in fovo1·nble .. ee.ther, "L'light hG accompl .bhed in less t~.n thr&e eeks. 11 
29. Acts 19:8-10. In the Ephesian ferewell ~·peech, the aut hor of Acts 
has Paul refer to his ministry oi.' three years there (to:. 51), "in the usual 
ancient style of reckoning an interBedie:t,,:! pe:rlod by the superiot• round 
number:t (Turner, J(}hionology of the N.ew .Testamentii in Has-tings' DB) .• Goguel 
notes, however, that "On_pourrait ~iUb :3 e penser cr.1'il auruit pasoe trois 
ans en Asie dont deux a Ephesett (La Nais.sance _.ill! Christianisme, 247) .. 
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contrary evidence, it may be assumed that this Ephesian visit began at the 
end of a travelling season,. and therefore included three winters a t Ephe-
sus. If his departure was not until after Pentecost, however, and his 
total. stay only slightly more than two years and three months, it must be 
asswned that t\'le journey which preceded his arrival extended longer than 
usual, as an overland journey col.Ud, and that he did not stop until win-
ter was already under way. If his arrival wa s so late, it is entirely 
possible that it was the very winter following his departure from Corinth . 
This allows sufficient time for him to have .fulfilled the requirements of 
Acts 18:19-19:1. Nothing in later Pauline chronology contradicts t hi s 
suppoai tion , and a consi deration of Paul's appearance before Festus fur-
t her encourages 1 t . l.i'estus succeeded Felix sometime in the l ast half of 
the sixth decade, and al thoush the exact year cannot now be determined_, 
1 t 1roul.d seem that 55 or 56 is more likely tbnn a later da.te .. 50 Having 
Paul arrive in Ephesus in the winter following his departure from Corinth 
puts him in J eruselem in the summer of 56. If the phrase "when t wo years 
had elapsed• (in Acts 241 27) refers to Paul's imprisonment, then his a.p-
pea ranee before Festus would be in the summer of 58. If, however, the 
two-year interval is understood to apply to the term of Felix, 31 then 
30. Lake, in The Beginnings .Qf Christianity, V" 464-7,_ considers 55 
practically certain.. Von Soden, in the Enwclopedia Biblica .• 81.0~ •Any 
objecti on, in fact, to .... 56 for the accession of li'estua, supported by 
Tacitus and Euaebiua, could come only from the requirements of the life 
of Paul. 11 Loi sy llmi ts the po ssibili ties to 55-58 (The Birth of the 
Christian Religion, 170). 0.. Hol tzmann (followed by Harnack) ;rgu.ed for 
55-56 in his Neutestamentliche. Zei tgescbichte, 125ff .. 
31 .. Advocated by Lake {~ Beginnings .Qf Christianity, V, 471), who 
lists also the support of Peta.vius, Well.hausen, and Schwartz. Weizsiicker 
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the appearance of Paul before :festus would be two years earlier. Under 
any view, therefore, a more likely date for the recull of Felix is reach-
ed by a short interval between Paul's Corinthian and Ephesian missionsa 
Within the Ephesi~n period itself, it is apparent that 1 Cor was written 
toward the end of the period. Paul's travel plans are made, and the end 
of his stay in Ephesus is in sight. His troubles there seem; at least 
for the most part, to lie behind him (15a 52), and he hss already written 
one letter to the Corinthians {5:9-11) which, as will be shown (see below, 
5, a), is best dated late in 54. The whole tone of the letter, with the 
difficulties in Corinth it reflects, is much more understandable if 1 Cor 
is assumed to have been ·written late rather than early in the Epheaian 
period. 
(5) Conclusions. Considering everything, it is thus far 
most likely that the month prior to the Paschal season of 55 is the best 
time of origin for 1 Cor. Passover in that year was from March .50 to 
.April 61 52 so 1 Cor may perhaps be dated in the first half of March, 55. 
_g. Developments ,!& Corinth. Upon leaving Corinth, Paul is reported 
to have sailed to Caesarea, via Ephesus, and returned to Antioch (Acts 18: 
21-22) • "After spending some time there he departed and went from place 
to place through the region of Galatia snd Phrygia• (18: 25). Eventually, 
he "passed through the upper country and came to Ephesus" (19tl), where he 
settled for over two years. While Paul was thus occupied, other evangelists 
(.Apostolisches Zei tal ter, 441) refers the two years to Paul, but regards 
the reference as unhistorical. 
52o Turner, in Hastings' DB, 1, 422. 
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had come to Corinth, notably Apollos and possibly Peter, and a :factional 
spirit rapidly developed. Other dif'ficul ties "'rose too , troubles which 
are known now only from Paul's references to them. in 1 Cor. 
a.. Apolloe. In Acts, Apolloe is repOrted to have gone to the 
Corinthian mission (19:1). He is described as a .Jewish native of Alexan-
dria, "an eloquent man, well versed in the scriptures" (18: 24), and ap-
parently a Christian before his arrl val at Ephesus, but one who 11knew 
only the baptism of John"' (18: 25). In Ephesus, he was instructed by 
Aquila and Priscilla, who "expounded to him the way of God more accuratelytt 
(18J 26) ., 'l'he exact meaning bere may never be fully recovered to the sat-
isfaction of everyone, but a J~ost litely explanation, considering Acts 
19:1-7, is that he represented a primitive kind of Christian, 1d th no con-
cept of spiri tr-baptism or the messiahship of Jesus. This appears from the 
description of John• s baptism as emphasizing repentance (19: 4), whereas 
baptism •in the name of the Lord Jesus" seems to have brought the power 
of the Holy Spirit (19; 5-6), and fur ther, from the declaration that after 
his instruction by Aquila and Priscilla , Apollos openly proclaimed to the 
Jews that the Messiah was Jesus (18:!8).. It can be :assumed, from their 
long friendship in Corinth and from the absence of any contrary evidence, 
that Aquila and Priscilla represented the same kind of Christianity as 
Paul. The whole point seems to be that in Ephesus Apollos was brought 
into harmony with what might be called Pauline ChristiB.nity, meaning, if 
not the product of Paul, at least that kind of Ghristiani ty which he rep--
resented. This agrees well with the notice in 1 Cor 16tl2, wh&re Paul ex-
plained that although he had •strongly urged" Apolios to return to Corinth, 
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1 t was not God's (or perhaps .Apollos 1 ) will t.hat he should go then, but 
that he would go as soon as he had the opportunity.. Paul ·and Apollos 
'*the brother" seem to be in eotnplete harmony. Early church tradition, 
at the very lea.st, so understood it (Titus 5:13). It is therefore sur-
prising to find Apollos named as the leadet' of a party in opposi t:Lon to 
those who are loyal to Paul (1:11; 5:.22). Can we think of Paul wrl ting 
an eloCs_~ent appeal to abandon the factional spi.ri t and unite fn Christ 
( and yet unite under his banner rather than another' a; 5: 10; 4:14-17; 
11:12), and at the same time strongly urging the leader of.' an opposing 
81 
group to return to Corinth? 1 Cor 4:6 clarifies everything, however. 
There 11aul. explained that, for their benefit, he had just been applying' 
all this to himself and Apollos; he had, in other words , been "putting 
f or-ward the names of those not really responsible for the crTc(cn::t.s instead 
of the names of others who were more to bl&ille.,w33 The cru.x of the r~atter 
lies in the exegesis of ~e~€ax~~~Tta~ e54 The idea of disgQtse appears 
plrlnly in t he three other places in the Corinthian correspondence where 
this word is used (2 Cor 11:15, 14, 15), and reduces t he problem to what 
is being disguised. If it be maintained that Paul was disguising the 
names of those who were really put forward as facti. on leadereiJ 55 then it 
55. Robertson and Plummer, ICC on 1 Cor 4:6 . 
54,. See Lightfoot's note in Philippians, 130, and Hastings' DB, I, 7 .. 
55. When .nndlay (Ex,posi.torr~ Greek Testament, in 1.9.£.) s ays that this 
view is a misUfiderstanding from the English translation, he must be ovel'-
looking the fact that 1 t was defended by Chrysostom, Erasmus, Beze.;. and 
Michaelis (so, lleyer' s Commentary, 5th edi tion, 1u loc .• ). 
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would seem necessary to deny the Pauline party a s well as the so-called 
Apollos party.. If there was any party strife at all that originated in 
different leaders, we c&n be sure that Paul was the recoe:ni-zed autbori ty 
for one of tb.emu A more popular explanation is that Paul was disguising, 
not the names of the reputed leaders of the factions, who were not ree~ly 
responsible for them, but rather the names of the jCorinthians who had in-
stigated the factional spirit. This involves,. however, the recognition 
of an actual Apollos party in Corinth.. This, in turn, makes the exposition 
of 16:12 difficult, for even if it be assumed that Apollos was as opposed 
to the party divisions in Corinth as Paul, it would have been a. risky move 
on Paul's part to have "strongly urgedtt the eloquent Alexandrian to return 
to Corinth a t this til!re. Of course, however, it is possible to accept an 
Apollos party, and wonder how strongly Paul really urged him to return .. 
A likelier solution, though, is found in yet a third explnnation. It may 
be that in 4:6 Paul was saying that he was disgui.sing a i'a.ctionul struggle 
bet~een his followers and those of some other evangeiists, by discussing 
it as though it were between himself and ApollosQ The Corinthians, who 
had trouble seeing the essential unity of Paul and these other evangelists, 
could realize it best if the whole situation vtere portrayed as applied to 
Paul and Apollos, whose un1 ty they did not questiono From such mee.ger 
evidence, however, a lengthy (and largely imaginary) exposition of the 
situation, such as is comn;only found in studies of this problem, is not 
really justified.. When it has been no ted that Apollos and Po.ul were .fel-
low workers in the Gospel, the sources on their relationship ha ve been ex-
hausted. Of the work of J1pollos in Corinth, nothing is known beyond the 
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indication of Pf1ul that it was satisfactory t6 him. 
b. Cephas. Expressly mentioned in 1 Cor 1:12 and 5: 22 as a 
pm~vJ-leader of the Corinthians is ttOephas,tt and thls must, from other 
notices of hlm in this same letter (especielly 15:5), be taken to mean the 
Apostle Peter~ Dionysius of' Corinth a..f'flrms that both P~ter and Paul 
taught in Corinth, SG ·only he says that they taught there together, and 
were both founders o£ the church there. The probable inaccuracy oi' these 
last tv:o assertions casts a suspicion on the first, however, tllld Paul • s 
reference to Peter is itself put in a questionable light if p~1 ralleled to 
the notices of pollos. Is Cephas too just a cover for the real trouble-
me.ker, or perh::tps just an illustration? Or did Paul disguise a quarrel 
with Petrine Christians by using the name of Apollos? These questions can-
not be answered, because there is no evidence bearing on them. The faun-
dation for a superstructure of e:ny kind is non-existent. If Peter was in 
Corinth, nothing is knol'rn of hl.s wor k there, and he must remain, on any 
vi<m, a shadowy fi~re of the Corintbian mis~ion. 
c . The f~ctionH. Though much is obscure, the reality of the 
fuctions is s.pparent enough. The common loyalty to Christ &s in da:1ger 
of being sacrificed in the face of personal loyalties to different Chris-
tian evr,.ngelista {whose identities can only be the subject of specula tion). 
The reference to the Christ-party (ld2) is enigmatic if r etained in the 
5G. In Eusebius, The Ecclesiastical History, II, 25. Uock (g. Paul, 
208) thinks it l!certai.n ..... that Peter died in Rome and likely .... that he · 
· en~ to Rome from Cor5.nth~" That Peter was in Corinth is admitted also 
by Lei tZl\lann (.!h!! Beginnine;s of the Christian Church, 144-5, 200), take 
(l!'!.Y:_oduction .:!&_ ~ New Testamen.t, 109), and E. tdeyer {Ursprung und AS-
ffu'!ge des Christentums, III, 441, note 1) .. 
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text; it is probably a gloss.37 It is pl a.in that Paul's e.uthority is not 
accepted by all (4;5-S) , but the origin and nature of these ant:l-Paulin-
ists are nowhere i ndicated. A. likely e.ssUJllption is that they were the 
personul converts of someone else, added to the original congregation 
after the departure of Paul. 
d. Trouble;:t reported to Paul. Besides the facti ons; other 
troubles ae€m to have developed in Corinth, end '.vere reported to Paul in 
h'phesus (1 Cor 1:11; 5t1; 11:18).. The pagan background of sonte of t.1-J.e 
Christians of that notoriously l i centioua city seems to have reappeared, 
s;t 
in spite of the strict roral code of the Gospel ( 5lff. ). A kind of anti-
nomianiSl!l had a strong hold in the congregation (6:1-20). ~-uarreling 
Chris'tians were resorting to pagen. courts to settle disputes that had 
arisen among them, disputes even involving fraud between the ttbrothersn 
of the church (6:1-8) . Even when they assembled for religious purposes, 
all was not well (11:17-18).. The Lord's Sup:;>er had often degenerated in-
to a gluttonous feast {11: 2Q-54) ~ and speaking vd th tongu,es had so greatly 
increased that the more vital functions of the church were being n~glect-
ed (14: 25-59) .. 
57. J. Weiss (~ Histot.t Qi Primitive Christianity, 540) labels it 
na reader's gloss, perhaps taken fl"Qm II Cor .. 10:7." The context almost 
forces this verdict,-~ee Udliffert, I!:!!! Aaostolic Age, 296. Though he re-
fers to t.he Paul, Cephas, and Apollos parties, Clement (47: 5) aeems not to 
huve known of a. RCbrist" party; thi s suggests tha t 1 t was not in his text. 
If no t a gloss, nothing at all is known about it.. The hypoth~ses are all 
purely speculative; e .. g., Baur identifier; it wi th the Cepha.s party; Ols-
hausen with &. group of philosophical, e,"noatic, Chr-isti ans; DeWette, theo-
sophical mystics; Bwald, Christian Essenes; Ji.Uicher and Lietzmann, per-
sons personally instructed by Jesus, etc. I concur ~lth Enslin (Christian 
Beginnings, 24&) that. "this type of reconstruction," built on no evidence 
at all, 1s "sheer nonsense." 
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e. Troubles indicated by the questions of the CorinthiarH' -. From 
questions sent to Paul in I!.)>hesus and answered in 1 Cor, more of the Cor-
inthia.n tro11bles can be learned,. Pro blems of marriage and the regulation 
of the sexual passions were disturbing even the most loyal follovters of 
the gospel (7.:lff.). The question abOut food ofi'ered to idols shows that 
Paul's gospel of freedom was not completely understood, and that the old 
concept of gods still pervades the mind of the Corinthians Christians 
(S;lffo)~ The s tatus and compara tive importance of the various Christian 
offices seems also to have been a source of much jealousy and strife (12: 
lff.)... :finally, i t is very appal'ent that they were confused over the 
resurrection of the dead, some denying it outright (15:12-58). Such ap-
pear to have been the developments in the Corinthian congregation after 
the departure of Paul in the spring of 52 • 
.§. .. Paul 1 s Action. 
a. The first letter. Paul renewed hi s connection with Corinth 
lrlth a letter menti oned in 1 Cor 5:9-11. Its contents have been the sub-
ject of a great deal of specula tion.. The widely accep ted critical view 
which assigns ~ Cor 6:14-7:1 to this letter has already been shown to be 
unlikely (see above, II , A, 21 d, (2)). The modem scholars who dissect 
·the Corinthian correspondence into many fragments, and then rearrange the 
pieces to aake up all the lllissing lett ers, have "restored" this lost let-
t er in severcl waya,58 e.ll of which are possible but none o£ which have a 
58. See, for example, J. Weiss, I1ll! History .2! Primitive Christia.nJ,tv, 
540-1; Goguel, Introduction ~ Nouveau TeatEunent,_IV, part :2, 86; and 
Loisy, Nouveau Testament, 5S:..9. 
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good Justification.. The only resson f'or ~:uch surgi c<Jl speculation,., is 
thti t the sections selected ere deemed, by the restorer, to correspond with 
the d.escript.ion of the l etter in 1 Cor 5: 9- 11. The ~hole matter, ~t any 
r a te, but little concerns tha hlatory o:f the L!orintbian mission, for t he 
conditions these sec-tions reflect are not affected by ·the particulu.r let-
ter to which they are assi gned, so long as the choice lies between the 
firs t lost letter and the first canonical letter. I t is safer, until 
sufficient A.ctual evidence appears, t{) regurd the first letter as lost, and 
to ba ae inferen.ces ab:mt it solely on Paul' a descript.:ton of it~ From. this 
description, it appears that the difficulties in Corinth are the occa sion 
of the lette1·, especially those concerned with backsliding brethren, and 
further, it seems that Pa:ul' s aut hority is, at this point, recognized, 
end his counsel valued,. As to how Paul wa s informed of the troubles, there 
is no i ndication. Within the period between Paul 1 s departure from Corinth 
and the writing o f 1 Cor, 1 t is a safe a ssumption that this letter is an 
event of' the Ephesian period, for news of Corinth la not so likely to have 
reached Paul in the other regions he is reported to have been evangeli z-
ing prior to hi s arrival at Ephesus. It is likely that thi s letter an-
nounced the .financial campaign to the Corinthisns, for the mention o±' it 
in 1 Cor 16:1 implies a previous announcement, end has the form of an 
ans1¥er to their question about it. 39 Since this inauguration of.' t he 
39. Pfienn 7 11 ausd:riicklich auf' schrii'tlich vorliegende Urteile und 
Anf'r agen der Gemeinde Bezug genommen wli~, so wird wegen der abnlichen, 
nur abgekii.rt.zen Form, in wclcher 7 ,2.5 (rrEp~ S€ rl:.w rr<>~feE"vcvv");; e,.l (~e::pt 
Si TWf/ E.' SwA.oc9vTwt1; 12,1 ,,.Ep~ hi TWV ITVE:Uf'~.TI K.Wv); 16,1 (rrtpl. o& T"S .· 
)..oyi..Prs) .; l6;i2 (m:p~· S~ >f!;r-o~>.~) einzeine Gegenstande zur Sprache gebracht 
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collection in Corinth is dated in 2 Cor 8:10 and 9&2 as "a year agon 
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'TTepun), 1 t is possible, by reckoning backwards f'rom the probable date o£ 
2 Cor 1-91 to assign this letter to the late sumnier or fall of 54.40 
b. Ttmothyt s mission. .Also prior to 1 Cor ie the sending of 
Timothy on a mission to Corinth (1 Cor 4:17) and elsewhere (16:10-11) , 
apparenUy J,(acedonia (Acts 19:22)" Since his purpose seemG to have been 
to insure the purity of his teachings {1 Cor 4; 17), it may be assumed 
that the factions which are fully reflec·ted in l Cor had already begun to 
be manifested, and the fac t that Ti111o thy had not yet returned from this 
mission when 1 Cor was wri ·tten, suggests that his departure me.y have been 
wehlen, :·.behauptet werden diirfen, dass die aamtlichen .so eingelei teten 
E210rterungen also c. 7; 8-10; 12-14; 16, 1-12 eine Ant1rort auf das Sehreiben 
der Gemeinde da.rstellen" (Zahn, Einlei tung in das Neue Testament, I, 187) ... 
40. The phrase ~rro -.riputrt.. can m.ean either twelve months ago , or any-
time during the previous year .. . The former was preferred in the King James 
Version, and has been retained in all subsequ.ent r evisions, including the 
latest in 1946.. If, however, these are all mistaken, and the other mean-
ing is correct, as in Moffatt's and Goodspeed's transla tion of the phrase 
by •last year, 14 then the question is raised as to which calendar Paul 
would have been following. Using either the Jla.cedonian or the Jewish 
civil calendar, the year would be reckoned from October, and it is aost 
likely that Paul was using one of these. It cannot, :however, be determin-
ed whether 2 Cor 1-9 was written before or after the turn of the year 
(according to Paul's calendar), so two possibilities are theoretically 
open. If 2 Cor 1-9 was written before the tum of the year, then the 
pre-canonical letter would have to be assigned to the period between Octo-
ber, 55 a.nd october, 54. If 2 Cor l-9 was written after the turn of the 
year, then the period of the pre-canonical letter would be October, 54 
to October, 55. In this last case, however, the compos! tion of 1 Cor in 
the spring of 55 narrows the possible time of origin to the small period 
between the beginning of the year (October,. 54) and the halting of naviga-
tion for the winter. It can therefore be concluded that even on the 
interpretation of .;rro -rr.!.p(J(T'- as simply meaning 11last year, • the fall of 54 
is a very likely date for the first letter, for in one case it is definit-
ly indicated, and in the other quite compatible. In any event, the only 
alternt:ttive is to put it somewhere in the year preceding October, 54. 
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in Corinth to Paul. Three other Corinthians a.lso arrived, Stephanas, For-
tunatus, and .A.chaicus,-45 and further informed Paul of the situation there. 
To these sources of information must be added the latter received by Paul 
from Corinth (1 Cor 7:1)., and possibly brought by Stephanas and h:ls com-
panions. In response to these reports e.nd this letter, .Paul wrote his 
second letter, preserved in the Canon as our First Corinthians. In this 
letter he argued vigorously for the unity of the church b.y showing that 
all parties o ed a common loyalty to Christ.. He dealt with the ethical 
and moral problems of the congregation, and urged the members to subrlt 
to injustices rather than appeal tc a pagan tribunal. Problems of sex 
and marriage he solved by reference to the expectation that •the appointed 
time has grown very short" (7:29); because of the impending kingdom, Paul 
was moat desirous that the Corinthians •be free from a.ll anxieties11 (7: 52). 
They should not YIOrry about food offered to idols, for "an i dol has no 
real existence•; •there is no God but onew (8:4~44 Yet the consciences of 
the weaker brothers must not be offended by too liberal a practice of this 
45 .. J.. Wei sa (.:!:!!! Ria tory g.! Primitive Christ1an1 tz, 293-4) explains 
that Fortunatus and .Ache.ieus were the sons or slaves of Stephanas, on the 
assumption that they are part of the household mentioned in 1:16 and 16:15. 
This quite arbitrary assumption has been made by others also; but usually 
with a recognition that it is only a posaibility (for exauiple, von. Dobachutz, 
Christian Life .ill the Primitive Churcl!, 55-6). I believe de Wette first 
suggested it. · 
44. This flatly violates the decree of the Apostolic Council {Acts 
15: Z9). Kansan thinks that •the question was raised at Corinth by the 
Cephas party, and that Paul's way of dealing with it is, and is reeant to 
be, a snub ... .. In predominan.tly Gentile-Christ ian communities Jewish ta-
boos do not cowt, and Jewish-Christian visitors cannot presume to legis-
late in these matters for Gentile-Christian churches• (Bulletin of the 
John Rylands Library, lXVI, No. 1, page 13; Oct-Nov '41). · --
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Christian freedom ( 8:1-15). He sea-med genuinely shocked by thei r appeal 
to him for a decision s to wh.tch of them performed the highest task. 
Did they not understand that all •ere members oi· one body in Christ, and 
that all t he members hav equal importance (12:lff'.)? He answered the 
doubts about the resurrection b"-J explaining that it wao not the same 
peysical body which would be raised, but a '.'celestial'• body which '&Oul.d 
be provided by God (1 5:12t'f .} • ~'i th an explanation of the financial cam-
paign he was organizing, fl promise to visit them from Uacedonie. after 
leaving Ephesus (16: 5-8), and an explanation for the failure of Apollos 
to return to Corinth, as they had apparently requested (16:12) , he sent 
hir> greetings and those of .Aquila and Prisca .. 
i• ·The Ji'inancial Campaign"~ Paul had just begun a collection f or the 
poor of Judea (Gal 2:10; 1 Cor 16:1-4; 2 Cor 8-9; Rom 15; 25-28) . F·rom the 
earliest notice of it, in l Cor 16:1-4, it appears tha t it hnd been begun 
in the churches of Galatia, and therefore probably during the visit just 
prior to his E hesian ministrye While in ~phesus he notified the Corin-
thians of it, apparently in the first (lost) letter, and in the second he 
gave further directions for its collection in response to a. question about 
it in the letter from the Corinthians.. His instructions Yiere simple; they 
~ere to set something aside ·non the first dey of every week," ru1d he would 
collect it when he cam.e. Hi~ plan was to send their contribution to Jeru-
salem by someone they would "accredit by letter"; whether he woul.d go along 
with them or not, he had not yet decided~ 
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c. The Corinthian Crisis 
J:_ .. ·rhe Sources.. First Corlnthia.."'ls 4:18-21. Second Corinthians 211-
11; 7:8, 12; 15:2. 
2. The Palni"ul Visit .. Our second canonical letter to the Corin thians 
-· -
twice mentions a second visit (2:1; 1~:2) and both times "it is described 
as ttpainful. 11 Since both 2 Cor 1-9 and 10- 15 mention this visit, the si-
lence of 1 Cor as to thJ.s visit, together with the general assumption of 
the letter (see above, III, A, 1) that Paul had been in Corinth only once, 
makes it very difficult to place this second visit prior to the writing of 
1 Cor. That Paul explained, in 1 Cor 5:9-15, a passage of the previous 
letter tha t had not been clearly understood, precludes the likelihood of 
a personal visit between these letters, rutd if the visit was before the 
pre-canohical letter, the references to it as ttpainful" cannot be easily 
understood.. .Moreover, 1 Cor 4:1S-21 s eems to foreshadow such a visit .. 
The most likely hypothesis here is that when Timothy returned to Ephesus 
w1 th a personal report based on two visits to Corinth, he brought news of 
a cri~is there.45 That Timothy returned is evidenced by his name in the 
salutation of 2 Cor; that his report was unfavorable would explain the 
need f or Paul's personal attention and the second, •painful," visit. The 
time element is the only thing that can be urged against this hypothesis, 
45 .. Timothy's movements are aetuelly unknown. That he Visited Corinth 
after 1 Cor h£:d been received, as assumed .!lbove., . .is cnt.irely conjectural, 
but in 1 ts f avor i s the evidence of 1 Cor 16:10-11 that Paul expected him 
to. The view th8-t Timothy did not vlsi t Corinth between 1 Cor a.'ld 2 Gor 
1-9 is a. requirement of the traditional identification of the severe letter 
-..; th 1 Cor .. 
n~~z ~ 
and this is not a serious difficttlty~ 1 Cor was written in the shadow or 
Passover, and Paul planned to leave Ephe sus after Pentecost. There are 
only fifty days for the painf'ul visit. The round t rip, however, normally 
took less than thirty days, 46 and all indications are that this 1te.s e. 
visit of short duration. Paul mey have easily gone and returned on the 
same merchant, ship, staying in Corinth only as long a.s the business of the 
ship kept it there. furthermore, the limit of Pentecost is only Paul ' s 
intention at the time of writing 1 Cor; if he changed his plana to viai t 
Corinth at once, ight he not elso have changed hta plans for leaving 
Ephesus, or may not he have been forced., by the Corinthl.tm excursus, to 
delay his departure considerably beyond Pentecost? The time element can-
not be pressed to exclude the probability of Pa.ul 1 s second vis:i. t to Corinth 
occurring between the wri ting of 1 Cor and .2 Cor, and indeed, n'!ore serious 
obj ectiona confront the attemp t to place it anywhere else. The result of 
this visit can only be deduced from the next action of Paul. The naevere" 
letter of 2 Cor 2:5-4; 7:8, 12 seems to fit best at this point, and if so, 
the visit must have been a f ailure • 
.Q. The Severe Letter. It is plain from 2 Cor 2 a.nd 7:5-16 thn.t a 
severe letter YJ s sent just prior to Pa.ul ' -s dep&rture from Ephesus, and 
since it wa s Titus who brought. the ne ·;s of 1 ts effect, it ..,.c.s undoubtedly 
Titus •he bad carried it to thetJt. The main question here is the exact 
identity of the severe letter. It might· be completely extent us our 1 Cor 
( t.he t1·adi tionnl vi e } ,. partially ext~mt. as 2 Cor 10-15 (the prevdling 
46. See above, note 28. 
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critical view), or now lost. A considera tion of the movements and plans 
of Paul can be added at this point to the reasons already given (see above, 
II, A, 2, a, (2)) for reJecting the traditional identification of the se-
vere letter with our 1 Cor. In 2 Cor 1:15-2:4 Paul, writing from Macedonia, 
explained why he had failed to ce.rry out his announced promise to come to 
Corinth before going to Macedonia. When and how did he announce such a 
plan? Since his plan at the time of writing 1 Cor was to go to Macedonia 
first (16:5-9), he apparen~ly changed his plans after sending 1 Cor. The 
e:x.plana.tion of 2 Cor 1: 15ff .. would thus refer to the newer plan substituted 
for that expressed in 1 Cor. If so, he must have reported his new plan 
either while there in person (i.e., the painful visit) or in a letter be-
tween 1 Cor and 2 Cor. If orally communicated in a visit after 1 Cor, then 
it becomes impossible to understand how Paul did not know of the effect of 
the severe letter (1 Cor in this hypothesis) until news came to him in 
Macedonia from Titus. The severe letter, therefore, cqnno t have been our 
1 Cor~47 The movements of Titus (see above , I, B, 2, f) forbid the prevail-
ing critical identification of 2 Cor 10-15 td th this letter. It must 
therefore be concluded that it is not now extant. All that can be known 
47,. Paley, Horae Paulinae, IV, iv-v, avoided this conclusion by 
rega rding 2 Cor 1:15-2:2 as an explanation for have changed an earlier 
plan to that which was announced in 1 Cor 16: 5-8~ F'or an evaluation of 
this see above, I, B, 2, e~ Ramsey (~. ~ the Traveller, 274-5) follow-
ed Paley here. Another possible escape lies in Plummer's interpretation 
of 2 Cor 1:15 to mean that Paul 11 simply ••• at one time .... was wishing to 
pay them a double visit" (ICC on 2 Cor, 52); no actual plan, therefore, 
was ever formed or expressed to the Corinthians~ But 1:17 is en ans er to 
a charge ths.t he did not make good his promises (as even Plumaer grants}, 
so how can the preceding verse be unders tood as an unexpressed desire 
designed merely to give ·"evidence of his devotion to them" (Plummer, 12.£y 
cit.)? 
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about it must come from Paul's description of it in 2 Cor 2 and 7. From 
thi s it appears that the painful visit was not successful (else why the 
severe letter?), and, i n desperation, Paul wrote in his strong st manner 
to try again to clear up the troubles in Corinth. The seat of th~ diffi-
culty was apparently a rejection of the leadership of Paul.. This rebellion 
can be seen developing even as early as the mission of Ti~thy, who was 
sent "to remind you of my ways in Christ" (1 Cor 4:17), and by the time of 
1 Cor the anti-Pauline group was quite prominent. 1 Cor did not seem to 
help matters any, and a personal visit was deemed necessary. It also fail-
ed, and hence the severe letter, written, Paul records, "that I mi ght test 
you and know whether you are obedient in everything" (2 Cor 2:9). His 
personal anxiety, as reflected in 2 Cor 2:15; 7;5-8, further indicates 
that t he basis of the crisis was a rejection of Paul 's author! ty .. 
!· From .i!iphesus ..:!:&. Macedonia. After dispatching the letter which had 
caused his anxiety, he came to Troas (2:12) , 48 and not finding Titus there, 
ncame into llacedonia" {7: 5). He wa3 accompanied by Timothy, according to 
2 Cor 1:1 and the use of the first person plural in 7:5-7, though i t 
might be questioned whether Timothy was with him constantly, or joined him 
in .Tro s.~9 From the direction of his travel, and all the foraer probabili-
48. Wanson (Bulletin 9!. !!1! John Rylands Library, xxvi, No. 2, page 7) 
argues: "the USE: of' the article c~~s T~v Tpwq.S01) would seem to favour the 
view that the scene of the campaign was the whole area in the N.W. corner 
of Asia Minor ••• • He therefore translates, •the Troad." But the same 
usage exactly appears in Acts 20:5, 6, where the seaport Troas is clearly 
intended. 
49. The first person singular i .s used in 3:12-15. 
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ties, it can be safely concluded that Ephesus was the starting point for 
this journey, and this is ~ressly stated in Acts 20:1. 
D. femporary Reconeflietion 
.l.• The Sources. Second Corinthians 1-9.. The time and place of ori-
gin are readily apparent. It was written shortly after the report of 
Titus , and since Paul was then in Macedonia (2:15; 7t5-6; 9:2), and no con-
trary indications appear, it may safely be assigned to some place in Mace-
doniao Philippi, whose port was the usual port of entry into Uaeedonia 
from Troas, is most likely excluded by 7:5, if that verse indicates that 
Paul had gone into Macedonia. 50 Nothing makes it possible to assign the 
letter to a more exact loca tion. The time would most likely be l ate in 
the summer of 55, or early in the autumn, depending la1·gely on how l ong 
after Pentecost Paul had left Ephesus~ ..• It might be noted again tha t this 
letter has not been wholly preserved, but l acks, at least, a formal con-
elusion .. 
,g. ~ Report 91, Titus. T'he severe l etter evidenUy, according to 
Titus, a ccomplished its purpose (7:5-16). The Corinthians were repentant 
and anxious to clear themselves of Paul's charges. Titus himaelf, who 
before this trip had knol¥11 of them only through Pcul 1 s boasting (7sl4), 
had discovered th&t the claims of Paul were well founded. This would 
seem to justify the assumption, i f not requir e it, that this trip to 
50. The ancient subscription wbicb assigns this epistle to Philippi 
cannot bear much weight aa evidence~ 1 Cor is also asBignad to Philippi by 
its subscription. Nothing supports either one. 
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Corinth was the first time Titus had personolly been there. 
~ ... The Letter of Reconciliation.. Upon receipt of thB report of' Ti tust 
Paul hastened to lVrl te a letter to seal the reconciliation. This letter 
is partly perserved i .n our 2 Cor 1 ... 9.. In it, he referred to the severity 
of bis sufferings in Asia {1: ~-11), explained his change of plan a.. in-
tended to avoid another painful visit (1:15-2: 2), laid before them the 
intentions of his .severe letter and his anxiety over their reception of 
it (2t 5-15; 7:5-8), apologized for some apparently unjustified exaggera-
tions in the accusations of the severe letter (6:11-15} 7: Z-4), and then 
brought up in detail the mntter of the financial collection ( 8-9). If' 
2:15-6:10 is genuine and in place here (see above1 II, A, 2, d), then he 
alae included a section of mild self-commendation, perhaps succumbing to 
a temptation to have the last word in a struggle now believed to be over .. 
.i• Ihe Financial Collection.. While the relations between Paul and 
Corinth were strained, Paul could not very well press his great campaign 
for the Judean saints.. Now that the storn1 had seemingly passed, the mat,-
ter could come up again. fii th great di)l)plomacy, he explained how gener-
ously the Macedonians had responded to his appeal, and nadvisedH that 
they complete whet th~f had begun a year earlier (8;10). To collect their 
offering, he sent 'l'i tus and .,.the brother who is .famous among all the 
churches for his preaching of the gospel" 8;18)-. This unnamed brother is 
probably the antecedent intended in the next clause, "and not only that, 
but he has been appointed by the churches to travel with us in this 
gracious v;ork which we ure carrying on" (8:19), although it is possible 
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that Titus is intended instead., 51 It is plain t hat the appointment by the 
churches of a represents. ti v in the fina.ncie.l drive was u feature encour-
aged by Paul to f orestall any possible criticism of his fin ncial honesty. 
" e intend, 1t he wrote, "that no one should blame us about this liberal 
gift wi't...i.ch we are administering, for we aim at what is honorable not only 
in the Lord ' s sight but also in the sight of men" ( 8: 20-21) • \-lith Titus 
end "the brother" was sent another ·brother, one who had "great confidencett 
in the Corinthians (8: 22) .. If this means that this brother had great 
faith in their potential contribution to the fund, then he as a strategic 
person indeed to add to the e:xpedi tion.. After these o.rrangements were ex-
plained, and a£ter an exhortation to "give proof, before the churches, of 
your love · and of our boasting about you to thea men" ( 8: 24), Paul polo-
gized for ha.~e 1just written a s though they needed great persuasion (9:1), 
and, to further sal·'le th&ir pride, he told them how they had been an ex-
ample to Macedonia ( 9: 2). Vii th a final plea to give generously tlr t in-
cludes the famous phrase "God li!lves e. cheerful giver" ( 8i 7), this l etter 
breake off without a formal ending. 
&• Plans ill ~ third visit. 
a~ ?nul's intentions. From 2 Cor 9;~5 it seems thet PaQl in-
tended to f'ollow the financial delegation do1on to Corinth. · This intention 
. 
51. In the Journal· .2! Biblical Literature, LXVIII, 549, I previously 
identified this f'inancial-chain~an with Titus, but the arguments given 
there are not very, sound· • . The phrase. "and·:not Only thatfl seems now. to 
mean, "and in addition to his fame as a prea.cher, he ••• " Titus would no t 
· have qualified as a. representative o:f the churches; be ';as too close to 
Paul.. At any r ate, the person o:f the chairman i s of little importance . 
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doea not seem to have been fulfilled, for when the last of the surviving 
Corinthian correspondence, 2 Cor 10-13, ""'~ 'Ti tten, .oometirne after t.h 
collection was over, Paul • as planning his third visit (12:.14; l;J:l-2). 
That the first two were prior to 2 Cor 1-9 is indicate by 2 Cor 2:.1; the 
fou .. '1ding visit of Acts. 18 cannot by any means described as pa:lnful. The 
evidence is therefore too plain for any other conclusion that this, that 
if Pmll had made t'ku visits prior to 2 Cor 1-9, and two visits prior to 
2 Cor 10-13, then he could not have visited Corinth between these t o let-
ters. 
b. The evidence of Acts. That the intention of 2 Cor 9:5-5 was 
not carried out is contra:ry to the common inference fr.am Acts 00: 2-3 .. 
There he is reported to have gone from Macedonia to "Greece,n where he 
spent three months. If 2 Cor 10-15 is rightly believed to have been 
written ai'ter the collection had been completed and deli Yered, then the 
nGreece" of Acts 20:2 must be either interpreted as some other place than 
Corinth, or regarded as an error. The place of' origi n of the Roman epistle, 
usually brought to bear on this problem, cannot be satisfactorily determin-
ed, and so must be disregarded (see below, IV, A). It is not necessary, 
g, priori, to assume that the "Greece" of Acts 20:2 means Corinth. The 
author of Acts used the specific name "Corinth" when he desired, and there-
:fore may have intended some other place. Historically, the w.i tness of 
Titus 5:12, whether authentic or not, is some evidence that Pt>,ul could 
have been in the vicinity of Corinth and yet vdntered elsewb,ere. A more 
satisfactory solution, however; lies in the second possibility. The gen-
erality of Acts here leads to the suspicion that the author of Acts was 
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not well inf.ormed at this point.. The reference in Roaans 15:19 to having 
taken the Gospel as far as Illyricum, even though it be only to the border 
area, cannot comfortably be assigned to any place in Paults life as report-
ed in Acts. A fiacedonia.n base for such an exped:i tion is most likely, how-
ever, and this period fits tall the requirements admirably. I strongly 
suspect that the author of Acts knew of the trip fron~ Ephesus to Macedonia, 
and then knew, from the travel diary (a section of which begins at 20: 5), 
that Paul sailed away from Philippi about Passover of the following year, 
but did not know what intervened. The general "Greece" lzould thus be 
only a conjecture of the author of Acts, and the notice of the .r ewish plot 
an invention to explain the departure from Philippi instead of the Corin-
thian port, 52 which would have been more normal for a trip to Syria (2 Cor 
1:16). "The conclusion of the whole matter is that the author of Acts 
knew much less than we do about the events at the end of the Ephesian min-
istry.n55 
52. The Jewish plot reference of Acts 20:5 has troubled many commen-
tators.. Lake and Cadbury {!h.! Beginnings of Christian! t:y:, IV, 255) think 
the Macedonian route was chosen so he could collect more money, 8 gathering 
together his party as he went.n Loisy (The Birth£!~ Christian Religion, 
165): "The J ewish plot :mentioned in Acts {xx, 3) must be an arb! tracy ex-
planation of this detour, the true reason being that the bearers of the 
collection from the .liacedonian co111Dlunities bad not arrived in Corinth, as 
soon as Paul desired, to set out with him on his pilgrimage to Jerusalem; 
he would go himself, then, and gather them together." 
55. Manson, in The Bulletin 2f ~ John Rylands Library, XXVI, No. 2. 
lle de.fends, however, a differ~nt reconstruction than the one proposed here 
(see above, I, E,. 26 and D, 43} • . He denies the historic! ty of Acts 20:1 
instead of 20:2-3, but 20:1 is verified b.1 the letters~ McGiffert also 
concludes that •the author o:f Acts knew very li ttJ.e about the details of 
Paul•s life at this time" (~ A:gostolic Age, 411, note). 
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E. Renewed Hostility 
l, .. ~ SQsrces.. Second Corinthians 10-15. The date and plll.ce of 
origin of this letter are indicated by four clues which_, when taken to-
getber, support a very probable hypothesis .. 
a. .. The terminus~ guo-. 12:16-18, with its vigorous defense of 
the financial integrity of Paul and Titus, makes it clear tha t the collec-
tion wa s over and the money delivered., The questions of 12:17-18 do not 
make sense unle~s the mone~ had paased from Corinthian hands to those of 
Paul and Titus, and further, they are exegetically impossible u· wr.i tten 
while Paul and Titus ere actually holding the collected fund. In 12:.16 
Paul is not answering the charge that he had attempted to cheat them, but 
rather that he had already chea ted ·them, by guile ( OOA'f J.fLciS n0({3ov ); 
the collection mission of Titus and "the brother" is here a thing of the 
past. In 2 Cor 8 and 9 it is equcl.ly · plain t hat the Corinthian con..trl.bu.-
tion is still forthcoming, and the mission of Titus to coll ect it lies 
a head.. It, is hence necessary to put 10-15 after the collection-mission 
of Titus, and further, after the delivery· of the funds to the leaders in 
Jerusalem. 
b .. The terminua ,ru! quem. 10:16, on t he other hand, makes it im-
possible to pl~ce 10-15 after the trip to Rome, 54 for there Paul expressed 
his hope that he might preach even beyond Corinth. This expression could 
no t have been written after he had reached Rome and had actually preached 
54 .. As I previously thought (Journal Q! Biblical Literature , LXVIII, ~48) . 
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far beyond Corinth. 
c. Paul's usage of ot C::y.tot .. c cl Whereas Paul used oc.. orylot., n the 
saints, n: as a name for faithful Christians in general, 55 he also used it 
many times to refer to specific Christisns. Using it to indicate partie-
ular persons, he seyera1 times defined it by a modifying clause, as in 
Rom 16:15 uthe saints who are ~~th them,n 2 Cor 1:1 "the saints who are at 
Philippi;" Col 1:2 nthe saints a.nd fai tbful brethren in Christ at Colos-
sae," and perhaps Eph 1:1 11 the saints who are (in Ephesus and) faithful. 
in Christ Jesus .. " Nine times, however, he used "the saints" without a 
modifier and yet seemed to intend particular persons. O.f these, seven 
are shown by the context to be intended to mean the Christians of Judea 
(Rom 12:15; 15:25, 51; 1 Cor 16:1; 2 Cor 8:4; 9:1, 12).. The other two 
occur in the signature of Philippians (4::?.2) and 2 Cor 10-15 (15:15 in 
the English, 15:12 in the Greek). Whereas in writing 1 Cor from Ephesus, 
Paul had written •All ~brethren send greetings, 8 in these two letters, 
and only these two, he sent the greetings. of "the saints." In Philippians, 
moreover, there are separate greetings from "the brethren" and "the saints." 
The evidence, therefore, strongly suggests that "the saints" referred, when 
unmodified yet specifically intended, to Judean Christians, and therefore 
indicates a Palestinian origin for these two letters. The provenance of 
Philippians is a moot question, and cannot be argued here in opposition. 56 
55. Rom 1: '7; 8: 27; 16: 2; 1 Cor 1: 2; 6:1, 2; 14: 53; 16:15; Col 1: 4; 
Phil~non 5, 7, and several times in Ephesians, if it be genuine. 
56.- See below, IV, "'B.. A Caesarean origin fol~ Pb.ilippians has been 
argued, on other grounds entirely, by many scholars, most recently by 
Lohmeyer, in Meyer• s Commentary on Philippians, 8th edition, 19-50. 
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d. The connection V1i th Philippians. Far from being a disadvan-
tage, the links between Philippians and 2 Cor 10-15 form ~.nother clue 
tb.B.t is hermonious vd th the f oregoing: . In both epistles Paul expressed 
his intention of vlsi. ting again in Corinth and Philippi (2 Cor 12:14, 20-
13;2, 10; Phil 2;24). In both, howeveT, he was not sure of this intended 
visit ( 2 Cor 15:2 "if I comett; Phil l; 27 "whether I come ••• or am absent"; 
2: 23-24). The uncertainty if 2 Cor 10-lB is explained by the parallel 
in Philippians, where it is plainly rooted in his imprisonment.. Paul was 
uncertain in both letters simply benause he was not .sure of the outcome of' 
his i mprisonment. Against the auppo s1 tion that ~ Cor 10-15 1s an impris--
onmer'lt epis-tle• ho·::-ever, it might be &.rgu.ed that, if so, the fact of his 
imprisonment would have made a perfect climax to t he list of his suffer-
ings for the Gospel, in 11: 25-28. This c~ be readily admitted, but any 
positive indication, however slight, is of more value t han nn argument 
from silence, and further, . the silence ?;ould be understandable if the let,.. 
ter was written in a mood of great optimism about the 9utcome of the 
trlalo A further objection might come from the contrndietion between the 
intention expressed in 2 Cor 10- 15 and Philippians to return to the scene 
of his fbrmer labors and the intention to go the Rome and Spain after the 
Jerusalem trip (P~m 15:22-29). It may be, however, that in the interval 
Paul changed his mind; there is a precedent for this in the situation be-
hind 2 Cor 1:15-2:2.. Or, otherwise, it may be that Paul expected to re-
visit these congrega tions en route to Rome. The Corinthian situation may 
have forced a modification of the intention of Rom lti, end Corinth was, 
it must be remembered, a stopping point on one of the routes between 
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he had pocketed some or all of the relief money he so energetically rais-
ed. He was suspeeted of "act~~ng in v.~orldly f~:: sbion" (10·,2.); not t aking 
money for his living e:xpenseo served to put them. off guard ~o be could 
rai s e e. bi£.; fund \'~b.ich we.s ostensibly for nthe saints,.n but really for 
his personal profi t (12:16-18). In juHtlce to .the Corinthians, it llrust 
bb! ad.'lli ttod thet Paul laid lu.r~. scl.f open t o this charge. His ~~ssertions 
about his income E.r·e contradictory. Did he refuse support in Corinth 
yet else1f!here accept it (11:7-9; 12:15; Phil 4:10-19)? Or vra.s '!:-:is gener-
al prc.ctice (1 Co:t• 4:12 for Ephesus, l Thess 2:9 for 'fhe~sttionicn) mis-
represen ted to the Corinthians so as to lead them to thint that t:i:ley were 
the Gnly oner; he didn ' t 1Jurden? In either case, Paul 's motive ::: m·e not 
clear, and could easily have resul t1:Jd ln a L;uspicious inquiry~ That he 
h~'~ ( not .followed Ti t.us to Corinth u.s he !lad said he ~,'Ould, added fuel to 
the fire. After the Corint.hian:3 had given their contd bu t:ion to Titus 
and the brethren, they aa.vr Pa.ul no rr.:ore. I.t was ther efore obvious, to 
sone, what ~e was really doing.. And furthermore, it is soue\"h!!t strange 
that although ne first told them. that tb.ei r money would be taken to J eru.-
salem by soreeone they selected and. accredite4 by letter, Paul perh~ps not 
even go'ing E.long (1 Cor 16:1-4), a s it turned out, when the fund was col-
lect(~d, Paul himself' too charge of it, being "covered" by someone ap-
pointed by the churches (2 Cor 8;19). The selecUon of this representative, 
however, wa s b~r sane process in which the Corinthians had no voice~ F'i-
nslly, whereFJ.S Acts, probably on the e.utr...Ority of the "f!eT! source, lists 
as Paul 1 s coinp.mions on this trip to J erus a...lern wl th t he:, collection f'und, 
rE,presen.t~t:tves from Beroea, Thessalonice., Derbe, and Ji.s:!.a (20: 4), no one 
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from Corinth appears. If the inference here is justified, why was there 
no Corinthian delegate, in violation of his explicit promise in 1 Cor 16: 
3? Even if entirely innocent, Paul could at least have handled the col-
lection campaign among the Corinthians with considerably more wisdom than 
he seems to have employed. 
b. The denial of his Apostleship. Closely linked wi. t h their sus-
picion of' his motives and profits i .n the collection 1'tas theil" per5istent 
tendency to doubt his right to call himself an apostle. In both of his 
previous Corinthian letters that still survive, Paul had been obliged to 
defend himself against this cha.r.ge., In thls last surviving one his strong-
er apologia reflects a stronger critical attitude at Corinth.. The hole 
collection scheme was necessitated, they suspected, because he di.d not 
have the courage io demand, as the proper due of an apostle, support from 
the congregation, as other apostles did (11:7-12; 12:15-15) . In ability 
to preach, he was obviously not favored by God (10:10; lls~6), end even 
his body reflected the displeasure of God (12:7-9; cf. 1 Cor 11:12). His 
spiritual pedigree was not, like theirs (the other npostles), thoroughbred 
Israelite (11: 22), and his service in behalf of the gospel was, at least, 
not well known (11: 25-29; 12:10).. He was never personally acquainted 1rl th 
the Lord Jesus (12:1) as were the other apostles. Where was the proof t hat 
Christ spoke through hinr. (15: 5)? fhy did he not exercise in person the 
authority that he claimed in his letters {10:1-11; 11:20-21; 1Ba2, 5-10)? 
These reflections on hls credentials are all understandable; there were 
several things that put him at a disadvantage when compared,. for ins tance, 
with one of the Tv1el ve. 
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~·· Paul's Repl;y .. 2 Cor 10-15 is a vigorous, angry, and sometimes sar-
castic repudiation of these charges. To the accusation that he was mer-
cenary , he protested that his weapons were not worldly, but spiritual (10: 
4}, and that he desired the Corinthians themselves, not their !Doney (12:14). 
That his refusal to live at the expense of the congregation was a tricky 
method of disarming them for the bi g haul, he denied with two emphatic 
questions. These would not have constituted an answer unless the Corin-
thians already knew of their contribUtion reaching Jerusalem a s intended, 
so this assumption that they were a good answer is justified. In reply 
to the slurs on his apostleship, Paul reached his limit in patience. He 
would show them when he came agSin that he bad the full authority of an 
apostle (10t2, 4, 9-11; 15:2-10); he had only been waiting for their dis-
obedience to be complete (10:.6). Though he wa s "unskilled in speech," 
he was not "in knowledge" (11:6), and his thorn in the flesh, far from 
being a sign of Godta displeasure, was rather "a messenger of Satana.oto 
keep me from being too elated by the abundance of revelations" (12:7). 
Furthermore, the power of Christ is "made perfect in weakness'' (12:9); 
Y!eakness is not necessarily a mark of God•s displeasure. Be angrily de-
nounced those other •apostles" with whom he was being compared; he was 
11not in the least inferior to these superlative apostles" (11:5); his re-
fusal to accept support in Corinth was intended to undermine t he claim of 
these "false apostles" that they "work on the same terms" as he did {11: 12). 
They were udeceitful workmen, disguising the~selves as apostles of Christ" 
even as "Satan disguises himself as an angel of light" (11:15-14). His 
Jewish background was as good as theirs (11: 22), and if they were servants 
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of Christ, he was a better one {11: 23). Then, "talking like a madman" 
(11: 25), he listed his sufferings for the g~spel (11: 23-33; 12:10). That 
he had not known the Lord personally he denied by recounting briefly his 
visions and revelations (12:1-4). He ha.d patientJ.y performed ~tthe signs 
of a true apostle" among them {12:12), so they really should be the ones 
to be commending him, and not he himself (12:11) .. He cloaed his apologia 
w1 th a final appeal that the-.r heed him and mend their ways, "agreeing f1i th 
one another,• and that they ttlive in peaceff (15:11).. He had not, even 
after ell they had said against bim, lost his love for his wayward Corin-
thian children. 
F. The Final Outcome 
What was the outcome? The evidence usually found in 2 Cor 1-9 for 
an ultimate reconciliation has disappeared,. and the few hints from later 
writings give no clear account of how the struggl ended. If Paul t s re-
lease from the Roman i111prisonment of Acts be grunted, then the reference 
in Titus 5:12 to his intention to winter in Nl copolis is best placed in 
the period after his relee.se, and is . some indication, though not very much, 
that even though in tho vicinity of Corinth, he preferred to winter else-
where. On the other hand, if 2 Tim 4:20 is historical, end after the 
Roman imprisonment, then Paul did revisit Corinth, und good relations 
would seem to have been reestablished. Clement of Rome, at the end of 
the century, · in writing to t he Corinthian congregation, referred to them 
as "venerable and famous, and worthy ••• of all men 's love" {1:1). He 
commended their virtue, f aith, sobriety, piety, character, hospitality, 
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and knowledge (1:2) • and continued in this vein for many lines before tak-
ing up the business of the epi atle. All this points to a happy ending to 
their quarrel with Paul. But since the business of Clement's letter was 
to censure them for their "strife and passion and divisions and schisms 
and war" (46:5), and to exhort them at great lengths to mend their ways, 
suspicion is cast on the accuracy of the introduction.. The opening ·com-
pliments would be most fitting psychologically, end very appropriate on 
the part of a sister church which as yet had no authority in Corinth but 
was limited to persuasion and exhortation. Yet Clement re.fers to their 
present strife as different from the earlier one of Paul's time, and of 
recent origin (47: 5-7), interposing between them a period of stedfas t 
loyalty to the true faith. His account, however, seems to be entirely 
dependent on l Cor, and written in igno:r-ance of 2 Cor, so the accuracy of 
~s representation is an unsettled question. The strife may easily have 
been a continuation from Paul 1 s time. Whether Paul was able to settle his 
own troubles there or not, his Corinthian mission should probably be reck-
oned a.s more a failure than a success. At any rate, it is very doubtful 
the.t such comments aa Findlayts are justified, that "The establishment of 
the Church of Corinth was the crowing work of Paul ' s second missionary 
journey, and one _of the greatest achievements of his life.•59 Buck ' s es-
timate is much closer to the truth, that. when we get our last clear glimp:Se 
59. In .~ Exposi tor• s Greek Testament, II, 7'50 .. 
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of Corinth in Paul • s day, it was "on the way t o becoming a second Ge.ltitia.•60 
At least it may be said tha t Paul 4 s struggle disappears from history in a 
atom • end when the clouds have pe,ssed and the great churches o.f ee.rly 
Christian! ty emerge, Corinth is not one of them .. 
SO. !h!! Harvard Theological Review, XLIII, 10 (Januc.ry,. 1950) .. 
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RELATED COBOLLARIES 
li. The Provenance of Romana 
l• !.!&, Bearing .Q!! the Present Thesis. Romans 1St 22-52 indicates that 
this section of the letter, at least, was written at a time when, accord-
.tng to Ac:ts 20:2-3, Paul was in ttGreece. u The reconstruction defended in 
the previous chapter however_, does not allow Paul to be in Corinth at 
this time. Either Acts is mistaken, or 11Greece" does not mean Corinth. 
It is necessary, therefore, to examine the evidence for the pla ce of ori-
gin of Rome.ns, or, if the letter is not a unity, at least of Romans 15, 
to see if the almost universal assumption of a Corinthian origin has suf-
ficient basis to be a witnesa against the present thesis. 
z.:.. The Evidence for .!! Corinthian Origin. There are three indica-
tions that Romans was written in Corinth .• ·In 16;1, Paul commended "our 
sister Phoebe, a deaconess of the Church: at .Cenchreuer to his reader~~ 
Cenchreae was the eastern port of Corinth, and it i s therefore likely 
that Paul was in t he vicinity of Cenchreae when he wrote. In 18:25 Gaius 
is mentioned as Paul '-s host, and 1 Cor 1:14 wi tnesaes to a Corinthian con-
vert, personally baptized by Paul, named Galus. · Moreover. in the same 
verse (Rom 16:23), greetings were sent from Erastus~ Rthe city treasurern 
( . , ' . '). ) 0 O Lj( O V Of<-OS ..,.., S -rTO e 'US ., .F'rom this it is inferred that some important 
city is indicated, such a.s Corinth, and further, that this Erastus is the 
one noted in 2 Tim 4: .20, who "remained i n Corinth." Paley's reasoning 
here ma.k.es the most cogent ca.ae for tl'lis inference. 11Erastus was one of 
.· 
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Can it be assumed that the itinerant tra.velli~ companion became the city 
treasurer of Corinth? .And if 2 Tim 4:20 be taken llS historical, and la·cer 
t han the Roman imprisonment of Acts, can it be a.ssUD.led that the settled 
of.ficis.l had returned to his itinerant life wi:th Paul, and then settled 
again in Corinth? The most likely conclusion is that we know nothi g 
about the Erastus of Romans 16, except what is there stated. Moreover; 
all of these supposed references to Corinth are drawn from the sixteenth 
chapter; which may not have been a part of the original letter at all. 
Moffa~t4 lists as favoring the hypothesis that Romans 16 was originally 
a separate letter (which he himself adopts)t Keggermann (1767), Semler 
(1776), D. Schultz, Ritschl, Eichhorn, Ewald~ Renan, Reuss, Lipsius, B. 
Weies, Hausr.s. th, PU.eiderer, Krenkel, Schniiedel, von Soden, Schurer, 
Spi tta., Wei,zsacker, McGiffert, Jtilicher, Vol ter, Lake, Holsten, R. Scott, 
Richter, Kiibl , Laurent, and Hi tzig. Since Moffatt wrote, matly others 
have also adopted this hypothesis, such as J. Weiss1 5 J;. . Loisy, 6 David 
Smith, 7 R. Knopf, a. A. Deiasmann, 9 U:. S. Enslin,lO and E. F • Scott.llAn 
4. An Introduction .:!;& the Literature 2!. the yew Testament, 154-5. 
5. ~History of Primitive Christianity, 560 .. 
--- . . 
6. Nouveau Testament, 105. 
7. ~ !4!! .!Y¥1 Letters .Qf ~· Paul, 575-376 .. 
8 .. Einfii11rung in das Neu~ Testament, 519. 
9. Paul, 21. 
10. Christian Beginnings, 5.8 .. 
11. Paul • a, EnisUe ..!iQ. the Romans, 25-26. 
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expos! tion of this problem is beyond the scope of the present investiga-
tion, but the uncertainty as to whether Romans 16 is part of the same le't-
ter as Romans 15 further weakens the whole case .for a Corinthian origin 
f or the main part of the Roman epistleQ 
.!• .A1 ternate H;motheses~~ The weakness of the hypothesis of a Corin-
thian origin fo r Romans has led many scholars who accept the statement of 
Acta 20:2-Zi end the inference to Corinth to :a:evertlJe" .. t!le locate it else-
where. H. E. G. p·aulus inferred :from 15:19 that Romans was written from a 
city of Illyricum.l2 Rendall put it early in Paul •s i'irat visit to Corinth.l5 
R .. St. John Parr?-4 and C. H,. Dodd15 admitted the posaibili ty tha t Romans 
was written from Cenchreae. W. ltiche.elisl-6 suggested as more likely a Co-
rinthian origin, after 2 Cor 1-9 but before the winter in Corinth·, while 
T. M~ Taylo~7 also placed it in Philippi, but after the Corinthian so-
journ, in the Pa$siol'l week just before sailing to Jerusalem. c. H. Buck, Jr., 
also recognized the weakness of the usual view, allowing that "it is per--
fectly possible t hat Romans was written .not at Corinth after the completion 
1 2. So Bleak, An. Introduction 162, the New Testament, I, · 441. 
lS. 8o Sanday and Headlam, ICC on Romans, P• xuviii. "The question 
is closely connected with the controversy reopened by Professor Ramsay as 
to the ideuti ty of the Gt.Uetia.n churches. .lt~or those who see in them the 
Churches of South Gcl.atia ( ••• ) the earlier date may well seem preferable." 
14. On Romans 16tl in The Crunbridge Greek Testament (1912). 
15. The Moffatt Commentaq on Romans, 1932. 
16. In the ie1 tschrift fu die Neutestarnentliche !;j&senschaft, XXV, 
144-154 .. 
17 .. ~ .Journal of Biblical Literature, LXVII (Dec, 1948), 281-95., 
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more likely than others. The root meaning is "the general ' s tent" or t:lthe 
headquat·ters of a camp. wl9 .F'rom this are derived several subsidiary mean-
ings. tt means the residence of a prince or a governor (as in Acts 2..5: :35J 
Matt 27:27; Mark 15116; John 16:28, 55; 19: 9),. or any spacious villa or 
palace. Consequently, the traditional interpretation has been to refer 
the phrase to the official palace of the Emperor, on Palatine hill in 
Rome. Against this, however, stands the lack of a single parellel to sup-
port this meaning, 1•While 'praetorium' is a frequent designation of splen-
did villas, whet her of the emperors or others, away from ROme, the imperial 
residence on the Palatine is not once so called. Indeed t he word seems to 
have suggested to a Roman the ldea of a countrY seat.n20 If the phrase 
refers to a place, it 111ight therefore be almost any place except Rome, and 
perhaps preferably a Governor ' s residence in a provincial capital. It may 
not, however, refer to a. place at all, but r a ther to a body of . men, the 
praetorian guards., This view has been widely adopted by critical scholars, 
and incorporated in the Biblical revisions of 1881,. 1901, and 1946. I f so, 
however, the verse is of 11 ttle value for determining the place of origin 
of the letter, for on this view 1 t might. huve been written anywhere imper-1al 
soldiers were found .• 
19 •. J •. B •. Lightf'oot, PhilippiB.Jl!h 99. In addition to Lightfoot's dis-
cuss.ion, t,he possible ~ean,ings· are ·ably discussed by Zahn, Einleitung !B. 
·~· NeUe Tastam§n;t, I; '·'3$:...;921 L:Obmeyer, in Meyer •s K.otnmentar on Philip-
pians (Sth eeition, 19'30), 40-41, G. 1': Purves, "Praetorium'' in Hastingts 
DB, and Dibelius, .in Lietzmann's Handbuch llY! Neuen Testament, XI; 55. 
20. Lightfoot, Philipnians,_lOO. 
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b. Caesar ' s household. Lohmeyer ' s comment here is sufficient. 
Die Bedeutung von o[ El< T1s Kerl.crotpos al.~<..[o.s ' Kaiserkla.ven i 
ist technisch ••• Kaiserklaven waren uber das ganze ram-
ische Reich zerstreut; darum 1st ihre Nennung hier kein 
Beneis., dass der Phil-Brief in ~m gesc'b..rieben ist, soridern 
lasst alle Moglichkei ten off en. 
c. I t is also asserted that PaQl ' s e~~ectation of a decision of 
his case in the near .future ( ~: 2·3) ia best understood if he l'1as at Rome. 
Anywhere alse he could have forestalled an adverse judgment by an appeal 
to Rome. The weaknes~ of this argument, however, is apparent from the 
supporting reference . Nothing at all indicates that a final decision 
was then pending, but only that Paul expected to be rele.'J.Bed soon after 
writing • . 
~. 'the Erldence against ..!! Roman Or·igin. 
a. A't the t ime of writing Philippians, Paul was planning a visit 
to Philippi in the near future (2t 24}, whereas from Rome he ad previously 
intended to go westward t::> Spa.in (Rom 15~24, ·2e). The Ho.man hypothesis 
makes it necsssary to assume that Paul chang-ed his plans, and returned to 
those regions where he no longer hed "any room for work" (Rom l5t25) ._ Of 
course, this me.y be so; Paul sometimes did change his plans (~Cor 1:15ff. ). 
b, On the .Roman hypothesis, the distance between Rome end Phil-
ippi i s some,het P~rder to reconcile witn the communications presupposed 
by the letter. & ews of Paul ' s trouble rea ched Philippi, and Epa:phrodi tus 
was sent to minister to Paul ( 2: 25). Epaphrodi tus fell ill, . tnd when this 
was reported to the Philippians, their concern for him was reported to 
21. Meyer's Kommentar, on Phil 4:2::! (P. 191, no te 1),. 
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Paul (2; 26) :-. It seems, therefore, that two round trips must be aosumed; 
invol \Ting over 1500 miles each. Perhaps, hor1ever, the first of these was 
accomplished by the time of Paul ' s arrival in Rome. That is, news of' his 
arrest and his impending trial in Rome might have gone to Philippi .from 
Caesarea, and i.t' so , Epaphrodi tua may have arrived in Rome about the sDJtJe 
time as Paul. The remaining round trip of news ruey not have taken more 
than two or three months.22 
c. 'l'imothy did not, accouring to Acts 27:2, accompany Paul to 
Rome, 25 yet. when Paul wro t,e Philippians, Timothy was with him~ One may, 
of course, he.ve Timothy join him in .Rome later, but this hypothesis is 
not necessary on either the Caesarean or the Ephesian hypothesis. 
d. The .statemeonts of Paul in Phil 1J7, 15, 14, 17 that he was 
in bonds {aorfl.oS) is not very harr!lanious vd th the liberty he seems, !'rom 
Acts 28; 50-51 , to have enjoyed in Rome. 
i• ~ Evidence £2£ 1m Ephesian Origin .. 24 Many have favored the 
hypothesis that Philippians was written during a supposed Ephesian im-
prisonment. The likelihood of such an imprisonntent seems to be established 
by the many references in Corinthians and Romans to more severe trials in 
Ephesus than are recorded in Acta. 25 In support of an Ephesian origin for 
22. P ccording to 1ightfoot, Philippians, 581 note 1. 
25. 'I'his is really a.n inference, but it would seem to be justified by 
the care taken by the author of Acts to enumerate Paul ' s compan;to.ns on the 
trip to Jerusalem (20:4). 
24 .. Fully stated in Duncan-t s .§!. Paul •·s E;ehesian Ministry. 
25. 1 Cor 4:11,; 2 Cor 1:8-9; 4: '8-9; 6 a5, 9; 11,;25; Romans 16: 5, 7. 
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Philippians the following considerations are u.rgeda. 
a~ The anticipated visit to Philippi is Jliore intelligible on 
this view than any other., It is perfectly in harmony •1 th his plans as 
expressed in 1 Cor 16, written from ~phesu.s. 
b. Timothy was with PauJ ,in .. Epheeus, and with Patti at the time 
of writing Philippians. 
c. The plan to send Timothy {2:19- 25) may refer to the same 
mission noted in Acts 18:22 a.nd 1 Cor 4:17 and 16:10-11. This, ho .ever, 
is only a possibility; perhaps the missions should not be identified,. 
d. The expectation of a speedy release is harmonious w:t th the 
plan to send Timothy on a round trip to Philippi before his case T/as set-
tled. This cannot be pressed, however~ for there is nothing to indicate 
tha t he expected the return of Timothy before the end of his imprisonment. 
S• ~ Evidence against ~ Enhesian Origin. 
a. There is no mention of the financial campaign, which 1vas a 
leading concern of Paul during his Ephesian ministry. 
b. The two round trips presupposed in the l etter, even though 
req,\tiring much less tlme tf Paul was a,t, Ephesus, necess:t t ate the assump-
tion that the imprisonment there was at. least of three months duration, 28 
a...Tl.d this, in turn., makes the silence of Acta and Corinthians harder to 
understand then if a briefer imprisomnent could be supposedq 
26. According to Enslin, Christian Besinnikl,&s, 279., t wo weeks were 
sufficient fo r the trip between Ephesus and Philippi. To eight weeks of 
actual travel must be added time for Epaphrodi tus to fall ill and whatever 
time elapsed between the tr.tps. 
I 
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c. The Christology of' Philippians (especially 2' 5-11) would 
seem to be later and more developed than that of the firat letter to Col'-
i nth,: which, on this hypothesis, would be its contemporary. 
d. Ephesus was the capital of a Senatorial, not an Imperial, 
province. ·This mcltes the refeN~~ces to the praetorium and to Ca.esarts 
household more difficult than a Roman or Caesarean origin. 
. "'7 
.§.. The Evidence for 11 Caesarean Ori&!=n•"' 
· · a. The unmodified use of :ttthe saints"' in t he signature, as al-
ready 'explained (see above, III, E; 1, c), makes e Palestinian origin very 
likely .. 
b., According to Acts 25:55, Paul's imprisonment in Caesarea was 
in the pr~etorium of Herod. This affords the most natural explanation of' 
the reference to the pra.etoriWll in Phi:'. 1:13. 
c. C!!.esa.rea vas the capital of an Imperial province, where there 
would ahmys be those 11of Caesar's household 11 ( 4: 22). 
d. Timothy accompanied Paul to J erusa.lem (Acts 2.0: 4), and was 
with Paul a t the time of writing Philippians. 
e. Ti mothyts absence on the tr_p t..o Rome can be accounted for 
by the intention expressed in Phil 2: 19 to send him, to Philippi. 
:f., The violent outburst against the Jews in Phil 5; Zf'f. is most 
easily understood as a reaction t9 thr;. treatment of Acts 21: 27-32; indeed, 
in Phil 5:4-6 Paul defended himself against the very charge reflected i n 
Acts 21:28. 
27 .. 1/,ost lately defended by Lohmeyer, in Meyer•s Kontrttentar on PhilG 
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go The gift from the Philippians (4t14-18) was very likely fi-
nancial in nature, and if so, it harmonizes well with the· statement of 
Acts 24:26 that Felix entertained the hope of a bribe from Paul. 
h. The references in Philippians to being in bonds (c5u,u.6s ; 1; 7; 
15, ~4* 17) agrees well with the notice of bonds ( b6cr,~-<-os ) in the Caesarean 
imprisonment (Acts 25:29; 26 : 29, 51). 
'L· ~ Evidence against !a Caesarean Origin. 
a. Paul •s plan to visltPhilippi (Phil 2:24) is not consistent 
with his plan to go to Spain via Rome (Rom 15: 24)" The weakness of this 
argument, however, lies in the ease of going to Spain via Rome and Philip-
pi • . It would be only a minor detour h"J sea, and does no t involve the 
direct about-face in plans required by the Roman hypothesis. See further, 
above, III , E, 1, d. 
b .. The distance from Caesarea to Philippi is difficult t o recon-
ci le with the two round trips before the letter.. But even so, it is by no 
means impossible. F'our or five months are sufficient to allow for two 
leisurely sea trips (round trips) between Caesarea and Philippi. Moreover, 
it might be noted also that at this time Palest ine is the hub of Christi-
anity, and Christian news would probably travel faster between Philippi 
and Palestine than between Philippi e.nd Rome. 
c . It is sometimes urged t hat the scene reflected in Phil 1112-
18 does no·t correspond to Caesarea. Lightfoott for example, maintained 
that the progress in the gospel no ted in these verses requires an impor-
tant place, end one where Christianity had not, as yet, been well advan-
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ced.28 Caesarea w&s relatively unimportant, and furthermore , it had al-
ready been evangelized "by the Apostles of the Circumcision ••• As a cl.rl.ef 
seaport town of Palestine, the great preachers of the Gospel were con-
stantly passing to and fro through it."29 Others, however, have maintain-
ed that these same verses imply that Paul, when he wrote this letter, 
was in the midst of a flourishing church, whereas Caesaree is not known to 
have had one at all. 50 The arguments clearly cancel each other. 
~. Conclusions. The Roman hypothesis is the weakest of the three. I t 
haa no strong support at all , and relies chiefly in arguments against the 
other ·possibilities. The Ephesian hypothesis best accounts for the travel 
requirements behind Philippians, but has no other real basis. The best 
supported and least opposed possibility is the Caesarean hypo~hesis. At 
the very least, the provenance of Philippians cannot be used as an argu-
ment agains t the Caesarean origin of 2 Cor 10-Ui. 
28. Philippians, 20, note 2$ 
29 • . Ibid. 
30. J. Gibb, "Philippiansn in Hasting 's DB; JlcGiffert, The Aoostolic 
~, 364. 
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CHAPTER V 
SWOIARY AtW CO.NCLUSIOt~S 
Late in the year so, Paul began the evangeli.zation of Corinth, aided 
b'r Silvanus, a travelling companion, and later on by Timothy. His message 
was a simple proclamation that Jesus was the Chr ist (Messiah), and that he 
had died for our sins and been raised from the dead. He made no a ttempt 
to philosophi ze or intellectualize, but relied on the effectiveness of a 
demonstr ation of spiri tuaJ. power. His first convert was Stephanas, and 
his household was baptized vd. th him. He baptized also Crispus and Gaius, 
but in general he seems to have been content to leave the baptismal func-
tion to o thers. His converts were both Jewish and Gentile, and drawn from 
the lower classes for the mo s t part. He followed a policy of self-support, 
;orking a t some trade, prabably leather-worlingo He made the friendship of 
a fellow-worker i n his trade, Aquila, and his wife Prisca, who he.d a.pparent-
ly only recently settled in Corinth from Rome~ They may have been Chris-
tians before arriving in Corinth, and, at any rate, remained close to Paul 
for sevex·al years. J ewiSh opposition to Paul led to a.n ineffectual charge 
before the proconsul Gallic, but this does not seem to have hindered the 
Christian group there at alL After e stay of about ~· year and a half, 
Paul departed for Syr ia, leaving behind a congregation of Christians that 
later will cause him much unhappiness. 
I n the winter following his departure, Pa.ul arrived in Ephesus and 
began an extensive mission thereu In the meantime, however, other evan-
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gelists had gone t;hr ough Corinth, and sown seeds of dissension. Prirties 
begP..n t::~ form, and a decidedly anti-Pauline nucleus began its campaign to 
diseredi t Paul~ On some occasion of trouble in Corinth, Paul wrote a 
letter which is not now extant, and sent Timothy on a mission which in-
eluded Corinth~ Soon afterward 1 reports of the factional spir'l t, and a 
reply to his letter, led to a. second letter, which is preserved in our 
Canon as 1 Cor. In this letter he vigorously denounced the parties, and 
answered their questions in considerable detail" This letter seems not 
to have succeeded in uniting the factions, for Paul was forced to make a 
brie.f personal appearance there. This too .failed, so, in desperation, 
) 
Paul sent a severe rebuke, by Ti tua. Then, anxious about the effect of 
this last letter, Paul went through Troas to Macedonia, v•here he met Titus 
and learned of the s uccess of the severe le·t.ter. To seal the reconcilia-
tion, he v~rote 2 Cor 1-9, which included an extended and eloquent appeal 
for a generous contribution to the fund he was raising for the saints of 
Judea. He sent this letter by Titus, who was instructed to collect the 
Corinthian contribution. 
Although 1 t seems to have been his intention to .follow Titus down to 
Corinth for the r.inter of 55-56, Paul did not fulfill this intention. It 
cannot be determined where Paul was between the writing of 1 Cor l-9 and 
the sailing away from Philippi after Passover of 56. Perhaps an oppor-
tunity in Illyricum opened up, but aJ.l that can be confidently asserted 
is that Paul did not go to C-orintho 
F'rom Philippi, then, he, and several representatives of the churches, 
Journeyed to Jerusal em, taking the money raised during the past three 
V 1M 
years. There Paul was arrested and imprisoned in the praetorium of Herod-, 
perhaps for t wo years. t~ring this time, news arrived of renewed hostil-
ity in Corinth.. His motives in the financial campaign were suspected, and 
the failure to visit them (as promised in 2 Cor 1-9) after Titus had gotten 
th ir money confirmed these suspicions.. H:t s trhole apostleship was called 
into ques tion, and on ma..'ly grounds.. In response to these reports, Pt>ul 
wrote 2 Co r 10-15, answering their charges and defending himself on all 
counts . 
The outcome is not known. That the relations betv;een Paul and Corinth 
were finally straightened out is weakly indicated by one tradition in the. 
Pastoral Epistle~; that Corinth remained a divided, factious , and rebell4:ous 
congregation is indicated by Clement o.f Rome and the failure of the church 
there to rise to ancient prominence. The lattez· is more likely, and it 
would seem necessary to view Corinth as a whole ns one of Paul's less suc-
cessful missions. 
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THE ABSTRACT 
:For the history of the Pauline mission at Corinth,~ most modern 
sc:holars follow, in general , the analysis of Otto Pfleiderer, who com-
bined, in his pa~Urchristgnthum (1887), the hypotheses of several earlier 
scholars, especially l~wald (1857) end Hausrath (1870) • Paul .founded the 
Corinthian congregation, as in ltcts 18.. During his stay in Ephesus a 
short time later, he wrote a lost letter and our l Corinthians, made a 
brief personal visit to oppose an attempt to undermine his autho r ity t here, 
and finally, on the failure of this visit, wro ·t.e a severe letter which is 
now partly preserved in 2 Cqrinthians 10-15~ Then, leaving Ephesus, he 
t ravell ed to Troas and then to Ma cedonia, where Titus brought news tr.at 
the severe letter had accomplished its purpose, and had restored the con-
gregation to peace end obedience. In response, .. Pa.til wrot.e 2 Corinthi.ans 
. ' 
1-9, and shortly afterward wintered in Corinth (an inference from Acts 20: 
2- 5). On this peaceful note our knowledge of' the mission ends. 
Another reconstruction still defended is that of Georg Heinrich 
Ewald; in his Sendschreiben des Aeostels Paulus (1867). His view is 
similar to that stated above, ezcept that tbe seYere letter is considered 
lost, and the fntegri ty of 2 Corinthiane is maintained¥ 
Different in some important re;-;pect.s from both of these, the recon-
struction here defended is essent.ially that of Ewald, modified lY.r an orig-
inal concl\.tsion somewhat simil~:U- to tha viev: of J . s .. Semler, in his 
Paraphraais (1776). 
The most importcnt primary source, foP- the reconstructiop is the ,_ 
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canonical correspondence of Paul to the Corinthians, and the most impor-
tant s econdary source is the canonical Acts of the Apostlea. Acts is 
recognized as a second-hand account of the Corinthian mission, at least 
thirty years l a ter than the Corinthian letters, and wri tten by one not 
person·ally acquainted with them. The Corinthian letters are recognized as 
authentic, and the integrity of the f irst canonical letter is accepted. 
The second, however, is understood as a composite of two letters, the 
earlier comprising chapters l-9 and the later, 10-15~ The basic reasons 
for the separation l ie in the diff erent conditi ons they reflect, and the 
relation between two references to a missi.on of Titus (6;18-24 and 12al6-
18). These two refenmoes to Titus are taken to refer to the same mission, 
not to different ones, because of the identity of persons, object, and 
destination, and further, because 2 Cor 7:13-16 makes 1 t quite evident that 
when chapters 1-9 were written Titus had just returned :from his first mis-
sion to Corinth, as bearer of the severe letter. This first visit was 
hardly the collection mission to which 2 Corinthians 12:16-18 :refers. It 
is therefore necessary to separate 1-9 from 10-15, and to consider 10-15 
as later than; 1-9. Several lesser observations, such ns the effort to 
avoid the charge of dishonesty in 8:18--21, and the attempt to answer just 
such a charge in 10: 2-4; l2f16-18, tend to confirm this analysis .. 
The commonly accepted hypothesis of' Adolf Hau.srath (Der Vierkapi tel ... 
brief ~ Paulus ~ die K~rin.ther, 1870}, which identi fies 2 Corinthians 
10-15 with the earlier severe letter between 1 Corinthians and 2 Corinthi-
ans 1-9 is no t acceptable. c. Ho. Buck, Jr., has shown (Harvard Theologi-
.W. Rgview, XLIII, 5-8) that the parallels usually thought to demonstrate 
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that 10-15 is earlier than 1-9 are too general to be of reel value; the 
references in 1-9 thought to refer back to parts of 10-13 can be parallel-
ed just a.s convincingly in 1 Corintl:1.iana. 
Separated from 2 Corintlrl.ans l-91 and assigned to a later time, 
cha.pters 10-.15 are further recognized to have been wr1 tten sometime after 
Paul • s delivery of the collection money t.o the J udean Christians (12:16-
18) 1 and yet before his trip to Rome (10:16). The greeting from "the 
saints" in the signature also indicates a Palestinian origin, for a care-
ful study of what Paul intended by the unmodified phrase strongly suggests 
that it be taken to mean the saints of Judeae Not hing in the letter it-
self indicates any other place of origin. 
Since 2 Corinthians 10-15 promises or threatens a third visit, and 
since two visits were paid before writing 2 Corinthians 1-9, 1 t follows 
that Paul did not winter in Corinth, as is usually inferred from Acts 20; 
.2-5. Where he did spend this time does not appeal'. Perhaps he was in 
some other city of Greece, or, more likely; the v:f.si t to Illyri cum oc-
cupied this time, and Acts is mistaken. I f ' Paul ever made a third visit 
to Corinth, nothing is known of it. 
The usual assumption that the letter to the Romans was written during 
.Paul ' s final winter in Corinth is not ev:I.denee against the preceding con-
clusion. The weakness of a Corinthian origin for Roitans is readily recog-
nized when the letter is searched for clues as to its provenance.. The 
three inferences to Corinth all break do1m upon careful examination, and 
all of them, moreover, are . from the final chapter, which is very likely 
not a part of the original letter at all. In chapters 1-15, nothing in-
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dicates the place of origin, a1 though chapter 15 1!1.8kes it plain t hat it 
was written towards the close of the financial camp~ign, and before the 
trip to Jerusalem. It may, therefore, have come from any point in Mace-
donia, or from wherever he was just before his departure from Philippi . 
The resultant reconstruction is as follows. Paul introduced Chris-
tiani ty to the Corinthians during the visit describe(:! in Acts 18, from 
the fall of A.D. 50 to the spring of 52. Retu~tng to the general area 
in the winter of 52-55, he began a r esidence in Ephesus which extended 
until after Pentecost, 55. Toward t he end of this period , and probably 
. . 
in the late summer or fall of 54; he wrote a letter to Corinth t hat is no 
longer extant, advising them in their trea.t.m:ent of baek-sliding members, 
and announcing the f inancial collection he was r ai sing for t he j'JOor of 
Jerusalem. About the same time, he sent Timothy on a mi ssion to Cori nth 
and Macedonia, and 1 t is quite possible t hat he was the bearer of the 
lost letter. Then news came, early in the spring of 55, of a serious 
factional quarrel dividing the Corinthians and undermining his authority. 
About the sa'lle time as this oral report, a letter cam.e f rom Corinth in-
quiring about several mutters. In response to both, Paul wrote our ca-
nonieal 1 Corinthians, just before Passover, 55. A report of the failure 
of t his letter to heal the factions led to a brief visit intended to re-
store his authori ty,. j but it too failed. Angry and hurt, Paul sent a 
se·vere let ter by Titus, which is no longer extant, then left Ephesus for 
Troas and Macedonia. In Macedonia Titus reported that the severe letter 
had acco~plished its purpose, and Paul wrote a letter of reconciliation 
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that ii3 almost enti.rely preserved in our canonical 2 Corinthians 1-9~ He 
sent Titus back to Corinth with thi s l etter, charged with the responsi-
bility of collecting the Corinthian contribution. With h tus he sent two 
others, one of whom was a representative o! the Churches to insure the 
integrity o:f Paul and Titus in the administration of the collection. After 
this, the movements of Paul cannot be traced until he appears in Philippi 
for Passover, 56, and is on the poin t of departure for Jerusalem to del iver 
the fund to the Judean saints. : t least it can be sai d that he was not 
in Corinth during t his interval. In Judea, and probably while . in· the 
Caesarean praetoriwn as a pr i soner of Felix, Paul heard that his failure 
to car r y out his promise of a third visit, a!ter Titus had got.ten their 
money, had seriously damaged his reputa t ion in Corinth. Many now were 
confirmed in their suspicions of him, and to meet thi$ new crisis, Paul 
wrote 2 Corinthians 10-15. In an outburst of indigna tion, he answered 
their charges . Expecting relea se, he threatened a personal visit that was 
postponed, at least, by the forced trip to Rome to make h.i. s appeal before 
the Imperial Court.. Her e our knowledge of the Corinthian mission breaks 
of! sharply; the effect of 2 Corinthians 10-15 is n.o t known. The likeli~ 
hood tha.t the Chrlstie.ns of Corinth remained divided, quarrelsome, and 
rebelli ous is suggested by the occasion of the letter of Clement of Rome, 
snd the :failure of th13 church there to t ake a position of prominence as 
the great churches of early Christianity arose at Antioch, Alexandria, 
Caeearea, ~phesus, and Rome. 
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